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Abstract
With the rapid embracing and deployment o f Wideband Code Division Multiple
Access (WCDMA)-based Third Generation (3G) mobile networks [1] in Europe and East
Asia and with the ratification o f the Digital Video Broadcast — Handheld (DVB-H) terrestrial television for battery-powered mobile devices standard in Europe [2], minimization
o f hand-set power consumption is becoming a key requirement. Higher baseband bandwidth
is necessary for these enhanced wireless and mobile broadcast services, which translates to an
increase in battery power utilization over existing second generation (2.xG) technologyenabled devices.
The Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC) that does the transformation o f received
analogue baseband signals to the digital domain for digital demodulation and data extraction
consumes some portion o f the receiver front-end power budget and its minimization will
contribute significandy to overall elongation o f mobile device battery life. This research
focuses on the design o f power-efficient Nyquist and Over-sampled ADCs for DVB-H and
GSM /W CDM A applications with the specific contributions to knowledge being the
determination o f optimal partitioning o f pipeline ADCs for low power consumption, novel
sampling switch linearization circuit for use in the design o f high dynamic range Delta-Sigma
(AS) ADCs and novel power and area efficient background calibration schemes for lowvoltage high-speed 12-bit and higher resolution pipeline ADCs. A number o f silicon devices
were designed and fabricated (or in the process o f fabrication) in the course o f the research
viz.
•

A 10-bit 20.48 M S/s 1.5 V optimally partitioned pipeline ADC silicon in 0.35 pm
CMOS technology for mobile DVB-H with measured results showing only 19 mW
power consumption, 100 MHz Effective Resolution Bandwidth (ERBW), 56 dB
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), 60 dB Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR) and an
ultra-low 0.19 pj/conversion energy consumption, one o f the lowest reported for a
measured device in the literature.

•

A 13-bit 26 M S/s 135 kHz bandwidth, 2.7 V switched-capacitor AS ADC silicon in
0.35 pm BiCMOS technology for GSM frequencies with linearised sampling switch,
achieving measured performance o f 85.8 dB SFDR, 83.5 dB SNR and consuming 7
mW.

•

An 11-bit 153.6 M S/s 1.92 MHz bandwidth, 2.7 V switched-capacitor AS ADC
silicon in 0.35 pm BiCMOS technology for WCDMA frequencies with linearised
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sampling switch, achieving measured performance o f 76.9 dB SFDR, 72 dB SNR and
consuming 14 mW.
A 12-bit 120 M S/s 1.2 V pipeline ADC with novel digital background calibration in
0.12 pm CMOS technology with over 85.5 dB simulated SFDR, 72.1 dB simulated
SNR and consuming an estimated 100 mW.
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Introduction
‘The entrance of thy words giveth Hght; it giveth understanding unto the simple” Ps. 119:130 K JV

1.1

Historical Overview of Digital Communication Systems
Historically, some form of wireless communication has been essential to the very

existence of humans and animals alike. The bees for example do a dance (visual
communication) to alert other bees to the presence of nectar. Monkeys make a whoopee
sound (auditory communication) when they have found food. In the pre-historic times
predating what we know now as wireless communication, human beings communicated by
means of fire, smoke and drums or by the use of emissaries (a precursor of the structured
ubiquitous and archetypal national postal systems). The race between wire-line and wireless
communication development was in a sense neck to neck with Samuel Morse, a painter
perfecting the Morse code (a variable-length ternary code [3]) and telegraph in 1837, which
was then used in 1844 to send the first telegraph message between two American cities. By
1864, James Clerk Maxwell had formulated the electromagnetic theory and inferred the
existence of radio waves using the well-known Maxwell equations, which were verified
experimentally by Heinrich Hertz in 1887. By 1875, Alexander Graham Bell had invented the
wire-line telephone with Almon Brown Strowger’s automatic electromechanical switch
replacing the erstwhile manual telephone exchange in 1897.
But it was not until Guglielmo Marconi received the first transadantic wireless
transmission in St. Johns, Newfoundland on December 12, 1901 from Poldhu, Cornwall,
England, 2100 miles away [4] that communication transcended geographical and continental
boundaries. John Ambrose Fleming, then Professor of Electronic Engineering at University
College London and a consultant to British Marconi designed the equipment used by
Marconi and invented the vacuum tube diode in 1904 paving the way for transcontinental
telephony and the dawn of analogue wireless communication in 1913.
Edwin Howard Armstrong invented the super-heterodyne receiver in 1918 (the
architecture is still in use today in various guises) paving the way for commercial radio and
television broadcast reception. Harry Nyquist’s classic and visionary 1928 paper [5] on the
correct reception of telegraph signals in dispersive media eventually became the bedrock of
digital communication in the future. With better understanding of the nature of wireless
signals and the characteristics of the transmission channel, many researchers invented
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modulation schemes, optimal reception channel filters, and complex schemes for the
representation of baseband signals with the World War II acting as the major catalyst for the
then ground-breaking advancements in telecommunications.
By 1948, Jean Claude Shannon established the theoretical foundations of digital
communications with his classic paper on the mathematical theory of communication [6],
showing that data rate could be increased ad infinitum without affecting the probability of
error so long as the data rate was still within the channel capacity, a startling revelation at that
time. This was followed by significant research in coding theory and the development of
various error correcting codes in order to reach Shannon’s theoretical channel capacity limit
and thus, allow efficient communication and channel bandwidth utilization.
The solid-state transistor then came into the picture in 1948 when three Bell
Laboratory scientists invented it [7] (for which they received the 1956 Nobel Prize in
Physics). This stimulated innovation in other quarters with Robert Noyce of National
Semiconductors inventing the planar integrated circuit in 1958. Noyce’s patent was five
months later than Texas Instrument’s Jack Kilby’s monolithic integrated circuit invention but
Noyce’s planar technique became commercially dominant. This spawned numerous analogue
integrated circuits, logic and memory chips as well as single-chip microprocessors, thus
making digital signal processing suddenly fast, power-efficient and affordable - completely
transforming the digital communication landscape forever.
The availability of microprocessors naturally led to the development of personal
computers, packet switching, computer networks and the Arpanet (1971). This was later
renamed the Internet in 1985 and commercialized in 1994 after the invention o f hyper-text
transport protocol (http), hyper-text markup language (html) and the world wide web (www)
caused an astronomical explosion in the Internet’s usage and popularity.
From the invention of the television in 1926 by John Logie Baird [8] to the late 1980s,
analogue terrestrial broadcast was vogue. This was however plagued by reception problems
as a result of multi-path, interference and fading issues, thus motivating research into the
possibility of terrestrial digital broadcast. Commercial digital video broadcast was eventually
achieved in the late 1990s largely as a result of work done by the Digital Video Broadcast
(DVB) working group [1] since September 1993. Cable (DVB-C) and satellite (DVB-S)
media were initially used for digital broadcast with the extension to the terrestrial
transmission channel (DVB-T) as soon as digital modulation schemes and encoding
algorithms were robust enough to address the issues that originally affected analogue
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terrestrial broadcast. The first DVB-T commercial service was launched in the United
Kingdom in November 1997.
Mobile communications on the other hand had its roots in military communication
with point-to-point analogue modulation based radios already in use by World War II. Multi
point 1st generation analogue mobile communication was finally commercialized in the mid
eighties with the Advance Mobile Phone Service (AMPS) system in use in the United States
and Asia, the Total Access Communication System (TACS) in the United Kingdom and the
Nordic Mobile Telephone (NMT) system in use in Scandinavia. By 1992, Europe had gone
digital with the 2nd generation TDMA-based Global System of Mobile Communication
(GSM) and America following suit with D-AMPS. Japan also introduced IS-95, a form of
CDMA in the mid nineties. By the late nineties, packet switching was in use with the
introduction of General Packet Radio Services (GPRS) and Enhanced Data rates for Global
Evolution (EDGE), 2.5G enhancements to GSM, which is still in use in over 200 countries
and by almost two billion subscribers worldwide [9].
While subscribers were experiencing the multimedia messaging benefits of the 2.5G
services, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) was already scoping out a Universal
Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) that would use some form of CDMA and
provide high data-rates with efficient use of bandwidth. This has now been deployed in parts
of Europe, Asia and America and with Mbps data rates using High Speed Downlink Packet
Access (HSDPA) and video streaming capability, is poised to completely eclipse GSM in the
near future.
As it became apparent that the evolution of mobile handset design was inevitable, (with
high-resolution colour displays and cameras becoming commonplace on lighter, smaller and
more power efficient phones), the DVB consortium in the early 21st century mulled over the
possibility of deploying robust digital terrestrial television for battery-powered mobile devices
with guaranteed reception even at high speeds. DVB-Handheld (DVB-H) was then
developed and standardized in 2004 and is similar to DVB-T with the broadcast data
transmitted as IP packets (to allow for time-slicing at the receiver for power consumption
reduction) and a novel Forward Error Correction (FEC) algorithm developed to aid robust
reception at high velocities. Trials have actually been done at close to Mach-1 speeds with
excellent reception quality [10] and 2006 will be the year that will revolutionize the traditional
ways in which multimedia, music, radio and television are enjoyed. The power-efficient
WCDMA/DVB-H/MP3/Camera-phone will thus be where all these cutting edge
developments in wireless communication will eventually converge.
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1.2

M otivation for the Research Work
For the subscriber to receive voice, video, broadcast and data, content depictive of the

previously outlined advancements in digital wireless communication, a suitable tuner or
receiver front-end is required. Fig. 1.1 is a simplified diagram of a direct conversion
receiver/tuner used for DVB-FI reception. The surface acoustic wave (SAW) filter is used to
steeply reject RF signals within the immediate vicinity of the wanted signal band. The low
noise amplifier (LNA) amplifies the received signal whilst adding little noise in the process.
The phase locked loop (PLL) generates the RF waveforms for use in the in-phase (I) and
quadrature (Q) paths of the receiver. The mixer translates the RF input signal directly to
baseband. Additional band-limiting is done using an integrated channel filter and an
automatic gain control (AGC) loop used to further amplify the wanted signal. Finally, the
I/Q analogue-to-digital converters (ADCs) convert the I/Q channel outputs to the digital
domain for subsequent digital signal processing and extraction of the transmitted MPEG2
audio and video program.

DVB-H Tuner

Antenna
COFDM
D em odulator

Fig. 1.1

Simplified block diagram of a direct conversion tuner for DVB-H reception.

In the days of analogue wireless communication, the demodulated analogue baseband
output was the desired information. For digital wireless communication, the traditional
modulation schemes are only used as bearers of the encoded packetised digital data. The
analogue baseband output still needs to be accurately translated to the digital domain with
adequate Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) to facilitate digital demodulation, error correction and
decoding of the transmitted packets. And this is where the ADC comes into the picture. The
ADC’s noise floor must be such that its effect on the input baseband signal’s Carrier-toNoise Ratio (C/N) is negligible. In addition, the use of a high dynamic range ADC eases the
complexity of the analogue channel filter design and eliminates the need for trimming or
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calibration of the baseband filter characteristics whilst translating additional filtering
requirement to the digital domain where it can be done more precisely and efficiently.
Table 1.1 is the representative breakdown of power consumption for the individual
blocks comprising a typical DVB-T/H tuner and demodulator subsystem [11]-[16].

Table 1.1

Power Consumption Break-down for DVB-T Demodulator Subsystem.

R eferences

Blocks

Power C onsum ption (mW)

[11]

LNA & RF Filter

21

[12]

Mixer, VCO & PLL

47

[13]

I and Q AGC

65.4

[14]

I and Q Baseband Filter

50

[15]

I and Q ADCs

120

[16]

Digital Demodulator

307

It can thus be seen that the ADC power consumption is a sizeable portion of the overall
power budget. Hence, if low-power techniques can be developed and used for the design of
the ADCs the DVB-T subsystem’s consumption will reduce, immediately translating to
mobile device battery power elongation. Fig. 1.2 plots the battery voltage of a 1.5 Ah
(Ampere-hour) 4.2 V mobile phone lithium-ion battery versus discharge time for various
constant discharge currents [17] to help put things in perspective.

4.5
0.1 A Discharge Current
0.5A Discharge Current
1.0A Discharge Current
1.5A Discharge Current

'3.5

2.5

0

Fig. 1.2

10000

20000

30000
40000
Discharge Time (s)

50000

60000

Discharge profile of a 4.2 V 1.5 Ah lithium-ion battery.
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This research thus focused on the minimization of power consumption in video-rate
pipeline ADCs by the optimization of inter-stage resolution partitioning, the design of a
novel switch linearization circuit to address sampling switch linearising issues affecting lowpower switched-capacitor AT ADCs and the development of low power and low silicon
overhead calibration schemes for high-speed and high-resolution pipeline ADCs. The
research spawned four silicon devices in total with the designs done using CMOS and
BiCMOS 0.35pm and 0.12pm process technologies and easily portable to lower geometry
technologies.

1.3

Thesis Organization
The thesis is made up of seven chapters. Chapter 2 reviews ADC fundamentals with

properties of quantization noise examined, ADC terminologies explained and ADC testing
methodologies described.
Chapter 3 goes further, with all available ADC architectures presented and described in
detail. The trade-offs between architectures is explained and data presented to illustrate the
resolution versus power consumption versus sampling speed segments that the various
architectures fall into; a useful means of determining the appropriate architecture to use for a
given wireless communication or broadcast receiver subsystem design.
In Chapter 4, the cost benefit of a multiple-die System-in-a-Package (SiP) solution over
a monolithic System-on-a-Chip (SoC) for DVB-H receiver sub-system is stated. Systematic
analysis is then carried out to determine optimal inter-stage resolution partitioning for lowest
power dissipation in video-rate pipeline ADCs. On this vein, the silicon design of a reducedvoltage, ultra-low energy and high input bandwidth pipeline ADC for DVB-H is presented
with system design issues of the DVB-H tuner considered. Measured results are then shown.
Chapter 5 presents the design of two low-power AT ADCs for both GSM and
WCDMA wireless receiver standards with system design issues in both the GSM and
WCDMA receiver chains thoroughly considered. The chapter culminates in the system and
circuit design of both ADCs with the design of a novel sampling switch linearization scheme
enabling the achievement of very high dynamic range for the ADCs. Measured results are
subsequently presented.
Chapter 6 show-cases advancements in high-resolution ADC calibration and proposes
two equivalent low-power background calibration scheme for high-speed high-resolution
pipeline ADCs. Circuit design of a background calibrated 12-bit pipeline ADC using the
proposed scheme is then described and system-level simulation results presented.
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Conclusions are then suitably drawn in Chapter 7 and potential areas for further
research in the quest for high-performance ADC power consumption minimization
identified.

1.4

Research Contributions
The main contributions of this research to the body of knowledge can be summarized

as follows:
•

Determination of optimal inter-stage partitioning for lowest power dissipation in
moderate resolution pipeline ADCs. This enabled the design of a video-rate lowpower ADC with the lowest reported energy efficiency to date.

•

Novel switch linearization circuit for switched capacitor ADC sampling switch. This
lineariser circuit allowed for over 12 dB ADC dynamic range improvement in
comparison with ADC sampling switch implementation using prior art (transmission
gates) and was successfully verified in silicon for both a GSM and WCDMA AX
ADC.

•

Proposal of novel low-power background calibration schemes for high-speed highresolution pipeline ADCs that was suitable for implementation in battery-powered
mobile devices. Circuit and layout design of a 12-bit ADC was then done to
demonstrate the scheme with the silicon design planned for fabrication in November
2006.

1.5

Publications
The following papers were accepted for both journal and conference publications

within the period of the research:

•

A Segmented Analog Calibration Scheme for Low-Power Multi-Bit Pipeline ADCs by
O. A . Adeniran and A . Demosthenous, acceptedfor publication in the December 2006 IE E E
International Conference on Electronics, Circuits and Systems (ICECS 2006) proceedings.

•

An Ultra Energy-Efficient, Wide-Bandwidth Video Pipeline ADC Using Optimized
Architectural Partitioning by 0 . A . Adeniran and A . Demosthenous, submitted to the IE E E
Transactions on Circuits and Systems I — Regular Papers, revised May 2006, August 2006 and
awaitingpublication.
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• A 19.5 mW 1.5 V 10-bit Pipeline ADC for DVB-H Systems in 0.35 pm CMOS by 0.
A . Adeniran and A . Demosthenous, in Prvc. 2006 IE E E International Symposium on Circuits
and Systems (ISCAS 2006), Kos island, Greece, pp. 5351-5354, May 2006.

• A 92 dB 560 MHz 1.5 V 0.35 pm CMOS Operational Transconductance Amplifier
by O. A . Adeniran and A . Demosthenous, in Prvc. the 2005 European Conference on Circuit
Theory and Design (ECCTD 2005), Cork, Ireland, pp. 325-328, August 2005.

• Optimization of Bits-per-Stage for Low-Voltage Low-Power CMOS Pipeline ADCs
by 0. A . Adeniran and A . Demosthenous, in Prvc. the 2005 European Conference on Circuit
Theory and Design (ECCTD 2005), Cork, Ireland, pp. 55-58, August 2005.

• A CMOS Low-Power ADC For DVB-T And DVB-H Systems by O. A . Adeniran, A .
Demosthenous, C. Clifton, R Soin and S. Atungsiri in Prvc. 2004 IE E E International
Symposium on Circuits and Systems (ISCAS 2004), Vancouver, Canada, pp. 209-212, May
2004.

In addition, a journal paper stemming from the work described in Chapter 5 is currently in
preparation.
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Analogue to Digital Converter
Fundamentals
‘The law of the Lord, is perfect converting the soul” Ps. 19:7 K JV

Virtually all real-life phenomena produce effects that are continuous in nature from
human nerve signals of minuscule electrical magnitude to seismic tremors of significantly
higher intensity. To further perceive, transport, analyze or archive these continuous-time
analogue signals a means must exist for conversion from physical to electrical form. This is
usually achieved via a variety of transducers ranging from strain gauges to the ubiquitous
microphone. The analogue electrical outputs of these transducers is then translated to the
digital domain where the signal can no longer be corrupted by media ageing and the superior
processing power of digital signal processors, dedicated microprocessors and the flexibility of
software can be annexed for robust data extraction, demodulation or analysis. The ADC is
the bridge between the continuous-time analogue domain and discrete-time digital domain.
Since ADCs are sampled sub-systems, some signal pre-conditioning is usually required to
preserve signal integrity in the digital domain. This chapter will cover signal characteristics
and conditioning issues with the terminologies associated with sampled signals in general and
ADCs in particular elucidated. Issues and constraints of ADC testing methodologies will be
considered.

2.1

Analogue and Discrete-time Signals
Fig. 2.1 shows an analogue sinusoidal waveform of freq u en cy ^ represented by the

equation below with overlaid harmonics at (2-n + l ) f sig for integer n —2 and 4 and
periodically sampled at times T = 1/fclk where the sampling frequency,^ > 2f sig to obey the
Nyquist Criterion [5]:

Vlitp ) = A-an\2jtfitt).

(2 .1)

If for example, bC (/) is sampled twice within a period at its maxima and minima
(magenta circle in Fig. 2.1), all three waveforms of different frequencies are coincident at the
sampling points. Coherent sampling thus cannot distinguish between a signal sampled at the
Nyquist rate and its harmonics, as the Fourier transform of the discrete-time data will
represent the three waveforms with a single tone a t^ lg, a problem known as aliasing which
may or may not be desirable depending on whether signal sub-sampling is the original intent.
This illustration has employed a simple sinusoid but the phenomenon is direcdy applicable to
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both periodic and random signals. In general, if a signal of b a n d w i d t h i s sampled at rate^lk
where f dk > fhw, aliasing will be significandy minimized if the signal is constrained within f hw by
the use of a suitable anti-alias filter prior to discrete-time sampling.
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Fig. 2.1

Representative sinusoidal waveform with overlaid 5th and 9th harmonics.

Fig. 2.2 depicts the sampler with a 6th order Butterworth filter used for anti-aliasing.

Coherent
Sampler
Anti-alias Filter

Fig. 2.2

Descriptive coherent sampling subsystem with anti-aliasing filter included.

Three noisy sinusoids, one a t^ ig and the others at 2.5^ ig and 3.5^lgare generated using
Matlab® and applied to the 6th order Butterworth anti-alias filter input prior to sampling at
exactly f dk — 4f sig. Fig. 2.3 is the normalized (to 0

.

5

in-band power spectrum of the

pre and post-anti-alias-filtered sampled data with better than 40dB rejection of abased signals
obtained (the 2.5f lg alias undergoes less filtering because of its proximity to JQ. Ideally, the
anti-alias filter stop-band rejection should be high enough to attenuate the aliases to levels
comparable to the noise floor. This complicates the analogue filter design considerably,
hence the use of pseudo over-sampling in most systems to ease the filter design (i.e. a
20.48MS/s Nyquist ADC used for 4 MHz broadcast video digitization). This issue is further
exacerbated in ADCs used for sub-sampling as a result of the closer proximity of in-band
and out-of-band Intermediate Frequency (IF) signals (i.e. designing a filter that rejects a
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64MHz tone with the wanted tone at 62 MHz is a non-trivial task). To relieve the filter
complexity issue for sub-sampling applications, the undesired signal may be allowed to fold
down into baseband and is subsequently taken out using digital signal processing.
(a) Anti-alias Filter not used
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(b) Anti-alias Filter used
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Fig. 2.3

2.2

Sampled signal spectra (a) without and (b) with anti-alias filtering used.

ADC Transfer F unction and Q uantization N o ise
Fig. 2.4 is an n-bit ADC block diagram with analogue input Ksig and digital outputs bnA

to b0. At the leading (or trailing) edge of the clock the input analogue signal is sampled and
quantized to a precision determined by the resolution (number of output bits) of the ADC.
The analogue input and digital outputs of the ADC can be related by (2.2):
Vref • ( V 2~" + V 2'~" +... + £„_2 •

+ i _ t • 2- ') = Kslg ±

Vq

(2.2)

where V nf is the ADC analogue reference voltage (to which cumulative fractions the input
signal is compared), bnA ... b0 are the ADC output bits and V q the quantization error or noise
which in an ideal ADC is bounded between ± l / 2 "+1 or ± Vz LSB (Least Significant Bits).

sig

ADC

elk

Fig. 2.4

Ideal «-bit ADC block diagram.
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To extract the quantization error from our hypothetical n-bit ADC, the test-bed block
diagram in Fig. 2.5 will be required with an ideal n-bit Digital to Analogue Converter (DAC)
with output Dqac used to convert the quantized digital signal back to analogue for
comparison with the original signal as given by (2.3).
^ S ^

V.sig

s

- ^

ADC

(2-3)

ac

DAC

dac

-*

Vr

>k+
'elk

Fig. 2.5

Q uantization error extraction test-bed.

If a slow zero to V ref ramp waveform is applied to the ADC input, the ADC digital
outputs will change as the input signal crosses each cumulative V n(/ (2 " —1) threshold level.
The DAC then produces an output offset from that of the ADC thresholds by Vz LSB as
illustrated in Fig. 2.6. It can also be observed that the quantization noise, V q follows the
familiar saw-tooth waveform pattern but is bounded between ± Vz LSB limits.
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On the other hand, if a sinusoid is applied to the input of the ADC, a different
quantization noise profile results (Fig. 2.7) but which is still within the ± Vz LSB bounds. If
again, a Gaussian noise source with outputs constrained to the ADC input limits is applied to
the ADC inputs, the noise-like quantization error in Fig. 2.8 results.
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Finally, a pseudorandom noise source, typical of the signals the ADC will digitize in
real life, is applied to the ADC and the results plotted in Fig. 2.9. Would all of the above
ADC input signal conditions give the same results for the quantization noise energy? In
order to understand and appreciate the properties of the quantization noise or error, it will
be beneficial to examine the statistical property of the above input signals and the resultant
quantization noise.
Fig. 2.10 shows the amplitude distribution histograms of a ramp, sinusoidal Gaussian
noise and pseudorandom noise input signals with their associated quantization errors. It can
be seen that in spite of the disparate nature of the signals, the amplitude distribution of their
quantization noise is approximately the same (with the sinusoid quantization noise slightly in
error as a result of the predictability of the error contribution of its peaks and troughs). The
rrns value of the quantization noise as determined for the above inputs is listed in Table 2.1.
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ADC quantization noise with pseudo-random noise input.

Table 2.1

Quantization noise energy for disparate ADC input signals.

I n p u t S ig n a l

VSig p k - p k

K ig m is

V q p k -p k

V q rm s

Slow Ramp

1

0.2887 or 1 /V l2

1 LSB

0.2887 or 1 /V l2 LSB

Sine Wave

1

0.3536 or 1/V8

1 LSB

0.3068 LSB (6% error)

Gaussian Noise

1

0.1192

1 LSB

0.2887 or 1 /V l2 LSB

Random Noise

1

0.2887 or 1 /V l2

1 LSB

0.2887 or 1 /V l2 LSB
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The above results can also be obtained analytically [18] by assuming a stochastic input
signal with the quantization noise uniformly distributed between ± Vz LSB. The probability
density function J q{V) will be a constant as in Figure 2 .10 , i.e.
£ / fi(V ) d V ~ \

(2.3)

The rms value of the quantization noise is then given by:
V.Q { ™

T /2
s)

1/2
r r « „ 2 . T, l
- [ [ t / 2V J2d

"l

f 1

3 ^23

1N

1/2

(2.4)

23 ,

i.e.
FT

1

LSB

(2.5)

rmsvalue of ADC quantization noise is always 1/Vl2 LSB if it is uniforml

In general, the
distributed between ± Vz LSB.
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ADC Specification T erm inologies
All ADC specification parameters are usually extracted from the digital outputs using

discrete Fourier transforms for noise or frequency-related specifications or time-domain
analysis for other specifications. This will be further expatiated in Section 2.4. Since the
previous section examined the properties of ADC quantization noise, the first ADC
specification to be considered will be related to noise.
2.3.1

S ig n al-to -N o ise R atio (S N R )
This is defined as the ratio (in dB) of the full-scale ADC input signal rms power to the

rms quantization noise, i.e. for uniform probability density input signals,

SNR = 2 0 -log 10

f V -Slg N

o
V VU

= 20 •log 10

J

2 7

y i2 '

= 6.02n dB

/VT 2

(2.6)

1

where n is the ADC resolution. The characterization of an ADC is usually done using a
sinusoidal input (rms value of 1/V8) with the SNR re-defined as:
SNR = 20-loglO

r/V s
l/V l 2

= 20 • logl 0

277^2

1 /7 1 2

13

= 6.02« + 1.76 dB

(2.7)

V2
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2.3.2

Signal to N o ise and Distortion Ratio (SNDR)
This is defined as above but with the rms power of all in-band harmonics included in

the denominator, i.e.
SNDR = 20 -log 10

( _______ V-Slg

^

dB

(2.8)

^ V Q "F ^harm onics ,

For a perfectly linear ADC, SNR equals SNDR but in real ADCs, SNDR is always less than
SNR as a result of inherent circuit non-linearity (to be considered later) and the ideal 6.02#
SNR of (2.6) cannot usually be achieved with real circuits under realistic power consumption
budgets (effects of circuit noise, incomplete amplifier settling, finite amplifier gain, etc will
dilute the ideal SNR as considered in subsequent chapters).

2.3.3

Spurious Free Dynam ic Range (SFDR)
This is defined as the ratio (in dB) of the rms power of ADC full-scale input signal to

the rms power of the highest spurious signal (harmonics inclusive) in the ADC output
spectrum after discrete Fourier transform of the output data i.e.
SFDR = 20 • loglO

(

V Slg ^

dB

(2.9)

V spunous y

2.3.4 Total Harm onic Distortion (T H D )
This is the ratio of the rms sum of the second to sixth in-band harmonics of the ADC
output spectrum to the full-scale input signal, i.e.

THD = 20 -log 10

^ Vi v 'harmonic2
2
' + y rlharmonic3
' + _i_s /harmonic5
2
" i j/
V sig

2

' ^

harmonic6

dB

(2.10)

If the dominant spurious tone is an input signal harmonic and all other harmonics and spurs
are sufficiendy small in magnitude relative to it, THD (dB) is then approximately equal to —
SFDR (dB).

2.3.5

Resolution
This has already been implicidy defined and is the number of ADC output bits, i.e. n-

bits. It is also a measure of the smallest distinct analogue level that the ADC can effectively
resolve, i.e. an //-bit ADC can resolve input signal differences to a precision of Kref/2", where
Kref is the full-scale ADC input voltage.
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2.3.6

Effective N um ber o f Bits (E N O B )
As mentioned in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, sinusoidal input signals (band-pass filtered

for high spectral purity) are usually employed in the characterization of ADCs, and the actual
ADC SNR is far from ideal. Rearranging (2.7) thus gives:
ENOB = «effecnve = SNR" »

~ L76

(2.11)

6 . 1)2

where the ADC ENOB is a measure of the accuracy (the precision of the converter transfer
response) of the ADC. For real Nyquist ADCs, ENOB is less than actual ADC resolution
(ENOB can be greater than ADC resolution for over-sampled ADCs).

2.3.7

Sample Rate
This is the ADC clock rate or the rate at which the input is sampled and digital data is

churned out of the ADC. It can vary between a few Hz to a few GHz depending on the
ADC architecture and application [19].

2.3.8 Effective Resolution Bandwidth (ERBW)
This is defined as the ADC input frequency at which the measured ENOB reduces by
0.5 LSB (-3 dB frequency) relative to measured ENOB for low-frequency inputs of the same
magnitude. For Nyquist ADCs, ERBW is typically a half of the sample rate, but can be
significantly higher than the sample rate if the ADC is designed for sub-sampling
applications.

2.3.9

Sub-sampling
In wireless receiver subsystems, the ADC may be used to directly sample the

comparatively higher Intermediate Frequency (IF) output of the front-end mixer at a lower
clock rate. The wanted band then aliases into the ADC’s Nyquist band and is thus downconverted. This process is called sub-sampling or under-sampling and a classic example is the
sub-sampling of the 36.57 MHz IF output of a digital television broadcast tuner at 18.28
MS/s using a Nyquist ADC with relaxed anti-alias filtering [20]. The 4 MHz in-phase (I) and
quadrature (Q) bands can then be simultaneously recovered from the digitized and downconverted IF using a single high-ERBW ADC with 9.14 MHz down-converted bandwidth
(Nyquist) available.
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2.3.10 Over-Sampling Ratio (OSR)
This is defined as the ratio between the ADC sample rate and the Nyquist signal
bandwidth as given below:
OSR = ---^

(2 .12)

./bandw idth

OSR is unity for Nyquist ADCs and greater than unity (typically between 16 and 512) for
over-sampled ADCs [21].

2.3.11 Integral Nonlinearity (INL)
In Fig. 2.6, it was observed that the quanti2ation noise of an ideal ADC was bounded
within ± Vz LSB for a ramp input. The quantization noise of a real ADC under exactly the
same excitation condition may or may not be within the ±V2 LSB bounds. The array of
deviation in quantization noise between the real ADC case and the ideal ADC for every
output code is thus the integral nonlinearity (INL) i.e.
INL[l,...2 ]= ^(idealADC)^ —^ ]~ ^jg(realADC)*"^ ].

(2-13)

This also is equivalent to drawing a straight line between the ADC zero-scale and fullscale output codes and finding the array of the deviation of each code from the
corresponding mid-point on the straight line. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 1.
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ADC IN L plot (non-ideal A DC response is in red).
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A best-fit straight line may also used but the added complexity of best-fit algorithms (i.e.
least mean squares [22 ]) has made the simpler end-to-end straight line method more popular
[23]. An ideal ADC has zero INL.

2.3.12 Differential Nonlinearity (DNL)
DNL can be defined as the array of the difference between consecutive code
transitions of an ADC and consecutive code jumps of the ideal case for all output codes.
This is further illustrated in Fig. 2.12. The minimum and maximum DNL extremes are
usually quoted in the ADC specification tables, and for a precision ADC should be between
± V2 LSB (DNL is zero for an ideal ADC). If an ADC exhibits DNL that is equal to ± 1 LSB,
it may be characterized by missing codes (output code does not change with corresponding
change in the input signal) as illustrated in Fig. 2.12.
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ADC DNL plot (non-ideal ADC response is in red).

For an ADC to not have missing codes, its DNL must be less than ± 1 LSB. The INL
can also be obtained by accumulating the ADC’s DNL and conversely, the DNL can be
obtained by differencing (V is the differencing operator) the INL, i.e.
+ I.SB

INL = 2 ] DNL

(2.14)

-L S B
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DNL = V(INL).

(2.15)

2.3.13 M onotonicity
An ADC is said to be monotonic if the rate of change of the ADC output with respect
to its input is always positive, that is:
^ / ADC_out > q

(2.16)

^ADCJn
If the ADC’s DNL is bound between ± 1 LSB limits, the ADC is guaranteed
monotonic. Thus, a monotonic ADC may have missing codes but an ADC exhibiting
missing codes may not necessarily be monotonic. However, an ADC with no missing codes
is inherendy monotonic. An ADC with INL of ± 0.5 LSB is also guaranteed monotonic with
no missing code.

2.3.14 Offset Error
When the input of an ADC is set to zero, code zero is expected at its output. As the
input voltage is increased slighdy, the output code transitions by 1 LSB. The deviation of the
normalized input voltage from 0.5 LSB after this transition is the converter’s offset error in
LSB units. This can be expressed mathematically viz.

(2.17)

-^OFFSET ^ADC_fullscale

where V,ADC_fuUscale is the ADC full-scale input voltage.

2.3.15 Gain Error
This is a measure of how much the slope of the ADC transfer function matches that of
an ideal ADC and is usually expressed in LSB. Mathematically, this is equivalent to:

(2.18)

'GAIN
ADC_fullscale

Gain and offset errors can usually be calibrated out from an ADC in software or
hardware. They are normally removed from the ADC output data before INL and DNL
computations are carried out. Fig. 2.13 further illustrates this:
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ADC T estin g
Essentially, ADCs are tested statically (DC) for DNL and INL errors and dynamically

(AC) for SNR, SNDR and SFDR at desired input frequencies and specified sample rates. For
dynamic testing, a spectrally pure and band-limited sine wave is used as input to the ADC. A
spectrally pure clock source coherent in relation to the input frequency (the ratio between the
two must be a prime number to eliminate the need for windowing of the sampled data prior
to fast Fourier transform as outlined in the IEEE ADC testing standards 1057 [24] and 1241
[25]) is then used to sample the input and the output data collected for real-time or offline
processing. The SNR, SNDR and SFDR are then computed from the power spectral density
of the sampled data [26].
To fully characterize the ADC statically, a ramp input is ideally required. This can be
close to impossible to generate for a number of reasons. For example, if a k samples/s n-bit
ADC of full-scale amplitude V slg is to be characterized, the ramp input needs to have a slope
of:
dV.

ramP _ 2 ~ ( « +1)

dt

] /

' 518 '

(2.19)

This yields 0.763 V /s for a 100 kS/s 16-bit ADC with V slg = 1 V. Such an ADC will take
about 2 s to characterize and a 0.5 Hz ramp waveform is required for the testing which is too
low for conventional signal generators to produce. The higher the resolution of the ADC,
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the more difficult it is to test them using the ramp method. The histogram method [24], [25],
[27], [28] is thus the commonest way of characterizing ADC static performance as the same
data collected during coherent dynamic testing is used. This method will be employed for all
static characterization of ADCs carried out in this work. However, the quantity of samples
required to average out the artifacts during histogram testing can be prohibitive for highresolution ADCs and factory testing of such devices can take a significandy long time. This
drawback has encouraged numerous research [32] —[37] and spawned considerable literature
on schemes to reduce ADC test time and data quantity whilst still guaranteeing precise
characterization of ADC performance.
Most of the proposed methods use input waveforms with known statistical properties
and perform some form of auto-correlation between the known input statistics and the
output data statistics in order to determine the ADC static or dynamic errors. In 1983,
Souders et al [29] proposed a method of ‘stepped input voltages’ for the static
characterization of ADCs. Clayton et al [26] in 1986 proposed the well-known sine wave
input for the dynamic characterization of ADCs using Fast Fourier Transforms. A
maximum-length sequence input waveform is suggested in [30] for static testing of a
successive approximation ADC and extended for dynamic testing using Walsh functions by
Brandolini et al [28] in 1992. Koltik et al [31] in 1988 previously used a complex maximumlength sequence based input with controlled statistical properties for ADC characterization
with Muginov et al [32] introducing statistical data processing of results obtained using
Koltik et al’s method in 1997 to shorten overall ADC test time. M endoza et al [33] and
Holub et al [34] in 1999 respectively suggested the use o f non-stationary frequency input
with short-time post-ADC Fourier analysis and a wide-band chirp input signal to achieve a
significant reduction in test time. In 2004, Kale et al [35] proposed an extremely fast INL
reconstruction method based on parametric spectral estimation that required only about
eight thousand samples to completely characterize the INL of any «-bit ADC. Finally,
Wegener and Kennedy [36] in 2005 described a model-based testing scheme for production
environment ADCs that was time-efficient and robust to testing uncertainty.

2.5

ADC Performance Figures of Merit
A number of ADC performance figure-of-merits (FOMs) exist in the literature [37]-

[40] but only two are popularly used and will be employed in this work. The first o f them is
ADC energy per conversion and is defined as [37], [38]
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FOM

i

P
2 enob x 2 • ERBW

(2 .20)

where P is the power consumption. The second commonly used FOM considers the actual
ADC sampling rate f and supply voltage V DD [39], [40] and is given below:
FOM 2

2

ENOB

(2 .21 )

FOMj is ideally suited to ADCs designed for high ERBW and FOM2 for ADCs compliant
only to Nyquist bandwidth.

2.6

Conclusions
This chapter has outlined the fundamental terminologies associated with ADC

characterization. The effect of aliasing on the ADC output spectrum was considered. The
similitude of ADC quantization noise under different input signal conditions and
characteristics was elucidated. Finally testing methodologies for reducing the evaluation time
for moderate to high-resolution ADCs and commonly used ADC performance FOMs were
then presented.
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Analogue to Digital Converter
Architectures
“ ..

the worlds wereframed by the word of G o d . . . ” Heb. 11:3 KJV

Applications requiring the use o f ADCs for digital translation prior to subsequent
digital signal processing span over nine orders of sampling rate magnitude with one extreme
being a 24-bit 7.5 S/s Delta-Sigma (A£) ADC for process control [41] and another an 8-bit
20 GS/s CMOS time-interleaved ADC for ultra-high bandwidth digital sampling
oscilloscopes [42]. But which ADC architectures are ideally suited to which applications?
This chapter examines all available ADC architectures and presents theoretical basis for their
operation and pitfalls. A review done in 2005 by Thomas et al [19] on the majority of ADCs
spanning most available architectures and published within the last few years is then
presented. The composite plots illustrate the trends and architectural diversity for a given
ADC resolution and sampling rates. The Flash, Two-Step, Folding and Interpolating,
Pipeline, Time-Interleaved, Algorithmic/Cyclic, Successive Approximation, Integrating and
A2 ADC architectures are covered.

3.1

The Flash ADC Architecture
Flash ADCs are parallel converters and have the highest speed of any ADC

architecture. They utilize a comparator per quantization level (2" —1 comparators in total)
where n is the number of bits. The reference voltage, V Kf is divided into 2" values, which are
then applied to each comparator. An output word is thus generated per clock cycle. The
high-speed advantage is however offset by the doubling in silicon area (and power
consumption) per bit of increased resolution. A 7-bit flash ADC requires 127 comparators
while an 8-bit one utilizes 255 comparators. Accuracy is determined by the extent of
matching of the reference voltage divider resistor string and the offset of the comparators.
The block diagram of an n-bit flash ADC is shown in Fig. 3.1 comprising a bank of
comparators and a thermometer-to-binary decoder. Traditionally, flash converters are limited
to about 8-bit resolution and up to 2 G S/s using CMOS technology [43]-[44] with one of the
fastest monolithic flash ADC reported to date being a 4 GS/s 6-bit design in 0.13 pm
CMOS [45].
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Fig. 3.1

Block diagram of an n-bit Flash ADC.

The following issues affect the performance and accuracy of flash ADCs and must be
considered in their design:

3.1.1

Comparator Input Offset
To achieve n-bit flash ADC accuracy, comparators with input-referred offset voltage

better than l/ref/2* + 1must be used failing which, the ADC will exhibit missing codes and a
compromised SNDR. A number of techniques in addition to auto-zeroing have been used to
alleviate this problem such as switched-capacitor offset cancellation technique [46], a form of
circuit-level spatial filtering of the error [47], digitally driven offset trimming [48] — [49],
calibrated redundancy [50] and background calibration [51]. Some of the above methods
require clocking with others requiring an accurate reference voltage source for foreground or
background calibration.

3.1.2

Comparator Input capacitance
A typical comparator employed in a high-speed CMOS flash ADC may have input

capacitances of up to 100 fF. This translates to a total ADC input capacitance of about 26 pF
for an 8-bit design, thus limiting the speed of the converter and necessitating the use of a
high-speed, high-dissipation buffer to drive the ADC inputs. Interpolating the comparator
threshold levels can significantly reduce the number of comparators physically connected to
the ADC input. This yields another class of converters that will be considered shortly.

3.1.3

Resistor Network Mismatch
Since integrated linear resistors are realized using polysilicon and lithographically

implemented on the silicon die, they typically only match to about ± 1%, translating to a
maximum flash ADC resolution of about 6 -bits without any mitigation techniques. This
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problem is systemic and is primarily the reason true flash ADC resolutions have not gone
beyond 8 -bits since laser-trimming the resistors to precision is expensive for mass-produced
parts. Fig. 3.2 is a plot of the percentage matching distribution of 500 10 kQ polysilicon
resistors in a commercial 0.13 pm CMOS technology [52].
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Statistical distribution of polysilicon resistor matching for 500 resistors.
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Fig. 3.3 illustrates this phenomenon, which is particular to bipolar flash ADC designs.
The bipolar comparators’ input transistor base current is derived from the resistor ladder.
The signal-dependent cumulative bleeding of the available ladder current creates a ‘bow’ in
the ladder voltages and affects the ADC linearity. Consider a 2-bit flash ADC scenario
depicted in Fig. 3.4.
Three comparators and four resistors are required. Because the comparator input is a
long-tailed pair, the transistor connected to a resistor node will be on until the input voltage
at the second transistor’s base is higher, thus turning it off. Flence, since Kc3 is the lowest
potential on the resistive ladder, all three comparator reference input currents are flowing
until just before comparator C3’s output flips. Conversely, only one comparator input current
is flowing prior to Cx turning on. Using Kirchhoff s current law and the above observation,
Kf~K,
R

R

■
'

V

,

3R

2R

(3.1)

(3.2)
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Resistor bowing effect in an n-bit bipolar flash ADC

Bipolar 2-bit flash ADC.

v c2^ - vy .c3 _ : , ^ c3
------------—K H------R
R

(3.3)

Solving (3.1) to (3.3) for the resistor node voltages yield:
3Kref-3 C R
Kr =
t

/

_

^ ^ r e f

(3.4)

(3.5)

c2 ~

_ 3 F ref- 1 3 icR
c3

12

(3.6)

The error terms 3icR / 4, 7icR /6 and 134R/12 deviate the nodal voltages from their ideal
values with the deviation greatest at the centre node, V c2. Thus, additional circuitry is used in
bipolar flash ADCs to force this voltage to its ideal value [18]. For higher-resolution designs
with greater comparator counts, this scheme is extended to even more nodes in the resistor
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chain in order to reduce the bowing effect and bring the converter accuracy closer to the
ideal [53].

3.1.5

Comparator Clock Kick-back Effect
Latched or dynamic comparators [54] are almost always used for the design of flash

ADCs because they consume no power at dc. However, when transitioning from track to
latch mode, the drain-to-gate or collector-to-base parasitic capacitance of the input
transistors act as a path for charge glitch. The effect of this is a momentary disturbance of
the equilibrium of the input voltages (especially the input connected to the higherimpedance) thus, causing the comparator to make erroneous decisions. This effect is
pronounced at higher sampling rates. Preceding the latched comparator with a continuous
time pre-amplifier helps alleviate this problem but at the expense of additional power
dissipation.
Matching the impedances connected to the comparator inputs also helps as the kickback effect is now identical at both nodes but at the expense of comparator-to-comparator
input signal sampling skew. MOS switches can also be inserted in the input signal paths and
opened just before latch regeneration [55] thus eliminating track-to-latch kick-back (but not
latch-to-track kick-back which can still be problematic). A summary of some further kickback reduction methods is done in [56].

3.1.6

Bubble Errors
This happens when a lone ‘one’ suddenly shows up in a string of ‘zeros’ or vice-versa

for the thermometer outputs of the flash comparators and is primarily caused by comparator
metastability, noise, slew-rate limitation, etc. A popular way of removing single bubbles
errors originally proposed in [57] is the use of 3-input NAND gates as shown in Fig. 3.5. A
wired-OR method was used in [58] for the removal of double bubble errors. A few other
bubble removal methods are given in [18].
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Single bubble removal method using 3-input NAND gates.
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Since flash ADCs are used for applications requiring high sampling rates, the
thermometer-to-binary encoder design must be such that its output are available in a few
hundreds of picoseconds in some cases and completely impervious to bubble errors, which
increase in number as sample rates become higher. As such, the design of a high-speed, fault
tolerant encoder is non-trivial. The Binary or Gray code ROM-based encoder is the simplest
and the most popular as it is easy to implement on silicon as a fully parallel layout. However,
it consumes power at high speeds and is somewhat slow [59]. Also, combining it with the 3input NAND gate scheme in Section 3.1.5, will only correct a single bubble error within
three thermometer-code bits. The Wallace tree encoder [60] - [62] is faster than the ROMbased encoder and corrects for global bubble errors but at the expense of more hardware
and power. The Fat tree encoder was proposed in [63] as suitable for ultra-high-speed lowpower flash ADC design but has a more complex layout implementation. A brief study of
encoders is documented in [64].

3.2

Tw o-Step Flash ADC Architecture
The two-step flash or parallel feed-forward ADC is an attempt to address the flash

ADC silicon area and power consumption issues by reducing the number of comparators
from 2"—1 to 2*(2"/“ —1). An 8-bit, two-step flash ADC thus requires 30 comparators in
comparison with the 255 needed by its flash equivalent. This is achieved by separating the
converter into two complete Flash sub-ADCs with feed-forward circuitry as shown in Fig.
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3.6. It is the precursor to the popular pipeline ADC architecture, which will be considered in
detail shordy.

Sample
& Hold
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Subtractor

MSB
ADC

Residue
Amplifier

MSB
DAC

LSB
ADC
LSBs

MSBs
Latches

Fig. 3.6

Block diagram of a two-step flash ADC.

The first sub-ADC generates an estimate of the input signal’s value (coarse conversion)
at the initial clock cycle while the second one carries out a fine conversion the next cycle.
The ADC output is thus available after two global clock cycles. The tradeoff however is that
conversion time is now twice as long as with the flash ADC and the fact that the first n/2 -bit
flash ADC and DAC has to have n-bit accuracy. If single-bit resolution redundancy is used in
the first sub-ADC with some form of digital error correction scheme [65] applied, the first
\+ n/2 flash sub-ADC need only be l+/z?/2-bit accurate, but the constraints on its DAC
remains unchanged. As inter-stage subtractor and residue amplifier settling dynamics and
bandwidth constraints not erstwhile present in the flash ADC come into play, the two-step
ADC becomes somewhat limited in sampling rate with the fastest reported to the best of the
author’s knowledge being a 160 MS/s 10-bit design in 0.18 pm CMOS [66 ].
Another issue is the dependency of the residue amplifier accuracy on its open-loop gain
(A0J . An n-bit two-step flash ADC will need a residue amplifier with a closed loop gain
(Mcl) of 2 " 2 and an accuracy (AMCL) of 1 /( 2 "+ *) if (n/2)-bit flash sub-ADCs are used for the
two implicit converters.
For the case of a 14-bit implementation, the residue amplifier has to have A CL = 128
(42.1dB) and AA cl = 0.0000305%. Using feedback theory and the assumption that A C1 will
approach 1//? (where /? is the feedback factor and is 1/128 for the 14-bit implementation) as
Aol increases and that AA cl = 0.5 LSB, we obtain the amplifier loop gain:
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\A OL\ = ()-' -{l"-' + 1)= 4194432

or

132.45 dB

(3 .7)

This is very challenging to attain for an on-chip amplifier of excellent bandwidth with
reasonable power dissipation. Gain enhancement techniques may be utilized to achieve such
gain requirements for switched-capacitor ADC designs.
Yet another issue with the two-step ADC is the precision of the inter-stage gain. In a
continuous-time design, this will usually be the ratio of two resistors and without some form
of calibration, limits the two-step ADC realization to about 6 -bit resolution as was illustrated
in Section 3.1 for the flash converter. Switched capacitor techniques are more popularly used
for the residue amplification with capacitance ratios being typically better than 0.5%. The
statistical distribution of capacitor mismatch for 500 1 pF Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM)
capacitors is given in Fig. 3.7 for a 0.13 pm process technology [52]. It is thus possible to
realize about 10-bit resolution without trimming or calibration using switched capacitor
techniques (or up to 12-bit resolution [67] if capacitors match to 0.1%).
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Statistical distribution of MiM capacitor matching for 500 capacitors.

Since the residual amplifier’s |AtOL| doubles with each bit increase in resolution, twostep flash ADCs are limited to about 12-bit resolution (|AlOL| = 524288 or 114.39 dB) or to
the calibration accuracy of the resistor or capacitor ratio devices whichever is the least
challenging to achieve.
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3.3

P ipeline A D C Architecture
If the two-step ADC in Section 3.2 is extended to /&-steps of m-bit sub-ADCs where

k > 2 , m > 1 and the digital data-path pipelined using staggered flip-flop arrays to produce
output data at the global sampling clock rate, the pipeline ADC is born. Ideally, an n-bit
pipeline ADC with no redundancy mechanism is partitioned such that n — k-m (m does not
have to be the same for all stages). These converters are thus able to achieve relatively fast
speeds and relatively high resolution with the highest resolution reported being 16-bit [68 ]
and one of the fastest being 400 M S/s [69]. Fig. 3.8 is the block diagram of an n-bit pipeline
ADC.
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Block diagram of an «-bit pipeline ADC where n —k-m.
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The dedicated input SHA first converts the input to an un-quantized discrete-time
signal. Then the first sub-ADC quantizes the sampled input to an m-bit value. The first subDAC converts this value back to analogue thus allowing the subtractor block to determine
the quantization error. This error ideally, should be < + 1/2 LSB as illustrated in Chapter 2.
The residue amplifier amplifies this error by a factor of 2m to restore amplitude level to the
dynamic range of the next pipeline level. This is then sampled and the process repeated. A
sub-DAC is not required for the final pipeline stage. Thus, the values held by the flip-flops at
the /4th clock cycle are the n-bit equivalent of the 1st clock cycle analogue input.
Typically, the sub-DAC, subtractor and residue amplifier blocks are combined into a
single switched-capacitor circuit called a multiplying-DAC or MDAC [70] requiring only one
amplifier. A simplified MDAC is shown in Fig. 3.9 with Tx being the sub-ADC comparator
outputs and sampling capacitors Cx — Cd used to implement the DAC amplitude steps and
extract the quantization error or residue. Feedback capacitor Cj is then used in conjunction
with the sampling capacitors for quantization error amplification.
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\ t >

C ,=Cz=C<i=f.C i/{cl+l)

o& rf

Fig. 3.9

/?-bit MDAC block diagram. The & symbol is the logical AND operation.

The pipeline ADC’s main merit is its high throughput. However, there is an /z-clockcycle latency which may not be an issue depending on whether the ADC is required in a
feedback control system or not. To save power, the input SHA is usually dispensed with at
the expense of overall ADC linearity degradation as a result of aperture error [71]. This issue
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will be further considered in Chapter 4. The pipeline ADC, like its two-step counterpart, is
dependent on the most significant stages for accuracy. A slight error s in the first stage will
result in an output-referred error s-T at the end of conversion. Hence, for high performance,
digital error correction must be used to alleviate the first stage’s sub-ADC comparator offset
issue. Finally, the amplifier gain and device matching issues must be contained as explicated
in Section 3.2 or calibration used. Once the early stages are guaranteed precise, die area and
power consumption can be considerably reduced by the use of less accurate circuits for the
least significant stages [72], [108].

3.3.1

Digital Error Correction in Pipeline ADCs
Consider the above hypothetical n-bit, zz?-bits-per-stage ADC. If no inter-stage

redundancy is present and z*7-bit resolution is employed across the stages, k-\ m-bit MDACs
and k m-bit sub-ADCs are required in total with the overall ADC output word given by the
following generic equation:
D o u r = Dk • r * * ^ 1 + D*_, • r ^

2 + • • • + D2 ■r + P ,

(3.8)

where Dk is the digital output of the MSB sub-ADC (with integer values ranging from 0 to
2m—1) and ris the radix of the converter which in the z^-bits-per-stage case is ideally equal to
2m. The actual converter radix is usually slightly different from the ideal case as a result of
capacitor mismatch and finite opamp gain, hence the need for calibration or mismatch
shaping.
This converter is very sensitive to comparator systematic offset errors since no
redundancy is built in. If 2m

additional comparators are added to the sub-ADC (its

effective resolution increases by 1-bit), whilst keeping the radix the same and the threshold
points changed slighdy to allow some overlapping at its extreme bounds (Fig. 3.10), the
pipeline ADC becomes the well known [73]-[74] zz?.5-bits-per-stage ADC with simple digital
error correction implemented by overlapping and adding the inter-stage outputs. Thus, no
information is lost even when a comparator makes an erroneous decision because the
succeeding stage’s comparators have enough range to digitize the residue.
This redundancy allows the use of comparators with offsets as high as ± Kref/ (2m+ *), a
significant improvement over the required ± V tJ (2" + *) comparator accuracy of the z»-bitper-stage ADC. The final digital output of an #-bit, z#.5-bits-per-stage ADC is given by the
following expression:
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Residue vs. input for an w-bit and m.5-bit MDAC.

(3.10)
where the sub-ADCs now have integer values ranging from 0 to 2M+ 1 - 2. Pipeline ADC
digital error correction will be treated in more depth in Chapter 6 .
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A r-channel n-bit time-interleaved ADC.
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3.4

T im e-Interleaved ADC Architecture
Concurrently running many flash ADCs in parallel with each ADC sampling at a

different phase of the same clock yields a very high speed time-interleaved ADC [75]. Fig.
3.11 depicts an ^--channel n-bit time-interleaved ADC. There are c ADCs in all, each being
clocked at f / c with c clocks that are 360°/V phase-shifted relative to themselves. An
outstanding example is the 20 G S/s 8 -bit time-interleaved ADC reported in 2003 [42]
employing eighty 250 MS/s 8 -bit flash ADC channels.
One of the most critical blocks in a time-interleaved ADC is the input SHA, which is
required to sample the input at f . If the global sampling rate is too prohibitive, the SHA may
be realized in a different process technology such as Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) [76]. In
addition, all ^-channels must be very well matched, as any static difference between the
channels will result in undesirable tones within the band of interest.

3.5

F old in g and Interpolating AD C Architecture
Interpolating converters are essentially flash converters with their dynamic comparators

preceded with lower-count, linear amplifiers to facilitate the reduction of the total
capacitance seen by the input signal, enable the use of coarser comparators and to implicitly
address the problem of resistor nodal voltage bowing. The amplifier outputs are usually
linear for most of their output range but saturate to logic 0 or 1 as their input differential
becomes largely negative or positive respectively. A 2-bit interpolate-by-2 version is depicted
in Fig. 3.12.
Dynam ic C om parators
ref

Digital
Encoder

Fig. 3.12

Block diagram of a 2-bit interpolating ADC.

The resistors strings between the amplifier outputs are used to create interpolated
voltages, which can now be compared against a reference ladder to yield the thermometer
output of the comparators. The interpolation mechanism does not have to be solely resistive.
Capacitors [77] and current sources [57] have also been used.
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The interpolating converter however is still saddled with 2"—1 comparators. To address
this, the folding A D C architecture is used (Fig. 3.13) with the folding amplifiers carrying out pre
comparator analogue processing on the input signal. A single-fold folding amplifier is simply
two cross-coupled differential amplifiers. With the inputs swept from zero-scale to full-scale,
the output of the amplifier will transition twice (Fig. 3.13) thus allowing the representation of
the original 2" quantized signal levels with two 2 "/2 signal levels. The number of output
transitions of a folding amplifier the folding rate of the ADC. With a folding rate of two,
reduction of the number of comparators required from 2 " —1 to approximately 2 -(2"/2 —1) as
with the two-step ADC is achieved; the only difference being that the folding ADC’s
throughput is twice that of the two-step ADC. Also, the folding block’s output frequency is
the product of the ADC sample rate and the folding rate which will limit the achievable
folding rate in fast converters.
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Fig. 3.13

Block diagram of a 2-bit folding ADC with a folding rate of 2.

To reduce the folding ADC’s input capacitance (of the same order as a flash ADC),
interpolation is then used, hence the name of this class of ADCs. Fig. 3.14 shows an 8 -bit
folding and interpolating converter with a folding rate of 8 and interpolation factor of 2 ,
which is also the fastest folding and interpolation ADC reported to date: a 2 G S/s 8 -bit
design in Silicon Germanium (SiGe) technology [78].
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Block diagram of a folding and interpolating ADC [78].

Integrating A D C Architecture
This type of ADC performs the conversion by integrating the input signal and

correlating the integration time with a digital counter. The counter’s output is the conversion
word once convergence is achieved. They are also known as single-slope and dual-slope
ADCs (depending on the number of conversion phases) and are capable of high resolutions
with relatively slow conversion speeds. They are reasonably inexpensive and as a result, are
used for slow-speed cost-conscious applications. Their clock speed is usually f - T +1 where
f / 2 is the Nyquist bandwidth. A 12-bit single-slope ADC with 20 kHz Nyquist bandwidth
will thus require a rather high 163.84 MHz clock hence their use in only low-bandwidth
applications [79]. Recently, the focus of research in the literature has been on time-to-digital
converters with low energy efficiency and significantly lower sampling clock overhead than
the integrating ADC architecture with [80] achieving convergence in only five clock cycles
for a 12 -bit design using a successive sub-ranging technique.
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3.7

Successive A pproxim ation AD C Architecture
The Successive Approximation [81] converter (Fig. 3.15) is a very popular ADCs

architecture in use today as a result of its design simplicity and its silicon area utilization
efficiency whilst allowing for relatively moderate-speed and high resolution. It basically
performs a binary search through all quantization levels before converging on the final digital
answer. An n-bit register, called the Successive Approximation Register (SAR) controls the
conversion timing. The input signal, Km is sampled and compared to the output of an n-bit
DAC. The comparator controls the binary search and the output of the SAR is the actual
digital conversion. The conversion begins by the resetting of the SAR bits to zero. The MSB
is then taken high and the DAC output compared to the input. If V m > KDAC, the MSB is left
high, the MSB-1 bit set high and the process repeated for the MSB-1 bit. If V m < KDAC, the
MSB is set low and the MSB-1 bit set high, etc until conversion is completed. The content of
the SAR after conversion is then the desired result. The Charge-Redistribution Successive
Approximation ADC is also very popular with the architecture using a binary-weighted
capacitor array DAC with the binary search done to determine the residual charge on each of
the DAC capacitors. The limitation of this architecture is the matching of the capacitors.
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The successive approximation ADC.

One of the earliest SAR-based ADCs reported was the all-MOS charge redistribution
design by Gray et al [82] in 1975, with 10-bit conversion achieved in 20 ps, a modest
duration by today’s standards. At another end of the spectrum, eight 75 MS/s 6 -bit
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successive approximation ADCs were parallelized to achieve 600 MS/s throughput at 10
mW in [83] using a 90 nm CMOS process technology.

3.8

Cyclic/ Algorithmic ADC Architecture
This class of converters is a cross between the successive approximation converter

architecture and the pipeline ADC topology, in the sense that the cyclic ADC resolves the
input signal bit-wise as with the successive approximation ADC. It also extracts and
amplifies quantization error per resolved bit(s) as with the pipeline ADC, but with the use of
a single amplifier and MDAC subsystem. Conversion thus takes place in at least n clock
cycles for an n-bit cyclic ADC as additional clock cycles may be required to implement
switched-capacitor means of eliminating sampling capacitor mismatch for the quantization
error amplifier [84]. Advancements in process technology has enabled cyclic/algorithmic
converters designs of up to 16-bits at moderate sampling speeds with [85] reporting a 16-bit
500 kS/s 6.1 LSB INL design without trimming or calibration in 0.13 pm CMOS.

3.9

AZ ADC Architecture
As can be inferred from the above sections, Nyquist Rate ADCs require high accuracy

analog components in order to achieve high resolution. This is usually accomplished using
some form of calibration, though with additional silicon area and power consumption
overhead. Over-sampling ADCs on the other hand, are able to achieve much higher
resolution [41] than the Nyquist rate converters because digital signal processing techniques
are used in place of complex and precise analogue components. As a result of their higher
sampling rate (OSR > 8) only simplistic anti-aliasing analogue circuitry (first-order filters in
some cases) need be used.
The significant increase in resolution obtainable with this architecture unfortunately
does not come for free, but is at the expense of available signal bandwidth as resolution in
time is traded for resolution in amplitude in such a way as to allow for the utilization of
relatively imprecise analogue circuits. In video broadcast and wireless systems, a very weak
desired signal must be selected in the presence of strong interfering signals. This necessitates
the use of a wide-band ADC that can digitize both the desired and adjacent channel
interferers resulting in more stringent dynamic range requirements not easily achievable using
Nyquist rate ADCs.
Over-sampled ADCs or AE ADCs are ideally suited to such wireless and broadcast
applications (GSM, UMTS, DVB-H) because the adjacent channel interferers fall into the
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same band as the shaped quantization noise. Hence, the same digital decimation filter can
simultaneously remove the interferers and quantization noise. Essentially, a AS ADC
comprises a multi-order AS modulator clocked at the sample rate, a multi-rate digital
decimation filter to decimate the pulse-density output of the modulator to close to, or the
Nyquist rate and some additional digital filtering for the removal of residual out-of-band
quantization noise Finite Impulse Response (FIR) or Infinite Impulse Response (HR) digital
filters may be used with the former possibly contributing undesirable delay to the system if
the required number of taps is prohibitively long and the latter more computationally
efficient but must be carefully designed to guarantee stability. Fig. 3.16 is the simplified block
diagram of a first-order single-bit quantizer AS modulator.

It comprises an integrator (a

delay element), a 1-bit ADC (comparator) and a 1-bit DAC (a couple of switches
interconnecting + Kref or - V te{ to a common node). It can be shown that in the frequency
domain, the quantization error (the difference between the ADC output and input) path has
a high-pass response and the desired signal path, a low-pass response. Thus, quantization
noise is pushed out of the bandwidth of interest [86].
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First-order A S m odulator.

Higher order modulators provide better noise shaping. Higher-level quantization (2-bit
or more) also improves noise shaping but at the expense of the ADC and DAC deviating
from the ideal and necessitating more careful design and dynamic element matching
schemes. Increasing the OSR also improves the noise shaping but at the expense of power
consumption. Stability issues also have to be addressed for modulators with orders higher
than two. As such, it is not uncommon for higher-order modulators to be realized from a
cascade of second-order stages. Discrete-Time (DT) AE modulators consume more power
than the Continuous-Time (CT) modulators and require integrators with Gain Bandwidth
Product (GBW) an order of magnitude higher than their CT counterparts. CT modulators
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have an implicit anti-aliasing filter and consume lower power but are more sensitive to clock
jitter and extra loop delay [87] with the minimization of the clock jitter achieved in the
literature with the use of switched-capacitor feedback DAC and return-to-zero with constant
impulse length signaling schemes [88]. This class of ADC will be further expatiated in
Chapter 5.

3.10

C onclusions
This chapter has covered most of the available ADC topologies whilst outlining their

theoretical basis and explicating their fundamental limitations. Figs 3.17 and 3.18 are a
selection of some of the cutting edge CMOS ADC designs done over the last few years and
spanning all architectures [19]. The x-axis in both figures is the logarithm of sampling rate
and covers over nine orders of magnitude (Hz to GHz). The y-axis of Fig. 3.17 is the
resolution of the ADC and the corresponding axis in Fig. 3.18 the ADC power consumption.
It can thus be seen that in spite of the overlap across architectures, some architectural
dominance (the pipeline, successive approximation and AS architectures especially stand out)
exist depending on desired resolution, sampling speed and power consumption with the
figures suitable for help in the choice of ADC architecture to use for a particular application.
Finally, Table 3.1 classifies the various ADC architectures into speed, resolution and
application categories with the data obtained from commercial ADC manufacturers websites.
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Table 3.1

ADC architectural classification.

Applications
Instrumentation

Low-to-Medium Speed
H igh Accuracy

Medium Speed
M edium Accuracy

Integrating

Successive Approx.

H igh Speed
Low-to-Medium Accuracy

Over-sampling (AS)
Digital Audio

Over-sampling (AE)

Process Control

Over-sampling (AE)

Successive Approx.

Astronomy

Two-Step

Ultrasound Scanners

Pipeline
Pipeline

Medical Imaging
Successive Approx.

Medical Instruments
Infrared Imaging
Data Acquisition

Pipeline
Integrating

Successive Approx.

Over-sampling (AE)
Wireless Base-station

Pipeline

Wireless Receivers

Over-sampling (AE)

Wire-line Telephony

Over-sampling (AE)

Rader

Pipeline

Digital Camera

Algorithmic

Pipeline

Professional Camera

Pipeline

Document Scanners

Pipeline

LCD Displays

Flash/Two-Step

Plasma Displays

Flash/Two-Step

Television

Pipeline

Set-top Box

Pipeline

Video Projectors

Flash/Two-Step
Folding/ Interpolating
Pipeline

High-Definition TV
ISDN

Over-sampling (AE)

Pipeline

ADSL

Over-sampling (AE)

Folding and Interpolation

High-speed
Instrumentation

Flash
Pipeline

Oscilloscopes

Flash/Two-Step
Pipeline

Digital Oscilloscopes

Time-Interleaved
Pipeline

Spectrum Analyser

Rash
Pipeline
Time-Interleaved

Direct RF Conversion

Folding & Interpolation
Rash

Direct IF Conversion

Over-sampling (AE)

Pipeline
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Pipeline ADC D esign for Mobile
DVB-H Receivers
‘For everyone that asketh receiveth ... "Matt. 7:8 K JV

The pipeline ADC architecture is the most popular topology for video-rate converter
designs [89]-[93] because of its comparable speed with the parallel or flash architecture and
significandy

smaller implementation

area and power

dissipation.

The

high-speed

performance is possible because inherent to the pipeline architecture is the ability to
concurrently process different input samples at the clock rate using a bank of analog
‘registers’ or stages. Once the pipeline is primed, converted digital data is always available at
every clock cycle.
The relatively high bandwidth and moderate resolution required for video digitization
already biases the pipeline ADC architecture as the candidate of choice for DVB-T/H [94],
[14] with the AE ADC a close second. The higher clock rate required for AE ADC even at
moderate OSRs translates to increased power dissipation further delineating the pipeline
architecture as the one of choice, with the penalty being the requirement of a baseband
channel filter with extremely steep roll-off [14]. This chapter thus begins with an overview of
DVB-H itself and the system considerations for a DVB-H receiver chain from the antenna
to the ADC output. The merits of SiP over SoC as a vehicle for system implementation is
then expatiated with some commercial examples used as illustration and justification for the
reduced voltage pipeline ADC design given. Subsequently, systematic analysis is done to
determine the optimal inter-stage resolution partitioning of the ADC pipeline for lowest
power consumption. The optimization results are presented. Detailed circuit design is then
carried out for the ADC and experimental results presented for the fabricated silicon.

4.1

DYB-H Overview
This section is an overview of DVB-H and charts the development of the standard

from its more established terrestrial sibling. The orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
concept is also discussed. Finally, the motivation for the choice of SiP over SoC for the
DVB-H subsystem is presented.
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4.1.1

DVB Historical Overview
*Until late 1990, digital television broadcasting to the home was thought to be

impractical and costly to implement. During 1991, broadcasters and consumer equipment
manufacturers discussed how to form a concerted pan-European platform to develop digital
terrestrial TV. Towards the end of that year, broadcasters, manufacturers of consumer
electronics and regulatory bodies came together to discuss the formation of a group that
would oversee the development of digital television in Europe.
This group was called the European Launching Group (ELG) and expanded to include
the major European media interest groups, both public and private, the consumer electronics
manufacturers, common carriers and regulators. It drafted a Memorandum-of-Understanding
(MoU) establishing the rules by which this new and challenging game of collective action
would be played. The MoU was signed by all ELG participants in September 1993, with the
Launching Group renaming itself the Digital Video Broadcasting Project (DVB).
Development work in digital television, already underway in Europe, moved into top gear.
Around this time a separate group, the Working Group on Digital Television, prepared
a study of the prospects and possibilities for digital terrestrial television in Europe. The
highly respected report introduced important new concepts, such as proposals to allow
several different consumer markets to be served at the same time (e.g. portable television and
high-definition television, HDTV).
In conjunction with all this activity, change was coming to the European satellite
broadcasting industry, and it was becoming clear that the then state-of-the-art satellite
systems would have to give way to an all-digital technology. The DVB Project provided the
forum for gathering all the major European television interests into one group. It promised
to develop a complete digital television system based on a unified approach.
It became clear that satellite and cable would deliver the first broadcast digital
television services. Fewer technical problems and a simpler regulatory climate meant that
they could develop more rapidly than terrestrial systems. Market priorities meant that digital
satellite and cable broadcasting systems would have to be developed rapidly. Terrestrial
broadcasting would follow.
By 1997 the development of the DVB Project had successfully followed the initial
plans, and the project had entered its next phase, promoting its open standards globally, and
making digital television a reality. DVB standards were adopted worldwide and became the
benchmark for digital television worldwide.
*The historical information used in most o f Section 4.1.1 was obtained from http: / / www.dvh.org [2].
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The DVB Project expanded into new areas when it took over the activities of the
Multimedia Home Platform (MHP) Launching Group. This resulted in the release o f the first
DVB-MHP specification in June 2000.
In May 2001 a new commercial and technical strategy for DVB (DVB2.0) was adopted
to build a content environment that combines the stability and interoperability of the world
of broadcast with the vigour, innovation and multiplicity of Internet services.
2003 brought the 10th anniversary of the DVB Project with European content
providers already considering using digital television spectrum for transmission to PDAs,
mobile phones and laptop computers. This is now called Digital Video Broadcast Handheld
(DVB-H) and was ratified as a new mobile DVB handheld technical specification in 2004
[95], DVB-H, a “one-to-many” broadcast system, is being designed as a mobile transmission
standard for terrestrial digital TV. It allows the distribution of music, video or other
multimedia content to a very large audience through mobile devices. Extensive testing [10]
has validated the new standard’s stationary and motional robustness thus gaining it world
wide acceptance and making DVB-H a truly global mobile TV standard.
Finally, commercial rollout of DVB-H services has already begun in Finland with the
network going live in 2007. A consortium of DVB-H providers in Germany ran a partial
service for the World Cup in June 2006 and will deploy full commercial services by early
2007 [96].

4.1.2

DVB Classification and COFDM Dem odulator Architecture
DVB is classified into 3 main transmission specifications namely Digital Video

Broadcasting —Satellite (DVB-S), Digital Video Broadcasting —Cable (DVB-C) and Digital
Broadcasting —Terrestrial (DVB-T). The new DVB-H specifications add Internet Protocol
(IP) packeti2 ation, time-slicing and robust forward error correction (FEC) algorithms [97] to
the older DVB-T standards to enable coherent reception on a mobile, hand-held, batterypowered device.
DVB-S transmission standard is Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation
based. DVB-C uses 64-Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (64-QAM). DVB-T, the youngest
and the most sophisticated of the three main specifications, is based on Coded Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (COFDM) and can use QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM
modulation schemes. DVB-H is thus more of a mobile receiver standard for the reception of
DVB-T services. Fig. 4.1 below is a simplified block diagram of a COFDM demodulator
depicted as a “black box” in the DVB-H sub-system illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
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F ig . 4.1

Block diagram o f a C O F D M demodulator.

Sampling for example, a hypothetical 36.389 MHz Intermediate Frequency (IF) signal
using a 20.48 M S/s ADC results in a digital, spectrally inverted OFDM signal centred at
4.571 MHz. Spectral restoration is done by the IF-to-Baseband Converter/Interpolator
block. Adjacent undesirable channels down-sampled with the desired IF (i.e. analogue near
instantaneous compander and multiplexer, NICAM signals) are filtered prior to the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) block. The Symbol Carrier & Timing recovery block calibrates out
frequency offsets and helps determine the optimum point to trigger the FFT in order to
minimize Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI). The Symbol and Bit De-interleaver block restores
all the bits interleaved in carriers and all the carriers interleaved in symbols by the transmitter
to their original order. Interleaving is usually done to the data before transmission to enhance
the performance of the receiver’s convolutional decoder in the presence of multi-path delay
effects.
Forward Error Correction (FEC) and Frame alignment is done by the FEC module
using convolutional (Viterbi) and Reed-Solomon block decoding. The M PEG Transport
Interface finally outputs the MPEG-2 video and audio broadcast data in parallel or serial
format depending on the application requirements. A dedicated M PEG decoder ASIC (or
software) will then extract the desired video and audio information from the MPEG
Transport Stream (MPEG TS). The section below tersely describes the COFDM modulation
scheme and the process of DVB-T data encapsulation and transmission.
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4.1.3

COFDM Fundamentals
OFDM is a modulation and multiplexing technique that allows the robustness of the

system to multi-path propagation, fading and interference - problems prevalent in the
simpler Phase Shift Keying (PSK) and QAM based digital modulation systems. In a single
carrier system, a swift increase in the number of errors is exhibited as the signal level is
reduced (fading) or interference level is increased. In a multi-carrier system, on the other
hand, only a small percentage of the sub-carriers will be affected. Error correction coding
can then be used to correct for erroneous sub-carriers. The concept of using parallel data
transmission and Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) was published in the mid 1960s
with a U.S patent filed and issued in January 1970 [98].
In the classical FDM, the signal frequency band is divided into N non-overlapping
frequency sub-channels. Each sub-channel is modulated with a separate symbol and then the
N sub-channels are frequency multiplexed. Avoidance of spectral overlap of channels is done
to eliminate inter-channel interference, but this leads to inefficient use of the available
spectrum. To improve spectral efficiency, the mid 1960 methods proposed the overlapping
of the sub-channels in which each channel carrying a signaling rate s, is spaced s Hz apart in
frequency (orthogonality) to avoid the use of high-speed equalization and to combat
impulsive noise and multi-path distortions.
Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (COFDM) is thus OFDM with
forward error correction channel coding applied to facilitate its use in highly selective
channels (i.e. DVB-T). Fig. 4.2 shows that a savings of about 50% in bandwidth is achieved
by using OFDM over classical FDM (N here is sub-carrier number and R, sub-carrier
spacing). The equation below gives the orthogonality condition for a pair of sub-carriers at
frequencies ^co and bco:
gcot •sin b(Ot)d(Ot —0, g ^ b
„
= 7T,g

=A
b

(4>1)

The word orthogonal means there is a precise mathematical relationship between the
frequencies of the carriers in the system. Thus, with the orthogonality requirements of (4.1)
obeyed, it is possible to receive all signals in the overlapped sidebands without adjacent
channel interference. The receiver translates each sub-carrier to DC and integrates the
resulting signal over a symbol period to recover the raw data. If the other sub-carriers alias
down to frequencies that, in the time domain, have an integer number o f cycles within the
symbol period, T, then the integration process results in zero contribution from all these
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other sub-carriers. Thus, the sub-carriers are linearly independent if the sub-carrier spacing is
a multiple of 1 /T.

OFD M

FDM

Bw = 2R

Bw = 2R

N=1

Bw = 2R

Bw = 3R/2

N=2

-3R/4

-R /4

R/4

f

3R/4

Bw = 2R

Bw = 4R /3

N=3

-2R /3 -R /3

Fig. 4.2

R/3

2 R/3

-R /3

R/3

OFDM multi-carrier technique vs. FDM multi-carrier technique.

If a Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is done at the receiver, and correlation values
are calculated with the centre frequency of each sub-carrier, the transmitted data is received
with no crosstalk. Completely digital implementations of the Fast Fourier Transform, FFT
(an efficient implementation of the DFT requiring N log N operations rather than N 2) can
thus be done eliminating the banks of sub-carrier oscillators and coherent demodulators
necessary for FDM. COFDM thus has the following advantages:

•

Makes efficient use of the spectrum by allowing overlap as explained above.

•

More resistant to frequency selective fading as a result of the large number of carriers
and the inclusion of channel state information in the transmitted data.

•

Lost symbols can be recovered with adequate channel coding and time/frequency
interleaving of coded data prior to OFDM carrier assignment and modulation.

•

Inter-Symbol Interference and Inter-Frequency Interference can be eliminated with
the use of a cyclic prefix (guard interval).
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•

Maximum likelihood convolutional decoding, i.e. soft-decision Viterbi decoding can
be used with reasonable complexity.

•

Provides good protection against co-channel interference and impulsive parasitic
noise.

Its drawbacks are that it has noise-like amplitude with a very large dynamic range and is more
sensitive to carrier frequency offset and frequency drift than single carrier systems.
The DVB-T COFDM sub-carriers are individually modulated using QPSK or QAM.
Firstly, binary input data is encoded using a rate Vz or 2/3 or 3/4 convolutional encoder
(Viterbi encoder). A Reed Solomon block encoder can supplement the Viterbi encoder. The
coded data is then interleaved (to improve Viterbi decoder performance at the receiver if
multi-path delay is shorter than expected) and converted to QPSK or 16 QAM or 64 QAM
symbols depending on application. Pilot values are now added to the symbols. The symbols
are modulated onto sub-carriers (1705, 3409 or 6817 sub-carriers depending whether 2 K, 4
K* or 8 K DVB-T/H mode is selected) using the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT).
Outputs are converted to serial and the guard interval added. Windowing is then applied to
get a narrower spectrum. Finally, the signal is converted to analogue using an I-Q modulator
and up-converted to UHF, amplified and then transmitted through the antenna. A reverse
process now occurs at the receiver as explained in Section 4.1.2.

4.1.4

SoC or SiP for DVB-H?
Fig. 4.3 illustrates the implementation of the entire RF-to-DSP DVB-F1 subsystem on

silicon using the SoC and SiP methods.

13--------□

RFIC + BBIC

DSP

0.35|im CMOS

0.13pm CMOS

90nm SoC

Fig. 4.3

D ual-die S iP

SoC and SiP methods for the DVB-H sub-system silicon implementation

1 4 K mode is new to DVB-H and was added to improve network planning flexibility [96].
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Monolithic RFIC, BBIC and DSP SoC design is non-trivial [99]-[100], can be prone to yield
issues and expensive for less than 0.18 pm CMOS process technology. System in a Package
(SiP) is a more compelling, higher yield and cost-effective option with more efficient system
partitioning across cheaper process technologies [101]-[102]. The SoC vs. SiP comparison
work in [103] gives a more balanced view of the issue primarily because in wireless cellular
handset design, the terms SoC and SiP may be a misnomer since in either case, multiple dies
will be enclosed in a package to reduce overall printed circuit board footprint.
Designing CMOS mixed-signal sub-systems in an SiP at reduced voltages in lower-cost
sub-micron technologies (say 0.35 pm) eliminates the need for level translators between
them and the finer-line (e.g. 0.13 pm) all-digital sub-systems when multiple dies are used in a
lateral or stacked (3-D) SiP, translating to significant cost savings in comparison with an
expensive monolithic SoC designed in an advanced (say 90 nm) technology.
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90°

SAW
filter

COFDM
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DVB-H tuner

(a)

antenna
COFDM
dem odulator
DVB-H tuner

(b)

Fig. 4.4

4.2

DVB-H receiver subsystem with (a) zero-IF tuner and (b) IF tuner.

System Consideration for D V B -H Receiver
The recent ratification of the DVB-H standard [2], [95]-[97], [104]-[105] for the

reception of TV programs on battery-powered mobile phones and personal digital assistants
(PDAs), has created a great demand for power efficient ADCs with wide input-bandwidth
and low-voltage operation. Such wide-bandwidth converters are suitable for both direct-
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conversion (Fig. 4.4a) and IF conversion (Fig. 4.4b) DVB-H receiver architectures adding
flexibility to the receiver design. The IF-conversion architecture may be preferred because it
alleviates the local oscillator re-radiation, front-end linearity and baseband dc offset problems
of the direct-conversion architecture [106], requiring only a single high Effective Resolution
Bandwidth (ERBW) ADC to directly sub-sample the IF signal (typically between 30-70 MHz
in DVB-H). The ERBW of an ADC is the input frequency at which the ADC effective
number of bits (ENOB) degrades by 0.5 LSB. With the incessant shrinking of CMOS
process technology feature length and the reduction of area overhead in the implementation
of robust DSP algorithms, an alternative option may be to employ the lower-area, infinite
image-rejection (theoretically), zero-IF architecture in spite of the above mentioned pitfalls
and utilize advanced DSP algorithms to eliminate the I and Q impairments [107] thereby
restoring the distorted symbol constellation.
Fig. 4.5 shows the antenna-referred partitioning of the DVB-H receiver dynamic range
[95], [105]. If the ADC quantization noise floor is about 15 dB lower than the thermal noise
floor and the available analogue channel filtering is such that all blocker levels are attenuated
to a residual 15 dB, about 50 dB ADC SNR will be sufficient. A 10-bit ADC can more than
meet this requirement over process, temperature and supply variations. In addition, an
ERBW of higher than 70 MHz is adequate to cater for the various DVB-H tuner IFs. The
goal of this chapter was to determine the optimal architectural partitioning of the pipeline
ADC’s inter-stage resolution in order to provide high ERBW at low-power for the DVB-H
application, and to demonstrate the results on silicon.

50 dB ADC dynamic range required
6 dB pk-pk mean

15 dB blocker margin
---------------------------------------------------- -91.6 dBm input signal at antenna
9 dB C/N (1/2 code rate, QPSK)
------------------------------------------------------ -100.6 dBm system noise floor
‘ 5 dB tuner noise figure
■
105.6 dBm kTB noise (B=6.66 MHz)

15 dB ADC noise margin

Fig. 4.5

ADC dynamic range specification.
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4.3

Architectural Analysis o f Pipeline ADC D esig n for D Y B -H
Fig. 4.6 shows the block diagram of a generic pipeline ADC consisting of an input

Sample-and-Hold Amplifier (SHA) and k cascaded pipeline stages, each resolving m bits.

input
SHA

• input

stage 1

stage

k

output

S/H

ADC

Fig. 4.6

stage 2

DAC

Generic pipeline ADC block diagram.

The principal contributors to power consumption are the SHA. and inter-stage
amplifiers with the sub-ADC comparators increasing in number and consuming more power
for higher inter-stage resolutions. The input SHA is usually omitted to reduce overall power
consumption but at the expense of ADC aperture error which will be explained in Section
4.3.1. A slight increase in the resolution of the first ADC stage can also help to alleviate the
noise requirement and power consumption of subsequent stages in the pipeline.
A number of approaches have been used in the literature for the reduction of power
consumption in pipeline ADCs with [108] proposing the concept of opamp sharing between
successive pipeline stages, thus effectively halving the required amplifier count. Multi-bit
inter-stage resolution has also been used with [109] reporting 28 mW consumption for a 80
MS/s 10-bit design but in 0.13 pm CMOS. Both schemes achieve power reduction by
decreasing the inter-stage amplifier count. Capacitor tapering [110] or scaling across the
pipeline has also been used to reduce power consumption by de-rating the capacitor size for
subsequent stages since k T /C noise requirements become relaxed. The use of digital
background calibration as an instrument to allow lower-power imprecise amplifiers to be
used in place of higher-power precision amplifiers in pipeline ADC design has been
proposed in [111], with the trade-off being the added consumption of the calibration engine
versus the power savings with the use of imprecise amplifiers.
The basics is revisited by analyzing the classical pipeline architecture to determine
optimal inter-stage partitioning for low-power and high ERBW 10-bit ADC design at reduced
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supply voltages for the SiP reasons promulgated in Section 4.1.4. A 1.5-V, 20.48 MS/s, 10-bit

pipeline ADC suitable for sub-sampling a DVB-H tuner IF output is subsequendy designed
to validate the analysis. The ADC was fabricated in a standard 3.3-V, 0.35 jum CMOS
technology, employs an optimal 2.5-2.5-2.5-4 bits-per-stage pipeline topology, has an ERBW
of 100 MHz and a low power consumption of 19.5 mW. These numbers yield an energy
efficiency of 0.19 pj per conversion, making it the most power efficient 10-bit video-rate
pipeline ADC reported to date (to the best of the author’s knowledge).
Since opamp sharing can be applied to any «-bit pipeline ADC irrespective of bits-perstage, the focus will be solely on the optimization of inter-stage partitioning at reduced
supply voltages with a 10-bit design used as reference.

4.3.1

Achieving H igh ERBW at Lower Sam pling Rates
The archetypal way to achieve high pipeline ADC ERBW for sub-sampling

applications is to precede the pipeline with a wide-bandwidth dedicated SHA. Once the SHA
has converted the input signal to the discrete-time domain, the pipeline can now quantize the
held signal accurately without overly contributing signal-dependent distortion or noise. The
drawback of the input SHA is significant increase in power consumption for the overall
ADC. As a result, this block is removed leading to aperture timing error [112]-[113], the
relative uncertainty between sub-ADC and Multiplying Digital-to-Analog Converter
(MDAC) input signal sampling points (and not actual sampling clock jitter issues). This needs
to be addressed by the matching of the first-stage MDAC and sub-ADC comparator
sampling networks in terms of topology and time-constants (Fig. 4.7). To further explicate
this, consider that the ADC input is a high-frequency signal of
v J j)= A ^

2nJ j )

(4.2)

where A. is the amplitude and f m is the signal frequency. The slope o f this signal is steepest as
it passes through its zero-crossing point (e.g., t — 0). Evaluating the derivative of (1) at t — 0

(4.3)
The aperture timing error, At can then be given by

A 2n f m

(4.4)
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where V enot is the amplitude error (or noise) as a result of aperture uncertainty. If Kerror is to
be less than ±0.5 LSB for an n-bit ADC, maximum allowable aperture timing error becomes
1

^max

_+1

(4.5)

2 ™ . 2 7Tfm

or 0.8 ps for a 10-bit ADC sub-sampling a 100 MHz signal. Similar analysis as in (4.2) to (4.5)
is also valid for the estimation of the pipeline ADC sampling clock jitter requirements. This
jitter equally affects the MDAC and the sub-ADC with 0.8 ps as obtained from (4.5) being
the maximum clock jitter that the sub-sampling pipeline ADC can tolerate.
For an n-bit pipeline ADC with m-bit inter-stage resolution and digital error correction
implemented, (4.5) becomes
1

A/pipeline_max

2”*'

(4.6)

■2 a fk

with the maximum tolerable aperture timing error being relaxed to about 200 ps for a 2.5
bits-per-stage 10-bit pipeline ADC.
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Fig. 4.7

Pipeline ADC block diagram illustrating the aperture error problem.

To minimize aperture uncertainty between the first MDAC and sub-ADC comparator
paths as shown in Fig. 4.7, the clock distribution buffer must be appropriately sized to
increase the clock edge slope. In addition, the following relation must approximately hold for
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the first sub-ADC’s comparator pre-amplifier and MDAC input network time-constants
[113]:
comp

(4.7)

'switch

where ^_ comp is the first sub-ADC’s comparator preamplifier transconductance, Ccomp is the
comparator pre-amplifier’s input capacitance, R ^ h is the first MDAC sampling switch onresistance, and Csx is the first MDAC sampling capacitor. Finally, the closed-loop bandwidths
of the MDAC Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA) and the comparator must be
slighdy higher than, or of similar order as their input network time-constants to minimize
metastability errors.
It must also be mentioned at this stage that sub-sampling ADCs are particularly
susceptible to noise and IF out-of-band signals folding in-band. For example, if a
hypothetical 64 MHz IF signal is sub-sampled at 20 M S/s and there exists another signal at
66 MHz, two tones, the wanted at 4 MHz and the unwanted at 6 MHz will show up within
the 10 MHz Nyquist bandwidth of the ADC. To reject this IF tone, a very steep anti-alias
filter with cut-off frequency of slightly higher than 64 MHz and sufficient attenuation at 66
MHz to render the unwanted tone imperceptible is required. This is extremely difficult to
design (a 12th order elliptic filter is not uncommon) and is the reason why sub-sampling is
not in widespread use. This issue is however not problematic in this application because
steep filters can easily be implemented digitally to remove the unwanted baseband signal
prior to digital demodulation of the video data.

4.3.2

Power Consum ption Issues at Reduced Supply Voltages
The 1.5 bits-per-stage pipeline ADC architecture is the most popular inter-stage

resolution because it lends itself to simple digital correction of the SHA gain and offset
errors, and facilitates the use of dynamic comparators with large input offset. However, it is
not necessarily the optimal choice for power consumption primarily because o f the higher
amplifier count (eight amplifiers for a 10-bit 1.5 bits-per-stage ADC), and the fact that
amplifier power consumption in switched capacitor circuits actually increases at reduced
supply voltages [114], [115]. The latter may be explained as described in [115] and repeated
here for completeness: Firsdy, power consumption for a single-stage CMOS amplifier (i.e.,
an OTA) is proportional to the product of the bias current and supply voltage
P

00 I b ias X V

d

D .

(4.8)
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Secondly, for accurate settling into a capacitive load Cu the OTA GBW has to be
much higher than the sampling frequencyf , hence
GBW « 10/s cc ^

(4 9)

with Gmoc Cu where Gmis the OTA transconductance. At the onset of slewing, 7bias must be
large enough to charge or discharge CL at the Slew-Rate (SR), hence
(4.10)
Thirdly, the Signal-to-(thermal) Noise Ratio (SNthR) of the high-resolution ADC for
which the OTA will be used is given by
S N ^R oc^
where 0.25<a<0.75 typically;

^

(4.H)

T is the absolute temperature and k is the Boltzmann’s

constant. From (4.8), (4.9)and (4.11), it can be seen that the following relation holds
n

k T ( SN^R)
(4.12)
tzv DD

showing that for a given SNthR, OTA power consumption is inversely proportional to supply
voltage using the same CMOS process technology. For a fixed SNthR high ERBW ADC
design, power consumption increases for both larger geometry CMOS processes (as a result
of lower MOS transistor transconductance parameter, K and higher device parasitics
requiring more supply current), and newer smaller geometry CMOS technologies (as a result
of lower operating supply voltages necessitating larger sampling capacitors in order to still
meet desired SNthR in spite of compromised input voltage swing) with [116] suggesting an
optimum geometry of circa 0.25 pm —0.35 pm.
Higher inter-stage resolutions help to mitigate the higher power consumption issue for
low-voltage ADCs, since MDAC amplifier count is reduced. Multi-bit first-stage quantizers
have been used in the literature primarily to relax the linearity requirements of subsequent
stages rather than for power reduction with [117] achieving 85 dB SFDR without trimming,
calibration or dithering for a 14-bit ADC at 340 mW using a 4-bit first-stage quantizer. Some
prior work has been done on the optimization of pipeline stages with [118] proposing an
optimum of between 3-to-4 bits-per-stage but with the use o f a time-multiplexed architecture
that employed two opamps per-stage, which is not power efficient. A cascade of 3-3-3-3-3-33 for a 5 V, 5 MS/s, 15-bit pipeline ADC design was proposed in [72] as simultaneously
optimal in both power consumption and area. However, [72] and [118] focused on higher-
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voltage ADC designs where the challenges of input/output swing limitations, amplifier
settling accuracy and increase in power consumption as a result of reduced supply voltages
were not an issue.
Some approximate mathematical relations exist for the «-bit overall resolution, m. 5bit inter-stage resolution pipeline ADC component count in Fig. 4.7 (exact count can only be
obtained empirically from desired ADC architectural partitioning), and are given by
n —2

N.amplifier
N.comparator

N,flip-flop

{m + 1)

(4.13)

m

m

2m+1 - 2 )

(4.14)

>

N,amplifier + 1

(^amplifier + 2)-

(4.15)

Equation (4.13) is an approximation of the total number of MDAC amplifiers required
for the n-bit /tf.i’-bits-per-stage ADC, i.e. for a 10-bit 1.5-bit-per-stage ADC, eight amplifiers
are required. Equation (4.14) approximates the total number of comparators required for all
sub-ADCs and (4.15) the total flip-flop count for the ADC’s digital pipeline with all other
ancillary logic excluded.

4.3.3 Amplifier Power Consumption
Fig. 4.8 is the simplified diagram of a typical ADC MDAC. The MDAC uses a single
amplifier to realize the SHA and residue amplification functions. At the first-phase (^), the
input signal is sampled onto Cs (sampling capacitor). The sub-ADC (Fig. 4.7) also samples
the signal at this instance with the DAC providing the quantized value (KDAC) of the input
signal.

OTA

DAC

CM

CM

CM

♦ if
<>2

Fig. 4.8

Simplified A D C M D A C diagram.
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At the second-phase (^), the sampled signal is subtracted from the DAC output and
held on the amplifier feedback capacitor CF. The ratio of CF to Cs gives the amplifier
feedback fa c to r/ where/ = Z m. By holding the amplifier input at the common-mode voltage
(Kcm) during sampling, the effect of amplifier input parasitic capacitance on Cs is alleviated.
If a single-pole roll-off characteristic is assumed, ADC ERBW can be approximated by
ERBW ~ GBWx / where GBW is the amplifier’s gain-bandwidth product. The total load
capacitance seen by the MDAC amplifier is given by
c L = (i+ /y c F + c s

+ ^ su b -A D C

+ Cf

(4.16)

where Csub_ADC = (2m+ 1-2)Ccomp is the total sub-ADC comparator input capacitance and Cp is
the amplifier output node parasitic capacitance.
Assuming an »-bit ADC design is required to accommodate a maximum peak-peak
input signal of amplitude A , the minimum input amplitude (m s value) it can process is
A / (2"Vl2). Referring all inter-stage sampling capacitor k T /C noise to the ADC input, the
ADC m s noise voltage is given by

kT

V noise_rms

^

1
+
Wl

1

1
+—
n l
L ^S2 A
0 m r'

1

+ ...+

m n { ( n l m ) - \ } m

3

Z

s->

W{(*/»)-l})

(4.17)

where CSi the /th-stage sampling capacitor. From (4.17) it can be seen that the dominant
contributor to ADC thermal noise is the first-stage sampling capacitor. The first-stage also
defines overall ADC ERBW as elucidated in Section 4.3.1. Switch on-resistance noise,
amplifier noise and clock phase noise contribute to the overall ADC noise floor but are
usually designed to contribute much less (typically < 20 dB) than k T /C to overall system
noise and are not considered further in this analysis. If V(kT/C ) noise voltage is to be less
than ±0.5 LSB of the ADC, the desired first-stage sampling capacitor size is given by
48£T22"+1
Cs>=— F
.

(4.18)

Combining (4.16) and (4.18) and the fact that CF—f 'Cs = 2"*, the total load the
MDAC OTA will see (if no capacitor scaling is used) is given by
f

r \m , * \ f 4 0 / t - o 2 « + 1
2r \ 2 m +, T
+1 48kT2
2lm
A

\

+ (2OT+1 - 2)Ccomp + Cp .

(4.19)

In addition, the OTA needs to have a dc gain of greater than 2(*+ to guarantee n-bit
settling accuracy. Possible candidate OTA topologies for the target 10-bit ADC are the gain-
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enhanced telescopic OTA, the gain-enhanced folded-cascode OTA and the two-stage Miller
OTA.
4.3.3.1 Single-Stage OTA
The fully-differential gain-enhanced telescopic OTA (Fig. 4.9) is suitable for high-gain
and high-speed applications, with gain boosting provided by the two auxiliary amplifiers (A x
and

each designed to consume about 1/8 of main OTA current.
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^CM ref

bias'

Mi
Fig. 4.9

Fully-differential gain-enhanced telescopic OTA schematic.

Maximum differential output swing for this topology is
V<>_m ax = 2{V dD ~ (VoDl

+ ^0D 2

+ ^0D 3

+ ^0D 4 + ^ 005

))

(4.20)

where V 0Di is the overdrive voltage for transistor M? Its main drawback is that only about 1Vppd output swing is available at 1.5 V supply voltage (with transistor overdrive voltages of
about 0.2 V), but its low input-referred noise voltage allows the use of reduced input
amplitude whilst still exceeding 10-bit ADC requirements. It also consumes about half the
power of a gain-enhanced folded-cascode OTA of comparable performance. Its output
common-mode level may be stabilized by a Switched Capacitor Common-Mode FeedBack
(SC-CMFB) circuit and frequency compensation provided by its load capacitors CL. A firstorder system can be used to model its settling characteristics. For such a system, the
response to a step input is given by
V,{t) = A ( \ - e " ' T)

(4.21)
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where r is the time-constant. The relative error term £ (i.e., the normalized difference
between the ideal output and actual output), is thus given by
s = A ~ V ° = r ' /r

(4.22)

A

An n-bit design requires that S is less than 1/2 ("+ within half a sampling period. Thus,
the settling time (in time-constants) including an additional time-constant for slewing
overhead is
^"settling

[l + (» + l)ln 2 ]r

(4.23)

Hence, the SR of the fully-differential single-stage OTA used in an ^-samples/s ADC is
given by
SR = 2 f,A \\ + (« + 1) In 2] =

/ 2Q .

(4.24)

Substituting (4.19) in (4.24) yields the required current consumption of the OTA
(excluding auxiliary amplifier consumption)
4 i „ = 4 / , ^ [ l + (* + l ) l n 2 ]

+ ( 2 - '- 2 ) C comp+ c J

J

1
to
3*
1

to

r 22m + 2m+ \ ' 48/feT'|

<4-25)

where Cp ~ CgdS + Cm + Cgd4 + Cdb4. The product of (4.13), (4.25) and V DD yields the total
ADC amplifier powerconsumption. The OTA GBW is given by
GBW =
"

p K J U 'V 'i/L i)
O'rr/' ^

<4^

and the ADC ERBW then becomes

rppw, 2 - j 2 K J VmQr2/ L 1)
ERBW =

^

•

<4'27)

To maximize ERBW at low-voltage, the output node parasitic capacitances have to be
minimized (difficult given the 0.2 V overdrive voltage target), and input transistors aspect
ratio (IV JL^j maximized to the optimal point beyond which their parasitic capacitances
reduce the closest non-dominant pole frequency and curtails the obtainable ERBW.
4.3.3.2 Two-Stage M iller OTA
If a higher ADC full-scale voltage is required, the fully-differential Miller OTA with a
telescopic first-stage (Fig. 4.10) is a good choice.
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Fully-differential Miller O TA schematic.

Maximum differential output swing for this topology is
max =

DD

~ (^ 0 D 6

+

^ 0 D 7 ))

(4.28)

and is about 2-Vppd at 1.5 V supply voltage (with transistor overdrive voltages of about
0.25 V). Frequency compensation is provided by capacitors Cc. The well-known secondorder settling characteristics can be used to model its settling dynamics. For a step input, the
output of a second-order system is given by

K ( 0 = a 1---- , 7
a/ i

e

Vw

V1-^

sm - ---- —2 / + arctan - ---- —

(4.29)

- ?

where £Ts the system damping constant (£ — 0.6125 is required for a Phase Margin (PM) of
60°). For PM < 76°, the total under-damped settling time (to the relative accuracy
s = i / 2(«+1)) including an additional time-constant for slewing overhead is roughly
approximated by [119]

’ settling

= <\ +

(n + 1) In 2

2

•In i — - O
4;

(4.30)

where k s —sin (PM)/cos(PM). Hence, the SR o f the fully-differential Miller OTA used in an
/-sam ples/s ADC is given by
SR = 2 / ^ 1 + —

(n +1) In 2 — Inf 1 -

~ I bias f e C c

(4.31)
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where Ccis about 0.22CL for 60° PM if
about 0.5CL for g^6 « 4^

» 1 0 ^ . However, it is more realistic for Cc to be

(or even Cc — CL for ^

» 2<£n2), otherwise, transistors M 6 become

prohibitively large, contribute even further to the output nodes parasitics and consume more
power if sized f o r ^ = 1 0 ^ . For Cc = Cu the drain current of M6A (and M 6B) is 27bias. Hence,
total OTA current consumption is
^ * 2 0 / ^ 1 + - (» + l)ln2 ——In 1 - *
^ 2 2* + 2 * + 1 v 4SkT |
A2
+ (2m+i - 2 )Cccom parator
'

(4.32)

J
^"parasitics

The product of (4.13) and (4.32) and V DD yields the total ADC amplifier power
consumption. The OTA GBW is approximately that of the single-stage OTA and is given by
GBW

V2 K J ^ l T J L z )
2 7tCi

(4.33)

and the ADC ERBW then becomes
ERBW

2 - ” 4 2 Kul hm{W2I L 2)

2tcC r

(4.34)

For comparable settling and GBW at reduced supply voltages, the differential Miller
OTA will consume about four times the power of the gain-enhanced telescopic OTA but
with twice the output swing. As a result, the best OTA choice for high ERBW and minimal
power consumption is the single-stage OTA. It may be argued that a doubling in amplitude
requirement translates to a quartering of the sampling capacitor size for the Miller OTA
whilst allowing consumption levels to approach that of the single-stage OTA, but the singlestage OTA will still settle quicker because of its inherent first-order settling characteristics
and higher frequency non-dominant poles and is thus preferred.

4.3.4

Comparator Power Consumption
For <3.5 bits-per-stage resolution, dynamic comparators can be used for the inter

stage ADCs since they do not consume power at dc. However, they will need to be preceded
by continuous-time preamplifiers to reduce the effect of clock feed-through and switch
charge injection on the signal and reference voltages. These preamplifiers are designed for
low gain (< 10) and comparable SR with the inter-stage amplifiers. For > 3.5 bits-per-stage
resolutions, auto-zeroing comparators [120] are required to meet the higher accuracy
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requirements consuming more power. In general, the power consumption of a single
comparator can be approximated by
^comparator

~ 'fwVOD [sR (^p ream p

+

^htch) + ^K/ s ]

(4.35)

where Cpreamp and Clatch are the parasitic capacitance at the preamplifier output node and the
regenerative latch input capacitance, respectively. The m1/3 parameter is included to model
comparator accuracy effect on power consumption as bits-per-stage increases. IK is a
parameter that represents the current consumed by the dynamic portions of the comparator
as the clock waveforms cross the device switching thresholds and is about 2 pA/M Hz for
the target 0.35 pm CMOS technology. The product of (4.35) and (4.14) gives the total
consumption of all sub-ADCs.

4.3.5

Flip-Flop and Clock Generator Power Consum ption
Power dissipation in digital CMOS circuits is given by [121]
-^digital — P r^ S ~ “p ^ D D / e l k ) + •^static ^ D D

^leakage ^ D D

.

(4.36)

The first term in (4.36) represents the dynamic power dissipation, p r is the probability that a
switching activity will occur, Cp is the loading capacitance a n d ^ lk is the clock frequency. The
second and third terms in (4.36) represent the static and leakage power consumption,
respectively. In a well-designed digital circuit using sub-micron CMOS technologies, the
static and leakage dissipation are generally small enough to be negligible (this is not the case
for deep sub-micron 90 nm and 65 nm technologies as leakage is actually significant and can
be quite dominant). Hence, the dynamic dissipation is dominant w ithp r ranging between 0.2
and 0.8. Standard D flip-flop cells are used in the design with the technology vendor
providing the normalized switching dissipation parameter for all logic devices. The
dissipation parameter for a D-flip-flop is about 1.14 pW /MHz.

4.3.6

Results o f Optim ization
The analysis addressed above has been applied to the design of three 1.5 V, 10-bit

pipeline ADCs with ^ ~ E R B W / 5 / —l MS/s, 20.48 MS/s and 100 MS/s) and with m
varying from 1 to 5 bits (1.5 to 5.5 bits with redundancy included). Both single-stage gainenhanced OTAs and two-stage Miller OTAs were consecutively used in the pipeline ADC
modeling. The MDACs were modeled for two consumption scenarios: power-scaled
(subsequent pipeline stages’ MDAC capacitors are reduced to correspond with the lower
k T /C requirements) and non-power-scaled (the same first-stage MDAC is used for all
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pipeline stages), using CMOS level-1 equations in Matlab® with parameters for the available
3.3-V,

0.35 pm

CMOS

(V Tp = -0.65 V,

technology

V T„= 0.5 V,

Kp = 58 pA /V 2,

K„= 170 pA/V2). In another scenario, a 4.5-bit sub-ADC was used for only the first stage
and the modeling repeated as explained above, with and without power scaling for the singlestage MDAC OTA. In all, 6 scenarios were modeled (single-stage OTA with and without
power scaling, Miller OTA with and without power scaling and 4.5-bit sub-ADC 1/singlestage OTA with and without capacitor scaling). The results presented represent the total
power consumption of all stages of the pipeline ADC at each of the 3 sampling rates. The
size of the first MDAC sampling capacitor was 2 pF to meet l- V ^ thermal noise
requirements. The following assumptions were made in the modeling:
• Power consumption of the clock generator and digital error correction blocks is
equivalent to that of 40 flip-flops clocked at the ADC sample rate.
• No extra ancillary logic for calibration functionality.
• Regularity of pipeline bits-per-stage (i.e. for 2.5 bits-per-stage, 2.5-2.5-2.5-2.5-2
partitioning is used) except for the case where a 4.5-bit sub-ADC was used in the
first-stage of the pipeline with regularity subsequently maintained.
• Minimum feedback capacitor size of 100 fF is assumed whenever the calculated value
as a result of power-scaling is 100 fF or less. This is to guarantee feedback ratio
precision in the chosen technology.
• Ideal inter-stage DACs are assumed.
• Sub-ADC comparators are exactly the same for all pipeline stages.
• ADC input amplitude is l- V ^ for both OTA topologies.
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ADC optimization results with f s = (a) 1 MS/s, (b) 20.48 MS/s and (c) 100 MS/s.
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A plot of all results is shown in Figs. 4.11(a), 4.11(b) and 4.11(c) respectively for (a)
f — 1 MS/s, (b) f s = 20.48 MS/s, and (c) J = 100 MS/s. The 6 scenarios considered are:
scenario 1 (thick solid line) —single-stage MDCA OTA without capacitor scaling, scenario 2
(thick dashed line) — single-stage MDAC OTA with capacitor scaling, scenario 3 (thick
dotted line) - two-stage MDAC OTA without capacitor scaling, scenario 4 (thin solid line)—
two-stage MDAC OTA with capacitor scaling, scenario 5 (thin dashed line) - single-stage
MDAC OTA with 4.5-bit first-stage sub-ADC and without capacitor scaling, and scenario 6
(thin dotted line) — single-stage MDAC OTA with 4.5-bit first-stage sub-ADC and with
capacitor scaling.
From these plots it can be concluded that 2.5 bits-per-stage partitioning is optimal for
10-bit resolution with or without capacitor scaling and irrespective of OTA topology and
sampling rate. For this inter-stage resolution, scenario 2 (single-stage MDAC OTA with
capacitor scaling) is the best option for lowest overall ADC power consumption. The next
best option is scenario 6 (single-stage MDAC OTA with capacitor scaling and with a 4.5-bit
first stage sub-ADC), whereas scenario 3 (two-stage Miller OTA without capacitor scaling) is
the worst choice. The next section describes the circuit design of the prototype 1.5 V,
20.48 MS/s, 10-bit ADC for DVB-H receivers to validate the architectural partitioning
analysis. The ADC uses the gain-enhanced telescopic OTA, but MDAC sampling capacitor
scaling was not used due to lack of layout optimization time.

Stage 1
MDAC 1

2 .5 -bit
ADC

Stage 2

Stage 3

MDAC 2

2.5-bit
ADC

Stage 4

MDAC 3

2.5-bit
ADC

Digital Error Correction Logic and Pipeline Flip-Flops
1 0 - b it O u tp u t

■■■■■■H i
Fig. 4.12

2.5-2.5-2.5-4 pipeline ADC block diagram.

4.4 ADC D esig n u sin g O ptim ized T op ology
Fig. 4.12 shows the complete architecture of the pipeline ADC design. The inter-stage
MDACs are realized using resistive ladder and Switched Capacitor (SC) techniques. The first,
second and third stages use a 2.5-bit flash ADC. The final stage is a full 4-bit flash ADC to
slightly reduce amplifier count by 1. Fully-differential signal and reference paths are used for
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the entire ADC. Clock generator and biasing circuits were also designed but are not
considered here for brevity.

4.4.1

M D A C /SH A
Each MDAC comprises a SHA and a resistive DAC. The latter uses the reference

ladder of the flash sub-ADC to reduce reference power consumption. The sub-ADC
comparator outputs are boosted and used to switch out the correct ladder voltage onto the
DAC output nodes. Since the first MDAC’s input sampling switches discretely sample a
time-variant input signal, they need to be highly linear to reduce the signal distortion
introduced as a result of sampling. All other switches (and in fact, all subsequent MDAC
sampling switches) sample a completely settled time-invariant discrete-time signal and as
such do not introduce distortion, do not have to be highly linear and can be made smaller in
size than the sampling switches. The MDAC sampling switches are thus bootstrapped [115]
to linearise them. Fig. 4.13 shows the MDAC architecture with the highly linear
bootstrapped switches highlighted.
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n

CMFB

DAC

Fig. 4.13

Ladder DAC

from ADC comparators

A D C M D A C architecture block diagram. The linear switches are highlighted.

The circuit operation is as follows. At

the first MDAC samples the input signal onto

sampling capacitor Cs. At the falling edge of (f)x, the signal is frozen onto Cs. The DAC gives
the analog representation of the ADC digital output. Capacitor CF is now flipped across the
OTA. At the same instant, the top plate of Cs is connected to the DAC output. The OTA
differential output finally settles to (Cs/C F)

X

(V m- KDAC) within half a period. At the falling
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edge of <f)2i the succeeding stage repeats the procedure using the output of the preceding
stage as its input signal. A SC-CMFB network (Fig. 4.14) is used to regulate the output
common-mode level without increasing OTA power consumption.
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_i_ 90fF

50fF,
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"t" 90fF

50fF

Vo~
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Fig. 4.14

CM

Switched-capacitor CMFB circuit.

A 2 pF sampling capacitor is used in the design to give additional margin on thermal
noise floor albeit with some dissipation overhead. The OTA closed-loop bandwidth (ADC
ERBW) is designed to be of the same order as the comparator and sampling switch timeconstant in order to minimize the first-stage aperture error.

4.4.2 MDAC Switch D esign
Two sets of »MOS switches were thus designed for the MDAC; one with its gate
boosted to almost twice the 1.5 V supply voltage to reduce its on-resistance and the other
bootstrapped [115] by superimposing the input voltage (V'y) at the switch’s source terminal
on the supply voltage (KDD) connected to the switch’s gate when switch is on. This then
keeps the gate-to-source voltage constant with varying input signal (V G = V DD + V m;
V GS —

ensuring that the bootstrapped switch’s on-resistance is virtually constant with

varying input voltage. Figs. 4.15 and 4.16 are the schematics o f the switches with their
associated circuits. Since a standard 3.3-V CMOS technology was used for this work, the
boosted switches were utilized well within their normal operation conditions.
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Bootstrapped switch (M12) schematic [115].
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Fig. 4.16

Boosted switch (Me) schematic.

The bootstrapped switch circuit operates as follows. Initially there is no charge on the
three capacitors and upon (f>m going low, the top plate of C2 is pushed momentarily high and
M2 (and M5) are turned on. M 2 pulls the top plate of C2 to V DDi which turns M x on. The top
plates of Cx C2and C3 are then kept floating at V DD. M 4 pulls the bottom plate of C3 to OV.
M 5 stays on ensuring that charge transfer transistor M 1 remains off. Series transistors M 9 and
M xo hold the gate of the switch (M12) at approximately OV, thus the switch is effectively off.
Upon <j)m going high, the top plate o f C2 is pushed to about ZV DD. M x comes on and
maintains the top plate of Cx at V DD keeping M2 and M 3 off. The top plate of C3 is left
floating at V DD. C3 then forms a battery across M 7 turning it on. M xx and M X2 also turn on
with M n keeping the bottom plate of C3 at KINPUTby feedback action enabling it to hold the
gate-to-source voltage of M X2 constant at V DD for all input voltages.
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The operation of the boosted switch is simpler. When the top plate of C2 is pushed to
about 2Vdd as (J)m goes high, Af3 applies the boosted potential (less some drop across Mj) to
the gate of M6. When <f>m goes low, M 4 and M 5 combine to pull the gate of M6 to OV. M 4 is
placed in series with M s to ensure that M s sees a maximum potential of V DD (rather than
2 V Dd )

across its channel. Figs 4.17(a) and 4.17(b) compare the on-resistance and the 5 MHz

tone frequency spectrum for both switches (aspect ratio of 32 pm /0.35 pm). The second
harmonic at the output of the bootstrapped switch is more than 10 dB lower than for the
boosted switch.
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Sim ulated bootstrapped and b o o sted «M O S sw itch resistance and spectrum

4.4.3 SHA OTA
As mentioned in Section II-F, the gain-enhanced telescopic OTA (Fig. 4.9) was chosen,
primarily because of its fast-settling with lower power consumption than other OTA
topologies. The regulation of cascode transistors M 3 and M 4 using the auxiliary amplifiers A x
and A 2 enhances their output impedances, significantly increasing dc gain and preserving the
desired GBW. A SC-CMFB circuit is used to average the differential outputs and regulate M 5
biasing (F ^ ^ ) accordingly. The CMFB clocks are boosted to guarantee low switch onresistance at 1.5 V supply voltage. Fig. 4.18 is the schematic of auxiliary amplifier A x (A2is a
flip version of A xwith //MOS inputs).
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Auxiliary amplifier A \ schematic.

They are both fully-differential folded-cascode designs. The auxiliary amplifier
common-mode inputs (KCM) are used to set the desired M 3 and M 4 dc bias points in the main
amplifier. Triode region CMFB circuits are used to stabilize the common-mode response.
The CMFB circuit o f each auxiliary amplifier consists o f transistors M 6K>M6B and M w. The
OTA setdes to an accuracy of better than —70 dB within half a period (24.41 ns), at a closedloop gain of 4. In addition, a nominal dc gain of 92 dB is achieved, guaranteeing more than
72 dB performance over process and temperature variations. Table 4.1 summarizes the OTA
post-layout simulated performance.

Table 4.1

Post-Layout OTA simulated performance summary.
Param eter

DC gain
GBW
Phase margin
SR

V alue

92 dB
560 MHz
62°
450 V /ps

Differential CMOR

1.38 V

Input-referred noise

8 nV/VHz

24.4 ns settling

-70 dB
1.5 V

Supply voltage
Power consumption

3.75 mW

Area

0.03 mm2

4.4.4 Dynam ic Comparator
Fig. 4.19 depicts the differential comparator used for the flash ADCs. It is a
modification of the dynamic comparators described in [120 ] and [122 ] dissipating zero power
at dc and allowing the use of a differential reference.
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Fig. 4.19

Dynamic comparator schematic.

When $ atch is low, M1Aand Af1B are off and the regenerative latch (M3A, M3B, M 4A, M4B)
is in reset-mode. Switch transistors M 5A, M 5B, M6A and M 6B pull the outputs of the latch and
gain transistors (M2A, M 2B, M2C, M2D) to V DD, to allow a shorter recovery time when the
comparator leaves the reset-mode. As $ atch goes high, the gain transistors turn on, amplifying
the differential signal at the inputs which is further amplified by the positive feedback action
of the latch as the comparator goes into latch-mode. The latch output is then applied to
inverters sized in such a way as to lower the threshold point to prevent errors as a result of
comparator metastability. Thus, all outputs remain at zero until the comparator has enough
overdrive to cause one output to toggle high. To mitigate charge injection and kickback
effects, the dynamic comparator is preceded by a continuous-time, fully-differential
preamplifier with resistive loading (not shown). Total power consumption of a single
preamplifier and comparator stage is about 220 pW.

4.5

E x p erim en ta l R esu lts
The converter was fabricated in the austriamicrosystems 0.35 pm CMOS process [123].

Fig. 4.20 is a microphotograph of the converter.
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Fig. 4.20

ADC chip microphotograph.

The device was mounted on an evaluation board and a transformer (Mini-Circuits
T1-1T) used to convert the single-ended output of the signal generator to the differential
signals required by the ADC. A 9th order elliptic filter was used for anti-aliasing the ADC
inputs to enable characterization of the ADC for up to 100 MHz input signals. Fig. 4.21 is
the block diagram of the test-bench setup.
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Clock
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Fig. 4.21

ADC test-bench setup.

2 16 data samples were acquired per test using a logic analyzer (Hewlett Packard 16700
mainframe). This was then transferred via a floppy disk to a computer for analysis using
Madab®. SNR and SFDR performance was evaluated at 20.48 MS/s using a 4.1 MHz tone.
Linearity performance data was acquired for a 9.742 kHz tone and processed using the
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histogram method. Twenty fabricated samples were received in total with 100% device yield.
Fig. 4.22 shows the ADC output spectrum for a full-scale 4.1 MHz tone.
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Fig. 4.22

ADC power spectrum with 4.1 MHz tone.

Fig. 4.23(a) is the SNR and SFDR performance versus input signal amplitude. Fig.
4.23(b) is the ADC SNR and SFDR versus input signal frequency with good SNR
performance up to the ERBW of 100 MHz, proving that the ADC is excellent for IF sub
sampling applications.
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(a) SNR and SFDR versus input amplitude and (b) versus input frequency.
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DNL and INL results are plotted in Figs 4.24(a) and 4.24(b), respectively. The
3.4 LSB | INL | value is attributed pardy to internal DAC resistor matching errors and pardy
to poor comparator preamplifier common-mode rejection as a result of the use of the
resistive loading preamplifier, which reduced measured ADC SFDR to about 60 dB from the
simulated value of 65 dB.
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A DVB-H test generator was then used to generate a 6.66 MHz-bandwidth time-sliced
4K-mode rate Vz data-stream at an IF of 35.96 MHz. The 35.96 MHz signal was then applied
directly to the ADC inputs. Fig. 4.25 is the down-converted 6.66 MHz DVB-H power
spectrum.
Table 4.2 is a summary of the ADC performance. The difference in measured ADC
consumption and the results of the architectural partitioning model is primarily due to digital
I/O pad buffers/drivers. The inter-stage ladder DACs also contribute slighdy to the elevated
dissipation levels. Table 4.3 lists the area and FOMs (as defined in Section 2.5) for this design
together with a number of recendy published 10-bit pipeline ADCs. The comparison shows
that this design achieves the best FOM l5 a low FOM 2 and one of the lowest silicon area
values.

Table 4.2

10-bit ADC performance summary.
Value

Parameter

20.48 MS/s
0.35pm 2P 4M CMOS

Nominal sampling rate
Technology

1.5 V

Supply voltage
Power consumption
Input signal range

19.5 mW
1 Vppd

Input capacitance
SNR/SFDR

56 dB/60 dB

2 pF
9.01

ENOB

-3.4 LSB/2.7 LSB

INL
DNL

-0.1 LSB/0.3 LSB
1.3 mm2

Core size

Table 4.3
Reference

10-bit ADC Performance comparison with published work.
Sample Rate
(MS/s)

This work

20.48

[89]
[90]
[91]
[92]
[93]
[113]
[115]
[124]
[125]
[126]
[127]
[128]
[129]
[130]

220
120
25
80
30
40
14.3
40
20
4
50
150
80
30

Supply
(V)
1.5
1.2
2
1.4
3
2
3
1.5
2.5
2.5
1.5
1.5
1.8
1.5
3

ERBW
(MHz)
100

Tech.

Power

Area

(pm)

(mW)

(mm2)

0.35

19.5

1.30

110*
60*
16
99
15*
100
7.15*
20*
10*
2*
25*
400
40*
60*

0.13
0.3
0.35
0.18
0.3
0.35
0.6
0.25
0.25
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.13
0.25

135
75
21
69
16
55
36
12
20
3
29
123
33
60

0.50
30
2.24
1.85
3.12
2.60
5.75
0.70
1.25
0.60
1.30
2.20
0.30
1.36

FOMi
(pj/conv.)
0.19
1.19
1.07
1.43
0.54
1.30
0.38
3.66
0.32
1.77
1.03
1.00
0.47
0.71
0.91

fom 2
(pJ-V/conv.)
2.77

1.43
2.14
2.56
4.02
2.60
5.66
5.49
0.79
4.42
1.54
1.50
4.54
1.07
10.97

*fs/ 2 used since ERBW was not stated in reference
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4.6

Conclusions
An architectural partitioning optimization analysis of the classical pipeline ADC has

been carried out for high-bandwidth and low-power mobile video applications. It is found
that 2.5-bit inter-stage resolution is optimal for 10-bit pipeline ADC resolutions irrespective
of sampling rate. The design of a 1.5-V, 20.48 MS/s, 10-bit pipeline ADC for sub-sampling a
DVB-H tuner IF output was then done to validate the architectural optimization findings.
Experimental results have been presented with the converter achieving 100 MHz ERBW and
the best energy efficiency reported for a CMOS 10-bit video-rate pipeline ADC. The
optimization analysis presented here allows a quick turnaround time in the design of poweroptimized pipeline ADCs.
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5

Delta-Sigma ADC D esign for Mobile
GSM & WCDMA Receivers
“It is more blessed to give than to receive”A cts 20:35 K JV

As the boundary between the digital and analogue subsystems of mobile
communication receivers shift closer and closer to the antenna (with the ultimate softwaredefined radio [131] being a flexible software-configurable DSP subsystem preceded by a
high-speed, extremely high dynamic range ADC with an antenna at its input), the high
dynamic range required in the baseband or IF ADCs becomes more challenging to achieve,
especially at elevated sample rates. Dimensioning the receiver chain in such a way as to take
optimal advantage of both the analogue and digital domains [132] is the short term strategy
before the ultimate software radio nirvana is physically reached. Since these receivers are
used in battery-powered devices and require high SNRs, AZ ADCs have been increasingly
used in cellular receivers [133]-[137] since their SNR/mW ratio is one of the highest amongst
all available ADC topologies and analogue domain device mismatch can usually be shaped
out of band.
One issue however prevalent in switched-capacitor AZ ADC design is the linearity of
the input sampling switch. In continuous-time AZ ADC designs, the sampling switch is
within the forward path of the AZ modulator loop and thus its nonlinearity does not affect
the overall performance of the ADC. This is not the case with its switched-capacitor sibling
as the switch is outside of the loop and thus defines overall fidelity within the wanted band
from a tonal point of view. This problem is further exacerbated in older and relatively
inexpensive standard CMOS process technologies where all devices have moderate threshold
voltages and exotic low threshold voltage devices are unavailable.
To address this issue, a novel switch linearization circuit is proposed in this chapter and
the dynamic range improvement achieved as a result of the circuit validated with the design
of two high-dynamic range switched-capacitor AZ ADCs for both GSM and WCDMA
cellular reception standards. An overview of the two radio standards is initially carried out
with ADC dynamic range requirements considered. Subsequently, a terse description of AZ
modulation fundamentals is done (detailed in Appendix A) with the linearity issues plaguing
discrete-time switched-capacitor designs highlighted. The novel switch linearization scheme
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is then described. Detailed circuit design and experimental results for both the GSM and
WCDMA ADCs are presented and conclusions suitably drawn at the end of the chapter.

5.1

GSM System Overview
*In the early parts of the 1980s, analog cellular telephone systems were experiencing

rapid growth in Europe, particularly in Scandinavia and the United Kingdom, but also in
France and Germany with each country’s system proprietary and incompatible with each
other; an undesirable situation from an equipment manufacturing and product marketing
point of view. This prompted the Conference of European Posts and Telegraphs (CEPT) in
1982 to form a study group called the Groupe Special Mobile (GSM) to study and develop a
pan-European public land mobile system to meet the following criteria:
•

Good subjective speech quality

•

Low-cost terminal and service

•

International roaming capability

•

Handheld terminals support

•

Ease of upgrade for new services and facilities

•

Spectral efficiency

•

ISDN compatibility
In 1989, GSM responsibility was transferred to the European Telecommunication

Standards Institute (ETSI), and phase I o f the GSM specifications were published in 1990.
Commercial service began in 1991 with 36 GSM networks already live in 22 countries by
1993. Although standardized in Europe, GSM is not only a European standard. Over 200
GSM networks (including DCS1800 and PCS1900 in America) are operational in more than
110 countries around the world. In the beginning of 1994, there were 1.3 million subscribers
worldwide, which had grown to almost 2 billion by 2006 and the GSM acronym now apdy
standing for Global System for Mobile communications.

5.1.1

GSM Radio Link Considerations
Table 5.1 is the current allocation of frequency spectrum for both uplink and downlink

GSM transmission [139]:

* Materials used to write this overview were obtained from www.gsmworld.com [9] and John Scourias’ public domain term paper [138]

Table 5.1

GSM uplink and downlink frequency spectrum allocation.
PCS1900

GSM850

Mobile Transmit
Base Receive

824 MHz

880 MHz

1710 MHz

1850 MHz

849 MHz

915 MHz

1785 MHz

1910 MHz

869 MHz

925 MHz

1805 MHz

1930 MHz

894 MHz

960 MHz

1880 MHz

1990 MHz

Base Transmit
Mobile Receive

E-GSM 900

DCS1800

Parameter

5.1.1.1 Multiple Access and Channel Structure
Since radio spectrum is a limited resource shared by all users, a method must be
devised to divide up the bandwidth among as many users as possible. The method chosen by
GSM is a combination of Time- and Frequency-Division Multiple Access (TDMA/FDMA).
The FDMA part involves the division by frequency o f the (maximum) 25 MHz bandwidth
into 124 carrier frequencies spaced 200 kHz apart. One or more carrier frequencies are
assigned to each base station. Each o f these carrier frequencies is then divided in time, using
a TDMA scheme. The fundamental unit of time in this TDMA scheme is called a burst period
which lasts 15/26 ms (or approx. 0.577 ms) with 156.25 bits transmitted in 0.577 ms
duration, giving a gross bit rate of 270.833 kbps.

5.1.1.2 Channel Coding and Modulation
Because of natural and man-made electromagnetic interference, the encoded speech or
data signal transmitted over the radio interface must be protected from errors. GSM uses
convolutional encoding and block interleaving to achieve this protection. The exact
algorithms used differ for speech and for different data rates.
To further protect against the burst errors common to the radio interface, each sample
is interleaved. The 456 bits output by the convolutional encoder are divided into

8

blocks of

57 bits, and these blocks are transmitted in eight consecutive time-slot bursts. Since each
time-slot burst can carry two 57 bit blocks, each burst carries traffic from two different
speech samples.
This digital signal is then modulated onto the analog carrier frequency using Gaussianfiltered Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK). GMSK was selected over other modulation
schemes as a compromise between spectral efficiency, complexity of the transmitter, and
limited spurious emissions. The complexity of the transmitter is related to power
consumption, which should be minimized for the mobile station. The spurious radio
emissions, outside of the allotted bandwidth, must be strictly controlled so as to limit
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adjacent channel interference, and allow for the co-existence of GSM and other radio
standards.

5.1.2

GSM Enhancem ents
Two main enhancements to GSM, General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and

Enhanced Data-rate for GSM Evolution (EDGE) were respectively introduced in 2000 and
2003 [9]. Both are described below.

5.1.2.1 GPRS
GPRS was a step towards third generation mobile networks by adding packet data
feature to the GSM network, allowing both Packet Switched (PS) and Circuit Switched (CS)
traffic to exist in the GSM infrastructure theoretically increasing data throughput to about
170 kbps from GSM network’s 9.6 kbps and 14.4 kbps. The end user also enjoyed some cost
savings in addition to the enhanced experience because packet switching reduced dialup
charges for periodic update applications like internet email. GPRS also supported the
Internet Protocol (IP), bursty traffic and unbalanced traffic flow with pioneer GPRS
networks launched in 2000 supporting over 50 kbps data rates.

5.1.2.2 EDGE
ED G E provided up to three times the data capacity o f GPRS with the use of the 8 PSK modulation scheme (GPRS uses GMSK). Using ED G E, operators can handle three
times more subscribers than GPRS; triple their data rate per subscriber, or add extra capacity
to their voice communications. ED G E uses the same TDMA frame structure, logic channel
and 200 kHz carrier bandwidth as existing GSM networks, allowing seamless integration of
ED G E (by simple software-upgrade).
ED G E allows the delivery of advanced mobile services such as the downloading of
video and music clips, full multimedia messaging, high-speed colour Internet access and email on the move. The relatively inexpensive upgrade o f existing GPRS networks to ED G E
meant that as at April 2006, there were 139 commercial G SM /ED G E networks in 78
countries, out of a total of 192 ED G E deployments in 102 countries [140].

5.2

WCDMA System Overview
§In older analogue frequency division multiple access (FDMA) systems, the user

occupies one frequency channel for transmit and one for receive for the duration of a phone
®This overview was excerpted from WCDMA/UMTS Wireless Networks Technical Brief, www.tektronikx.com [141].
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call. These transmit and receive channels are busy until a call has been completed. During
peak hours or festive periods like the annual New Year Eve celebrations in the City of
London, many subscribers are unable to access the system which results in lost revenue for a
network operator, and increased frustration for a user.
TDMA systems improved on this capacity issue by further subdividing a given
bandwidth into time slots. In this way, multiple users can use the same duplex pair
simultaneously. CDMA and WCDMA systems use a much broader bandwidth than either
FDMA or TDMA systems. Instead of dividing users up by frequency or time, they are
divided into codes, specific data streams assigned to particular users. All users transmit at the
same time and multiple users share the same frequency carrier. Each mobile user is uniquely
identified by a specialized code and frequency.

5.2.1

Frequency Reuse
Traditional FDMA or TDMA cellular systems have a frequency reuse method where

frequencies are only duplicated within a certain pattern. This reduces the likelihood of
interference between two neighboring cell sites that are both using the same channel. CDMA
and WCDMA take a much different approach in that the same frequency is used at every site
(Fig. 5.1). In the case of CDMA, forward links are separated from each other not by
frequencies, but by Pseudo Noise (PN) offsets. In the case o f WCDMA, forward links are
separated from each other by Scrambling Codes.

GSM frequency reuse pattern
F ig . 5.1

5.2.2

WCDMA frequency reuse pattern

G SM and W CDM A frequency reuse pattern.

Signal Coding and Spreading
Unlike TDMA signals, WCDMA signals use all available bandwidth for each RF

channel. Code channel separation is accomplished by digitally coding individual channels and
not by frequency separation. A particular subscriber’s receiver looks for the unique code
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assigned to it and the rest of the channels are indistinguishable from noise. Each channel is
uniquely identified by the carrier frequency and the code. WCDMA specifications allow 3.84
MHz for a signal bandwidth. For example, digitized voice or actual data at a rate of 12.2 kbps
is “spread” using a code which is running at 3.84 Mbps code rate. The resulting spread bits
are called chips and the transmitted spread rate is expressed as 3.84 Mcps for WCDMA. This
is comparable to a bandwidth of 1.92 MHz. The subscriber mobile receiver will see this
spread signal together with noise, interference, and messages on other code channels in the
same RF frequency slot. The interference can come from other users in the same cell and
interference from neighboring cells. The receiver’s demodulator/correlator then reapplies the
code and recovers the original data signal.
5.2.2.1 Coding
Two binary sequences of equal length are defined as being orthogonal if the result of
passing them through an exclusive-OR operation, results in an equal number of l ’s and 0’s.
When data streams are first exclusive-ORed with orthogonal codes and then merged, they
can later be separated.
5.2.2.2 Spreading
Orthogonal codes can be used to “spread” a user data sequence, such as digitized voice
or actual data. For example, each binary “1” will become “0110” and each binary “0” the
inverse, “ 1001” if exclusive-ORed with the orthogonal code “1001”. Orthogonal codes used
in WCDMA vary in length from 4 to 512 bits. The Is and 0s of the resultant data stream
from the exclusive-OR process are called “chips”. WCDMA systems have a fixed chip rate
of 3.84 Mcps (mega chips per second). The code length is called the spreading factor (SF).
Longer codes provide a more robust system but at lower individual user channel data rate.

5.2.3

RF D ow nlink and Uplink
The RF signal transmitted from the base station to the subscriber mobile phone is

referred to as the downlink or forward link. The RF signal transmitted from the mobile
phone is referred to as the uplink or reverse channel. The transmitted RF signal from the
base station is a complex QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulated) type of signal. An
example of a root-raised-cosine (RRC) filtered 1 /Q QPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift Keying)
constellation display is shown in Fig. 5.2. It can thus be seen that the symbols represented by
the modulated RF signal need to be demodulated and decoded within discrete decision
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points in the constellation in order to be error free. Table 5.2 is the current Bands I to IX
allocation of frequency spectrum for both uplink and downlink WCDMA transmission [142]:

Table 5.2

W C D M A uplink and dow nlink frequency spectrum allocation.

Uplink (Mobile to Base station)

Bands

Downlink (Base station to Mobile

I

1920 MHz

1980 MHz

2110 MHz

2170 MHz

II

1850 MHz

1910 MHz

1930 MHz

1990 MHz

III

1710 MHz

1785 MHz

1805 MHz

1880 MHz

IV

1710 MHz

1755 MHz

2110 MHz

2155 MHz

V

824 MHz

849 MHz

869 MHz

894 MHz

VI

830 MHz

840 MHz

875 MHz

885 MHz

VII

2500 MHz

2570 MHz

2620 MHz

2690 MHz

VIII

880 MHz

915 MHz

925 MHz

960 MHz

IX

1749.9 MHz

1784.9 MHz

1844.9 MHz

1879.9 MHz

Increasing degradation of received RF signal, due to impairments such as interference
or noise, will spread the points out until errors begin to occur (Fig. 5.3). Base station
transmitter modulation inaccuracy or RF path distortion may cause the points to spread.
Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) is a measurement which evaluates the signal quality and is
computed from the vector difference between the actual received signal and a calculated,
ideal reference signal (Fig. 5.4). The WCDMA standards specify EVM tolerances [142].
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5.2.4

EVM measurement concept.
W CDMA E nhancem ents

There are currently two enhancements to both the downlink and uplink paths for
elevated data throughput in WCDMA. They are described below.
5.2.4.1 H SD PA
High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) provides a smooth evolutionary path
for WCDMA networks allowing for a theoretical data capacity of up to 14.4 Mbit/s in the
downlink (currently 3.6 Mbit/s with HSDPA Category 6 and 7.2 Mbit/s with HSDPA
Category 8) and was designed to increase the available WCDMA data rate by a factor of 5 or
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more. HSDPA defines a new W-CDMA channel, the high-speed downlink shared channel
(HS-DSCH) that operates in a different way from existing W-CDMA channels, but is only
used for downlink communication to the mobile. To achieve this elevated data rate, adaptive
modulation and coding (AMC) is used in addition to fast packet re-scheduling and re
transmission.
5.2A.2 HSUPA
High-Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA) is a data access protocol for WCDMA
networks with extremely high upload speeds of up to 5.76 Mbit/s. This is made possible
without the use of higher order modulation schemes (for the conservation of mobile phone
battery life) by the creation of an uplink enhanced dedicated channel (E-DCH) and link
adaptation methods similar to those employed by HSDPA.

5.3

GSM A D C D ynam ic R ange
Fig. 5.5 is a simplified diagram of a direct-conversion GSM receiver with a low noise

amplifier (LNA), PLL-based 200 kHz-step RF synthesizer for the LO, I/Q mixers, baseband
gain amplifier and channel filter preceding the ADCs.
GSM R eceiver

Antenna

i

n
SAW
Filter

Fig. 5.5

Simplified block diagram of a direct conversion GSM receiver subsystem.

In any digital cellular receiver, the specified bit error rate, BER (0.1% for GSM [139])
must be achieved for minimum and maximum receiver input sensitivities in the present of inband blockers, out-of-band blockers, in-band noise and co-channel/adjacent channel
interference. The 0.1% BER is equivalent to a Carrier-to-Noise Ratio (C/N) of 9 dB at the
input of the digital GSM demodulator [143]. Fig. 5.6 is the blocking profile for E-GSM [143].
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Out-of-band

Out-of-band

Inband

0 dBm

0 dBm

0 dBm

-5 dBm
-23 dBm

-23 dBm
33 dBm

-33 dBm
-43 dBm

-43 dBm

-99 dBm

<0v+J
E-GSM blocking profile [143].

Fig. 5.6

It can thus be seen that the with the out-of-band blockers at 0 dBm and the desired
signal at -99 dBm, the dynamic range required to demodulate the wanted signal at C /N of 9
dB is in excess of 108 dB, clearly impossible from a circuit design perspective, especially for
the LNA and mixer dynamic range. To midgate this, external surface acoustic wave (SAW)
filters are typically used to reduce the levels of the out-of-band (OOB) blockers to more
manageable levels. The following analysis attempts to determine the required ADC dynamic
range for GSM from a noise and linearity perspective under relaxed channel filtering with all
signals referred to the antenna.
Firstly, the 135 kHz (GSM channel bandwidth) thermal noise power at the antenna is
given by:
^ th e rm a l

= 10 ’ log 10(/kTB) + 30 dBm

(51)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T ambient temperature in Kelvin (300 K or 27° assumed)
and J3 135 kHz channel bandwidth. This then yields:
th e rm a l

= 10 •log 10(l .38 x 10 ~23 x 300 x 135 x 103)+ 30 dBm = -122.53 dBm

(5 2)

Minimum sensitivity at the antenna [138] is -104 dBm. With C /N of 9 dB, the receiver
is allowed to add some noise to the wanted signal corresponding to its maximum allowable
Noise Figure (NF) and given by:
WF(dB)m„ = -104 - 9 - (-122.53) = 9.53 dB

(5.3)

Typically, the ADC quantization noise floor is made 20 dB lower than the system
noise floor to reduce the ADC effect on system noise to less than 0.1 dB. Thus, dynamic
range with only the smallest wanted signal considered is:
DR„ ^ = -104 - (-122.53)+ 20 = 38.53 dB
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Table 5.3

Representative 2nd order Butterworth filtering of GSM blockers.

Blockers

600 k H z

1.4 M H z

1.6 M H z

2.8 M H z

3.0 M H z

OOB

Actual (dBm)
Rejection (dB)
Filtered (dBm)

-43
26.23
-69.23

-43
42.51
-85.51

-33
45.46
-78.46

-33
62.72
-95.72

-23
66.32
-89.32

0
70.54
-70.54

Table 5.3 gives the attenuation of a representative 2nd order Butterworth channel filter
at the blocking frequencies with the post-filtering residual blocker levels shown. Under
blocking condition, the residual blocker level at the antenna for the most problematic
blocker (the 600 kHz blocker) is -69.23 dBm. Blocking tests are carried out with the wanted
signal at -99 dBm (Fig. 5.10), 5 dB higher than -104 dBm minimum sensitivity, yielding the
residual portion of the required ADC dynamic range:
D R ^ , = -69.23 - ( - 99)+ 5 = 34.77 dB
An additional

6

(5.5)

dB must be added to (5.5) to account for the blocker peak level. Also,

the peak-to-average ratio of the modulation scheme (about 3.5 dB for EDGE) must be
included as well. This brings the blocker related dynamic range to:
D R blocker_peak

= 34-77 + 6 + 3.5 = 44.27 dB

(5.6)

Since the maximum wanted signal power is -15 dBm [138], about 50 dB of coarse
automatic gain control (AGC) range will be required in the receiver chain (fine AGC will be
done in the digital domain). Finally, combining (5.4) and (5.6) gives the total required ADC
dynamic range.
D R ^ =D R ^ +

= 38.53 + 44.27 = 82.8 dB

(5 .7)

It can thus be seen that an ADC with DR of 83 dB will meet the GSM requirements
under relaxed analogue filtering. This allows imprecise un-trimmed channel filters to be used
with additional filtering done more precisely in the digital domain, simultaneously with the
removal of the AE ADC out-of-band quantization noise and requiring no extra digital
hardware. Fig. 5.7 summarizes the above considerations.
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82.8 dB ADC Dynamic Range required

-59.73 dBm
9.5 dB pk-pk, pk-mean
--------------------------------------

-69.23 dBm Filtered Blocker

29.77 dB Blocker Margin

-99 dBm Input Signal under Blocking
-104 dBm Input Signal at Antenna
9 dB C/N
-113 dBm System Noise Floor
9.53 dB Receiver Noise Figure
=

-122.53 dBm *7# Noise (5=135 kHz)

20 dB ADC Noise Margin

-142.53 dBm ADC Noise Floor

Fig. 5.7

GSM ADC dynamic range specification.

It is also pertinent that the ADC linearity be adequate enough (SFDR (dB) > 3 dB +
SNR (dB)) as any intermoduladon distortion present will simply elevate the system noise
floor.

5.4

W CDM A A D C D ynam ic Range

Similar consideration as was carried out for GSM in Section 5.3 will be done for WCDMA in
this section. Fig. 5.8 is a simplified WCDMA receiver diagram.

I

WCDMA R eceiver

Antenna

-

ADC

90°
SAW

LNA

‘0 * v s \:

WCDMA
Dem odulator

PLL
ADC

• fc-i

Filter

Fig. 5.8

Simplified diagram of a direct conversion WCDMA receiver subsystem.

The spread-spectrum nature of WCDMA means that the actual spectrum is noise like and
buried within thermal noise. Firstly, using (5.1), the 1.92 MH 2 (WCDMA channel
bandwidth) thermal noise power at the antenna is given by:
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^ th e rm a l =

M inim um

10 ’logio (*-38 x 1^

x 300 x 1.92 x 106)+ 30 dBm = -111 dBm

(5>8)

Band II post-spreading reference sensitivity at the antenna [142] is -115

dBm, 4dB below the thermal noise floor. WCDMA crest factor (peak-to-average ratio) is
10.3 dB [142] making the input reference signal power spectral density (Iot) equal to -104.7
dBm (-115 dBm + 10.3 dB). Spreading gain for data at 30 kcps is approximately 21 dB
(10-log10 [3.84 Mcps/30 kcps]). With C /N of 3.5 dB (based on 0.1% BER requirement) at
the digital demodulator input, the receiver is allowed to add some noise to the wanted signal
corresponding to its maximum allowable noise figure and given by:
N F (d B )„ „ = - 1 1 5 - 3 . 5 - ( - l l l ) + 2 1 = 13.5dB

(5.9)

Typically, the ADC quantization noise floor is made 20 dB lower than the system
noise floor to reduce the ADC effect on system noise to less than 0.1 dB. Thus, dynamic
range with only the smallest wanted reference sensitivity signal considered is (Fig. 5.9):
= -94.7 - (-111)-13.5 +20 = 22.8 dB

(5.10)

Table 5.4 gives the attenuation of a representative 2nd order Chebyshev channel filter at the
blocking frequencies with the post-filtering residual blocker levels shown.

Table 5.4

Representative 2nd order Chebyshev filtering of WCDMA Blockers.

Blockers

2.7 MHz

3.5 MHz

5.9 MHz

10 MHz

15 MHz

OOB

Actual (dBm)

-57

-44

-44

-56

-44

-15

Rejection (dB)

8.1

12.5

22.4

34.5

49.9

54

Filtered (dBm)

-65.1

-56.5

-66.4

-90.5

-93.9

-69

Under blocking condition, the residual blocker level at the antenna for the most
problematic blocker (the 3.5 MHz blocker) is —56.5 dBm. Blocking tests are carried out with
the reference signal 7or at —94.7 dBm [141], yielding the residual portion of the required ADC
Dynamic Range (DR):
= -56-5 - ( - 94.7) = 38.2 dB
An additional

6

^

1}

dB must be added to (5.5) to account for the blocker peak level. The

peak-to-average ratio of the modulation scheme (10.3 dB) has already been included in
(5.10). This brings the blocker related dynamic range to:
= 38.2 + 6 = 44.2 dB

(5.12)

Since the maximum wanted lot signal power is -25 dBm [141], about 30 dB of coarse
automatic gain control (AGC) range will be required in the receiver chain (fine AGC will be
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done in the digital domain). Finally, combining (5.10) and (5.12) gives the total required ADC
dynamic range.
D R ADC

~

^ s ig n a l +

D R blocker_peak

= 22‘8 + 44‘2 = 67 dB

(5.13)

It can thus be seen that an ADC with DR of 67 dB will meet the WCDMA
requirements under relaxed analogue filtering. This allows imprecise un-trimmed channel
filters to be used with additional filtering done more precisely in the digital domain
simultaneously with the removal of the AS ADC out-of-band quantization noise and
requiring no extra digital hardware. Fig. 5.9 summarizes the above considerations.

67 dB ADC Dynamic Range required

-50.5 dBm
6 dB pk-pk
-56.5 dBm Filtered Blocker
38.2 dB Blocker Margin
-94 dBm Equivalent De-spread Signal
-94.7 dBm Input Signal under Blocking
3.5 dB C/N

21 dB Spreading Gain or Factor
-97.5 dBm System Noise Floor

13.5 dB Receiver Noise Figure
-104.7 dBm Input Signal at Antenna
-111 dB m kT B Noise (B = 1.92 MHz)
10.3 dB Crest Factor
-115 dBm Minimum Sensitivity
20 dB ADC Noise Margin
-117.5 dBm ADC Noise Floor

F ig . 5.9

WCDMA ADC dynamic range specification.

It is also important that the ADC linearity be adequate enough (SFDR (dB) > 3 dB +
SNR (dB)) as any intermodulation distortion present will simply elevate the system noise
floor.

5.5

AS M odulation
Over-sampling converters utilize a modulator in the analogue domain for

discretization of the input signal and digital filtering to remove out-of-band quantization
noise and decimate the data-stream to Nyquist. Originally, delta modulation scheme was
proposed by De Jaeger in 1952 [144] for the analogue modulator by inserting an integrator in
the modulator’s feedback path. Unfortunately, the non-idealities of the integrator limited the
overall modulator linearity and accuracy. Also, a differentiated version of the analogue input
was available at the digital output which may or may not be desirable.
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Inose et al later removed the integrator from the feedback path and placed it in the
feed-forward path in 1963 [145]-[146], thus inventing the delta-sigma (AS) modulation
scheme. This widely accepted and now ubiquitous scheme was significantly more robust to
the accuracy issues that plagued its older sibling and could pass the input signal to the digital
domain unchanged. The AS modulator is an over-sampled ADC. It can be made to operate
in continuous-time (s-domain) or in discrete-time (z-domain), the latter using switchedcapacitor schemes [147]. Switched-current schemes [148] has also been used but failed to
catch on commercially due to speed, component mismatch and yield issues. An overview of
AS ADCs for wireless transceivers is carried out in [149]. There are numerous literature and
books on the system and architectural fundamentals of AS modulation of which [122] and
[155] are highly recommended. An abstracted overview of AS modulation is given in
Appendix A. Equation (5.14) gives the theoretical quantization noise PE for any E-order AS
modulator:
aV ' l

1

1 2 -(2 -E + l)

OSR

(2-L+l)
(5.14)

with the desired theoretical in-band SQNR (signal-to-quantization noise ratio) obtainable
using an n-bit quantizer given by (A is LSB step size):

SQNR = 10-log 10

5.6

A2 ■I2"
8 -Pc

dB

(5.15)

Sam pling Switch Linearity Issu es in D iscrete-tim e AS M odulators
The parasitic insensitive integrator, one of the various integrator topologies used in a

switched-capacitor AS modulator is illustrated in Fig. 5.10.

F ig . 5.10

Parasitic-insensitive integrator topology.

Ill

The time-varying input signal is periodically sampled onto sampling capacitor Cxby switch Sx
external to the AS modulator loop and accumulated onto the integrating capacitor, C2. As
such, the sampling switch impairments do not enjoy any noise shaping as will the switches
within the loop. For this reason, any switch non-linearity will get modulated onto the
sampled input waveform thereby creating undesirable in-band harmonics and compromising
the AS modulator’s SFDR. As mentioned in the introductory section of this chapter, this
switch linearity problem is a real issue in older and relatively inexpensive standard CMOS
process technologies where all devices have moderate threshold voltages and exotic low
threshold voltage are unavailable.
Typically, this switch is a y>MOS or #MOS device or a transmission gate with the
latter preferred as a result of its higher dynamic range and the fact that charge injection can
be reduced by dimensioning the complementary devices equally (this is further expatiated
below). A thorough analysis of MOS sampling switches and prevalent issues when used in
switched-capacitor design is given in [189] with Gray et al [84] and Haigh et al [190] originally
carrying out pioneering work in developing the well known non-overlapping four-phase
clocking scheme for the reduction of sampling switch signal-dependent charge-injection in
switched-capacitor circuit design. Fig. 5.11 is a plot of the on-resistance of y>MOS, «MOS and
CMOS switches versus input voltage (normalized to 2.7 V supply voltage) for equally
dimensioned devices in a 0.35 pm technology (W — 32 pm, L - 0.4 pm, V Th = 0.58 V, V Tp
= -0.65 V).
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CMOS, «MOS and/>MOS sampling switch resistance versus input.
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The following expression gives the CMOS switch on-resistance R^witch to the first-order.
D

~

(5.16)

1

switch ~

K „ ~ K - y T. ) + K ^ ( v ^ - i v T f)
But even to a first order approximation (5.16), the on-resistance of the transmission gate is
non-linear with respect to its input voltage when in an on-state. The gate-to-channel
capacitances are also non-linear and input-dependent contributing even further to the
sampling distortion but can be minimized or even eliminated by connecting the device’s bulk
terminal to the source terminal (this is only possible for the »MOS device if a twin-tub
process technology is available) and by using the parasitic-insensitive topology with non
overlapping four-clock phases [84], [190], which also minimizes the effect of the gate-tosource/drain parasitic capacitances. Fig. 5.12 depicts the non-linear sampling switch (R^) in
sampling mode.

*S 1 ( ^G s)
S

Vin.

O

^GS
F ig . 5.12

C1
PI ^0

^G s)

v jL

O—

11

CGD

N on -lin ea r sam pling sw itch representative diagram.

The r-domain transfer function from the sampled input to the bottom plate of Cx
under sampling conditions with the parasitic capacitances neglected is thus given by
^ _
V-m

+ jCiRs 2
1 + ,C tRsl + sC jR ^
1

(5.17)

where V a is the potential between Ct’s bottom plate and ground. The effect of the common
mode switch ([RS2) nonlinearity is negligible as it acts on a stable relatively time-invariant
signal. If it is neglected, (5.17) reduces to the first-order RC expression below:
V,ci
(s) =

1
1

+ J'QRgj

Substituting (5.16) in (5.18) and recognizing that Vgs for switch

(5.18)
is V - V m, the expression

below results.
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Rearranging (5.19) gives a quadratic expression in V m the solution of which will yield the
higher-order harmonics of V-mi the by-product of switch resistance nonlinearity:
^ -{V m- V , - V rTP y v u
V C lU ) =

w

w

K n — (V
\
gn - V T
Tn - V -in )
/ + xK p„ — \(Vy in - V

(5.20)

TP ) + sCl

g

Various methods have been employed in the literature to address this issue with the
simplest being the arbitrary increase of the aspect ratio of the device until the on-resistance
error term with varying input is small enough to be negligible [170]. This is however
unsuitable for high-speed design. Fujimori et al [180] used minimum-length lower threshold
voltage devices as switches in order to reduce non-linear on-resistance and still achieve good
sampling speed but the additional processing steps to achieve the low threshold voltage
devices in a standard CMOS process technology can be expensive.
Another solution is to create a virtual battery voltage, Kbatt, add it to a replica of V m
and apply it to the gates of the switch devices, i.e.
V g = Vubatt +V-in

(5.21)

Equation (5.20) then becomes
W
W
K„ — (VhM - V Tn)- V m + Kp - ( - F batt - VrTP ) - K
V ci(s) =

w
w
K n - ( V hM- v T„) + Kp - ( - V

hm -

(5.22)

Tp

a linear expression in V in. If a pre-charged capacitor Cbatt is used as the virtual battery it
becomes the well-known bootstrapping scheme which has also been employed for switch
lineari2ation in the literature [169], [185] - [188] with the input signal superimposed on the
control voltages of an «MOS switch gate to hold the gate-to-source voltage constant and
thus achieve constant on-resistance to a first-order approximation over the entire input
range. A replica sampling switch network was used in [192] to achieve over 105 dB SFDR in
a 1.1 MHz bandwidth. Fig. 5.13 illustrates the bootstrapping circuit [193] for »MOS sampling
switch.

sc f

r

batt

—

L-^-i

n M O S S w itc h

F ig . 5.13

Bootstrap circuit using «MOS sampling switches.

The operation is explained as follows. When clock (f) is low, switches 3B, Sc and 3E
are closed. The input common mode voltage, Kcmis thus apphed to the bottom plate of Cbatt.
The supply voltage, V DD is applied to Cbatt’s top plate and the gate of the »MOS switch is
held low by TE turning it off. When (f) goes high, SB, Sc and J E are opened and SA and SD
closed. The difference between V m and Kcmis thus apphed to Cbatt’s bottom plate and its top
plate connected to the gate of the «MOS switch. The switch’s gate voltage is thus
V gn

-

VdD + ^in

(5.23)

where Kbatt = V DD+ V m - (V m + V CJ . V &n is thus fixed at V DD - V cm for most input
voltages (within the limits of reasonable and finite on-resistance of switches SA and SD) and
the switch is guaranteed linear. Typically, SA,

and 3E are «MOS devices and the rest y>MOS

devices. All switches are sized an order of magnitude smaller than the dimensions of the
main linearised /zMOS switch to minimize the depletion of Cbatt’s charge by switch parasitics.
The dimensions of Cbatt must be determined such that it is an order of magnitude higher than
the dominant parasitic, namely that of the linearised switch.
In order to further enhance the switch linearity and increase available dynamic range,
this work extends the «MOS bootstrapping concept by replacing the /?MOS device with a
transmission gate as shown in Fig. 5.14. The justification for this is given below.
Firstly, using the parasitic insensitive topology (Fig. 5.12) and respectively turning off
of switches S2 and S4 just slightly before

and S3 [84], [190] during the transition from

sample-mode to hold-mode addresses the issue of signal-dependent charge injection (to a
first order) from switch channel capacitance, gate-to-drain overlap capacitance, junction
capacitance and sampling capacitor bottom-plate parasitics point of view.
Secondly, the use of fully-differential paths also minimizes even-order nonlinearities as
a result of the above. CMOS or //MOS switch linearization in addition alleviates the effect of
signal-dependent switch on-resistance on ADC sampling non-linearity and it is shown below
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that the bootstrapped CMOS switch will yield better performance over a bootstrapped
«MOS switch from a charge injection perspective for over-sampled AZ ADC application.

s„

s= y

C M O S S w itc h

F ig . 5.14

Sim plified C M O S sam pling sw itch lineariser circuit.

Thirdly, consider the case of
[189], [191] that if

in Fig. 5.10 being an /zMOS switch. It can be shown

is turned off, charge will be injected onto node A diluting the originally

sampled charge, with the potential at node A given by:
V A * V in

WUC„

K

d

- V Tk )

(5.24)

V

Equation (5.24) contains a signal-dependent portion (gain error) and if body effect is
neglected, a signal-independent portion (offset error). The dummy »MOS device method of
cancellation is not very effective for this application because of the inequality of the split
charge between the source and the drain of the /zMOS sampling switch. Conversely, if a
CMOS switch comprising equally dimensioned #MOS and ^MOS devices is employed;
overall switch on-resistance is slightly less than that of a single «MOS switch. In addition, the
opposite charge packets injected by the complementary devices will tend to cancel each other
(with slight error due to the inequality of /M O S and #MOS gate-drain overlap capacitances
which is neglected here). Thus, the voltage at nodeM is now given by:
V a = V,. +

(v -d V . - V r .) *
(5.25)
C,

yielding
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vA=vi„+

(5.26)

i.e. the signal-dependent portion of the injected charge is completely cancelled to a first order
and only the offset remains which is not detrimental to the operation of the AE modulator.
Finally, the use of the topology in Fig. 5.10 as explained above will further ensure that any
residual signal-dependent charge is completely removed. It can thus be seen that the
linearised CMOS switch will give better dynamic performance than the linearised »MOS
switch.
The operation of the circuit in Fig. 5.14 is similar to that of the »MOS lineariser
circuit in Fig. 5.13 with SF holding the top plate of Cbattp at Kqvd and TH turning the jfrMOS
device off when <f> is low. When (j) is high, the difference between V m and V cm is
superimposed on the bottom plate of Cbat^ by SG and the y>MOS switch’s gate voltage is thus
(5.27)
where V hatt = V m- (V m - V CJ . V gsp is thus fixed at -V cm for most input voltages (within the
limits of reasonable and finite on-resistance of switches SA and SG) and the y>MOS switch is
also guaranteed linear. In this way, the combination of the y?MOS and »MOS switches
enhances overall switch on-resistance linearity and dynamic range.
Fig. 5.15 is a plot of linearised «MOS, y>MOS and CMOS switch resistance against
normalized input voltage. Fig. 5.16 is a comparative plot of the Total Harmonic Distortion
(THD) of the conventional CMOS switch and the linearised CMOS switch for

1

MHz input

signal with > 20 dB improvement achieved in simulation over the conventional un-linearized
CMOS switch for the desired input range switch using this circuit. The plots below were
created whilst the CMOS switches were in their on-state. The y>MOS device bulks were
connected to the source to eliminate bulk modulation dependence. The »MOS device bulks
were connected to V Gnd to emulate a single-tub «-well CMOS process technology and make
the circuit more generic (the actual process technology employed for the design was a twintub one). Fig. 5.17 is the initial transistor-level schematic of the CMOS lineariser circuit and
Fig. 5.18 the simulated gate voltages of the linearised and conventional CMOS switches for
comparison with the same parameters as used to obtain Fig. 5.11.
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Linearised C M O S, «M O S and />MOS sam pling sw itch resistance versus input.
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Whilst this does not affect the linearised devices since their absolute gate-to-source voltages
is still less than the supply voltage, it affects all other switches with the exception of the
switches sampling the input and common mode voltages. Under sampling conditions, their
| V | is higher than the recommended levels for potentially 50% of the time. This can lead
to outright gate oxide rupture or reduced Mean-Time-Between-Failure (MTBF) [194] of the
lineariser circuit. In addition to this, the drains and sources of switches TF and

will be

lower than the substrate bias voltage in sampling mode which can forward-bias their junction
diodes and cause device latch-up.
To address the reliability issue, additional circuitry (two extra capacitors) was then
added to improve the design reliability by ensuring that the gate-to-source voltages of all the
switches in question in sample mode were well within the supply voltage and the reliability
limits of the technology. The principle is simple, yet elegant (Fig. 5.19). Consider only the
#MOS part of the CMOS switch. When (j) is low, the »MOS switch is off and its gate plus the
top plate of Cextra is held at 0 V. At this point as well, the top plate of capacitor Cbattn is held at
VDD. The charge stored on Cbatt„ is thus given by
Q

-

^battn ' V

(5.28)

dd

When (j) is high, the bottom plate of both capacitors are dynamically driven by K The static charge on ChMtn is now shared between itself and Cextra with the new static nMOS
gate voltage (was originally F^DD) given by
=^

& c
-

V

batt«

+c

extra

c

--------------- V

batt»

+c

(5.29)

extra

Finally, the actual »MOS gate voltage with V-m superimposed is given by
v t* - r

CT r —

batt#

V™ +V™

(5 3 °)

extra

With Cbatt = 0.8 pF and Cextra 0.07 pF, about 8 % reduction in the original gate voltages was
achieved, which was adequate enough. This modification also addresses the potential latchup issue of switches SF and SG. It may be required for higher-sampling speed designs to
slightly increase the sizes of the linearised switch to compensate for the reduced switch onresistance as a result of the curtailed V r Fig. 5.19 is the final lineariser circuit and Fig. 5.20
the plot of the gate voltages showing that the peak voltage reduction has been achieved.
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5.7

GSM AE Modulator Design
In Section 5.3, it was found that an 83 dB DR ADC was required for GSM. The term

DR is defined as the ratio of the power in a full-scale input to the power of a sinusoidal input
for which the SNR is 0 dB, i.e. the DR is exactly equal to the full-scale SNR (note the
difference between SNR and SNDR as defined in Chapter 2). Hence the SNR will be used as
the target metric in all subsequent DR considerations. A 26 MHz crystal was already available
for the GSM receiver’s frequency synthesizer and could also be used as the ADC’s clock.
Hence with 135 kHz desired GSM bandwidth, the OSR required was 96.
It was also desired to have a single-bit output from the modulator to take advantage of
the affine [155] linearity of the 1-bit feedback DAC. Equations (5.14) and (5.15) were used to
predict the theoretical SQNR for various 1-bit modulator orders. A model of the
Butterworth NTF 1-bit modulator was also used to simulate the system and the results
tabulated below.

Table 5.5

Theoretical and simulated GSM AL modulator SQNR (OSR = 96)

Modulator Order (L)

1

2

3

4

A. SQNR (dB) from (5.40)

62.08

94.00

125.16

155.96

186.53

B. Modulator model SQNR (dB)

56.36

76.11

89.38

96.57

100.81

Difference between A and B (dB)

5.72

17.89

35.78

59.39

85.72

5

It can thus be seen that a 4th order topology will suffice (the 3rd order topology
appears to meet the SNR requirements but will suffer degradation once k T /C noise is
factored in hence the choice of the 4th order topology). In addition, optimization of the zeros
at dc will be required in order for the quantization noise floor to be about 20dB lower than
the desired ADC SNR of 83 dB since sampling capacitor k T /C noise will ultimately
dominate. The weighted feed-forward with summation and resonator structure in [122] was
used for the design of the GSM modulator and is shown in Fig. 5.21 (ax the feed-forward
path coefficients, bx the feedback path coefficients and cx the resonator path coefficients. The
and JLj are given below (for cx — c2 — 0):

signal and noise filters
rI

_ a\^\ ,--------a\a2^2 -H---------,
, ..1--------------------, aia2a3 ' aN^N
—-------1
—+
* -1 f t - I ) 2 fe -1 )3

(5.31)

where N as used here is the order of the modulator topology. The Signal Transfer Function
(STF) and NTF are thus given below:
_

1

(* -l)N

N T F ( Z) =
1 +

L 1t

o

(Z ~

!)N +

a A (Z -

i)^ " 1 +

(5.32)

N-2

vJV-1

a i a 2b 2 ( Z ~

2 + •• +

a i a 2a 3

• •• •

a »b n
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STF(z) = Lp (Z)

Fig. 5.21

(5.33)

GSM 4th order modulation architecture.

This topology is readily amenable to switched-capacitor implementation. Any change in
cx moves the conjugate zeros vertically away from ^ =
leading to some instability. A minuscule shift from dc

1

+jO and not along the unit circle

=

1

+j0) will however approximate

the unit circle trajectory and enable the realization of a passable but inexact Inverse
Chebyshev NTF (exact Inverse Chebyshev NTFs cannot be realized using this structure as a
result of the aforementioned stability issue and because of the difficulty of realizing delay-less
switched-capacitor integrators). Peaking is also exhibited by the STF of this structure at
higher frequencies and care must be taken in the design of the anti-alias filter to mitigate this.
Having chosen a suitable quantizer resolution, OSR and loop filter structure, the next
step was to specify the NTF and derive from it, the loop filter transfer functions,

and

which incidentally is equivalent for this topology. The heuristic approach of Lee et al in [157]
was followed to design an NTF with a peak out-of-band gain of 1.5 or slightly less for
stability (1.3 was chosen). The discrete filter design toolkit in Matlab® was iteratively used to
design a 4th order Butterworth high-pass filter with a gain o f 1.3 resulting in a 3dB frequency
of 829.27 kHz. The final transfer function given below.
w = ______________ q - C ) 4_______________
N T F Butterworth
i
\ '\./
4
_
3
. _
2
~
,_
_ _„ . _
% —3.4767^ +4.5628^; —2.6765^ + 0.5917

(5.34)

Comparing the coefficients in (5.34) to (5.32) yields the loop filter coefficients tabled
below (all b’s set to

1

to prevent integrator overflow):
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Table 5.6

Modulator loop filter coefficients for Butterworth NTF.
I

1

2

3

4

a;
b,

0.524
1

0.250

0.142

0.064

1

1

1

Ci

0

0

-

-

This was then quantized to the values in Table 5.7.

Table 5.7 Quantized modulator loop filter coefficients for Butterworth NTF.
I

V

2

3

4

ai

1/2
1

1/4
1

1/8
1

1/16

bi
Ci

0

0

-

-

1

Extensive simulations were then done in Matlab® to ascertain the stable input range
of the modulator under dc and a 13 MHz square wave excitation. It was found that the
modulator was stable for 75% of full-scale input amplitude at all in-band input frequencies
with SQNR of about 96 dB as in Table 5.7 for the Butterworth NTF. Subsequently, cx was
iteratively introduced in order to shift a pair of conjugate zeros away from dc to just close to
the edge of the 135 kHz wanted band. With cx = 0.00625, the notches in the modulator
spectral plot appeared at about 115.7 kHz and SQNR had improved to 106.5 dB, 3.5 dB
more than the desired 103 dB and almost 10 dB higher than with the Butterworth NTF (c2
was not used as it was too small for circuital realization). Fig. 5.22 is the modulator power
spectrum from system simulation.
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GSM AE modulator power spectrum plot with the zero at 115.7 kHz.

The simplified schematic of the GSM AE modulator is shown in Fig. 5.23. A cross
coupled NAND-gate-based clock generator block was used to generate the desired non
overlapping 4-phase clocks [84], [190], with the timing relation of the various clocks shown
in Fig. 5.24. Also, a fully-differential BiCMOS folded-cascode OTA with MOS inputs and
silicon germanium bipolar cascode devices (Fig. 5.25) was used for the first integrator’s
OTA. The bipolar cascode device enabled the achievement of excellent bandwidth at high dc
gain by pushing all non-dominant poles into the GHz region. The remaining three
integrators used a CMOS folded-cascode OTA shown in Fig. 5.26.
Table 5.8 summarizes the OTA performance with the BiCMOS one consuming 1.44
mA current and the three CMOS ones each consuming 0.24 mA current. An integrated
band-gap voltage source was used to generate a low temperature coefficient 20 |uA current
from which all OTA bias voltages were derived. The biasing circuit is shown in Fig. 5.27 with
the dynamic comparator circuit shown in Fig. 5.28. Switched-capacitor CMFB network as
used in Chapter 4 was used for regulating the bias voltage (HBIAS1) of the lower nMOS
current sources in the OTAs. The common mode voltage and 1-bit DAC negative and
positive reference voltages (1.35 V, 0.85 V and 1.85 V respectively) were generated off-chip.
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Simplified GSM AE modulator schematic with linearised switches circled.
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s a m p li n g p h a s e

Fig. 5.24

tra n s fe r p h a s e

Clock generator timing diagram with optimum 4-phase scheme [84], [190] used.
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CMOS folded cascode OTA for the GSM AS modulator’s 2nd-4th integrator.
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Fig. 5.28

Dynamic Com parator (1-bit quantizer) schematic.

Table 5.8

GSM AS modulator OTA performance summary.
Parameters

BiCMOS OTA

CMOS OTA

Phase Margin (°)

83

81

DC Gain (dB)

80

53

Gain Bandwidth (MHz)

276

222

Slew Rate (V/ ps)

300

300

Load Capacitance (pF)

2.4

0.8

Current Consumption (mA)

1.44

0.24

Supply Voltage (V)

2.7

2.7

Process Technology

0.35 pm BiCMOS

0.35 pm BiCMOS

The two main parameters that govern the specification of the OTA are the dc gain
and the settling time. The DC gain determines the precision of the integration coefficients
(neglecting capacitor mismatch) whilst the slew-rate and the OTA topology determine the
amplifier settling time. To achieve as close to a 1st order settling characteristics as possible,
the above folded-cascode topologies were used. It was found in system level simulation that
the 1st integrator coefficients could be mismatched by up to 1% without significant
deterioration of the modulator performance. The other integrators were even more tolerant
to coefficient mismatch. Hence, greater than 50 dB OTA dc gain was the target over process,
temperature and supply variations. The significantly higher transconductance and lower
parasitics of the bipolar common-base device enabled the achievement of greater than 80 dB
nominal dc gain for the BiCMOS OTA (worst-case was 65 dB). The slew-rate and settling

analysis (-60 dB settling precision was also found to be sufficient) in Chapter 4 was then used
to estimate the OTA consumption before actual circuit design was done.
In addition to quantization noise, there are three other main sources of noise in a
switched capacitor AE modulator; sampling capacitor k T /C noise, amplifier thermal noise
and sampling clock phase noise. The noise of the first integrator in the modulator chain
dominates as all other integrator contributions undergo successive noise shaping and can be
neglected in the noise budget estimation. Firsdy, with the desired 1.5 Vppd (0.53 Vrms) input
amplitude and an SQNR o f 106.5 dB, the quantization noise voltage is given as
0.53

- —
V trtnniSc
= 2' ) . 5Sif li V
V quantize = --------------

(5.35)

20

10

Secondly, 0.8 pF input sampling capacitors were used to meet k T /C noise considerations.
The thermal noise as a result o f the sampling capacitors is approximated by
Vthermal ~

4kT
^

\O S R -C

= 1 4 .7 p V r t tlS

/r

(5-36)

Cadence® SpectreRF® was used to simulate the total noise o f the folded cascode amplifier
and the noise integrated over the desired 10 kHz to 135 kHz bandwidth. The result is given
below.
V amplifier

= 2.6pVrms

(5.37)

The phase noise profile of the internal non-overlapping clock generator circuit was also
integrated within the above bandwidth and the result is
v clock = 25pVrms

(5.38)

2.62 -+1- 14.72
29.22(xVrmss
Vnoise = 10“6
iu V 2 .5 2 -+1- z.o
1^./ t+z 252
d = zv.zzpvrm

(5 39)

Total noise is thus

Finally, expected modulator SNR is given by
SNR = 2 0 -log 10

(

0 .5 3

29.22/4

^

85.2 dB

Simulated power consumption of the entire modulator was about 7 mW at 2.7 V operation.
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5.8

WCDMA AS Modulator Design
In Section 5.4, it was found that a 67dB SNR ADC was required for WCDMA. A

153.6 MHz signal will be used as the ADC’s clock. Hence with 1.92 MHz desired WCDMA
bandwidth, the OSR required was 40. Equations (5.14) and (5.15) were used to predict the
theoretical SQNR for various 1-bit modulator orders. A model o f the Butterworth NTF 1-bit
modulator was also used to simulate the system and the results tabulated below.

Table 5.9

Theoretical and simulated WCDMA AZ modulator SQNR (OSR = 40).

Modulator Order ( L)

1

2

3

4

A. SQNR (dB) from (5.40)

50.67

74.99

98.55

121.74

B. Modulator model SQNR (dB)

46.15

57.69

62.62

62.65

Difference between A and B (dB)

4.52

17.30

35.93

59.09

It can thus be seen that a 4th order topology will only suffice if NTF zeros are shifted
from dc. SQNR dominates k T /C noise in this application. The same NTF as in (5.34) was
used to obtain peak out-of-band gain of 1.3. This corresponded to a 3 dB frequency of 4.899
MHz. The WCDMA AZ modulator was also stable at all in-band frequencies for 75% of fullscale input amplitude.
The next step was now to iteratively shift cx from dc until the transfer function
conjugate zeros were positioned just at the edge o f the 1.92 MHz pass-band. This was
achieved with cx — 0.035 with the notch appearing at 1.62 MHz and SQNR improving by 10
dB to 72.85 dB. c2 was also not used as for the GSM design. In the circuit implementation,
coefficient a4 was fixed at 1/8; the same as

because o f the difficulty in realizing the

required 12.5 fF sampling capacitor in layout if the original value o f 1/16 was used. Fig. 5.29
is the modulator power spectrum from system simulation. At the elevated sampling rate of
153.6 MHz, MOS-only amplifiers could not deliver the > 1 GHz gain bandwidths required
hence BiCMOS OTAs were used for all 4 integrators. The first OTA was the higherperformance lower noise design and consumed the most current (2.88 mA). The other OTAs
each consumed 0.48 mA current. Table 5.10 below summarizes the OTA performance.
Simulated modulator power consumption was about 14 mW. 0.1 pF input sampling
capacitors and 0.2 pF integrating capacitors were used with the noise budget considerations
given below.
V quantize

0.53

= -----------= 120.7[lV m iS

...

10TT
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Delta S ig m a ADC Spectrum . SN R = 7 2 .8 4 7 8 d B , S F D R = 8 9 .8 3 4 2 d B .
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Fig. 5.29

WCDMA AE modulator power spectrum plot with the zero at 1.62 MHz.

Table 5.10 WCDMA AE modulator OTA performance summary.
Parameters
Phase Margin (°)
DC Gain (dB)
Gain Bandwidth (MHz)
Slew Rate (V/ ps)
Load Capacitance (pF)
Current Consumption (mA)
Supply Voltage (V)
Process Technology

BiCMOS OTA 1
50

BiCMOS OTA 2
67.5

81.6
1500
2700

79.8
639
1628

0.8
2.88
2.7
0.35pm BiCMOS

0.25
0.48
2.7
0.35pm BiCMOS

The thermal noise as a result of the 0.1 pF sampling capacitors is approximated by
4 kT
V thermal * J

^

= 6 4 .3 p V m iS

(5.42)

Integrated amplifier noise (10 kHz to 1.92 MHz) is
V amplifier = 3 p V t t n S

(5.43)

Integrated clock generator phase noise (10 kHz to 1.92 MHz) is
v clock = 35pVrms

(5.44)

v „„ise = 10'6V32 + 352 + 64.32 + 120.72 = 141.2nVrms

(5.45)

Total noise is thus
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Finally, expected modulator SNR is given by

SNR = 20 •log10

f 0.53 ^
141.2ju

= 71.5dB

(5.46)

Cadence® Spectre® was used for all circuit simulation and SQNR results closely
matched the results obtained from Matlab®. Approximately 30 dB increase in SFDR was
observed for the linearised GSM modulator during circuit simulation with the in-band tones
at the same level as the quantization noise floor.

5.9

Experimental Results
Both modulators were fabricated with two modulators (I and Q) implemented on

each die. The lineariser circuit was implemented in both GSM and WCDMA modulators. In
addition, a GSM modulator variant was fabricated that dispensed with the input sampling
switch lineariser circuit for comparison purposes. Device yield was 100% across 20 samples.
Measurements were carried out using a 110 dB SNR Rohde and Schwarz UPL audio signal
generator for the input signal and a Hewlett Packard low-noise RF generator for the clocks.
A third-order

L r C

transitional filter (500 kHz cut-off frequency for GSM, 6 MHz cutoff for

WCDMA) was used on the evaluation printed circuit board (PCB) for anti-aliasing. Single
ended to differential conversion was done using dual operational amplifiers with Texas
Instrument OPA2227 part used for the GSM evaluation board and Analog Devices AD8058
part used for the WCDMA evaluation board. 217 output data points for GSM and 215 data
points for WCDMA were iteratively collected using a Hewlett Packard 16700 logic analyzer
mainframe and post-processed using Matlab®. Fig. 5.30 is a block diagram of the GSM and
WCDMA AE modulator test setup.

Filtering
Low-noise
Signal
Generator

Amplifier
ADC
under
Test

Signal
Low-noise
Signal
Generator

Logic
Analyser

Matlab
on PC

Clock
Filtering

Fig. 5.30

5.9.1

GSM and WCDMA AE modulator test setup.

GSM AE ADC Silicon
Fig. 5.31 is the microphotograph o f the GSM ADC.
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m

Fig. 5.31

GSM AS modulator microphotograph.

The ADC occupied about 0.2 mm 2 silicon area. Below are the power spectral plots
for the linearised and non-linearised GSM ADC showing about 12 dB improvement in
SFDR as a result of the lineariser circuit with over 83 dB SNR and over 85 dB SFDR
measured.
Delta Sigm a ADC Evaluation. SN R = 78.072dB , SFD R =73.6544dB .

2 > -120

Frequency [Hz]

Fig. 5.32

Measured un-linearized GSM AS modulator power spectrum.
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D elta S ig m a AD C Evaluation. S N R = 8 3 .5 3 9 5 d B , SF D R = 8 5 .8 5 5 6 d B .
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Fig. 5.33

Measured linearized GSM AE modulator power spectrum.

The zero at 115 kHz is not visible in the above spectrum because thermal noise dominates as
expected. The GSM ADC was then characterized for SNR and SFDR over input amplitude
and frequency. The results are shown in Figs 5.34 and 5.35.
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Fig. 5.34

Measured linearized GSM AE SNR/SFDR vs. input amplitude.
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Measured linearized GSM AE SNR/SFDR vs. clock frequency.

W C D M A AE A D C Silicon
Fig. 5.36 is the microphotograph of the WCDMA ADC (to save layout time, the

same reticule was used for both GSM and WCDMA ADC with the OTAs replaced and
excess components (unit capacitors) left unconnected on the WCDMA die.

Fig. 5.36

WCDMA AE modulator microphotograph.
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This ADC also occupied about 0.2 mm 2 silicon area. Below are the power spectral
plots for the simulated and measured linearized WCDMA ADC. The actual silicon did not
work well at 153.6 MHz clock rate; hence it was characterized at 100 MHz clock rate. This
was attributed to imprecise modeling of MOS devices in the process technology with up to
20 dB of gain being lost in amplifier open-loop gain leading to performance degradation at
high sampling frequencies. The lower mobility of the amplifier input />MOS devices could
also be contributive if the modeling was not accurate enough.
It can be seen from the spectral plots below that measured SNR and SFDR results
match simulation closely in spite of the reduced in-band bandwidth.

D elta S ig m a ADC Spectrum . SN R = 7 2 .3 5 2 1 d B , SF D R = 7 9 .9 8 6 2 d B .
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Fig. 5.37

Simulated linearized WCDMA AE modulator circuit power spectrum.
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D elta S ig m a ADC Evaluation. SN R = 7 2 .0 1 73dB , SF D R = 7 6 .8 7 3 5 d B .
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Measured linearized WCDMA AE modulator power spectrum.

The zero at 1.6 MHz is visible in this case because quantization noise dominates as expected.
The WCDMA ADC was then characterized for SNR and SFDR over input amplitude and
frequency. The results are shown in Figs 5.39 and 5.40.
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Measured linearized WCDMA AE SNR/SFDR vs. input amplitude.
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Fig. 5.40

Measured linearized WCDMA AZ SNR/SFDR vs. clock frequency.

The tables below compare published switched-capacitor low-pass modulator work to
both the GSM and WCDMA modulators using the FOMs defined in equations (2.20) and
(2.21) in Chapter 2. SNR was used for ENOB calculation and the Nyquist bandwidths were
used as ERBW.

Table 5.11

GSM AZ modulator performance comparison with published work.
C lo c k R a te

S up ply

S ig n al B W

Tech.

Pow er

A re a

FO M i

FO M 2

(M H z )

(V )

(M H z )

(urn)

(m W )

(m m 2)

( p j/c o n v .)

( p j -V/ co n v.)

This w o rk

26

2.7

0.135

0.35

7

0.2

2.11

0.059

[134]

13

1.8

0.135

0.4

5

0.4

1.60

0.060

[194]

26

2.7

0.135

0.25

4

-

1.00

0.028

R e fe re n c e

[196]

53

1.8

0.276

0.18

15

-

2.64

0.050

[197]

32

2.7

0.5

0.35

12

1

2.07

0.175

[198]

32

1.8

0.135

0.18

4.5

-

1.02

0.016

[2001

64

1

0.5

0.13

7.4

0.6

1.61

0.025

Table 5.12 WCDMA AZ modulator performance comparison with published work.
S u p p ly

S ig n a l B W

Tech.

Power

A re a

FO M j

FO M z

(M H z )

(V )

(M H z )

(urn)

(m W )

(m m 2)

( p j/c o n v .)

( p j -V /c o n v .)

Th is w o rk

100

2.7

1.25

0.35

14

0.2

1.72

0.116

[170]

52.8

3.3

1.1

0.5

200

5

4.97

0.683

[191]

64

3.3

1.1

0.35

180

2.6

4.08

0.463

[195]

50

1.8

1

0.18

18.8

6.5

3.64

0.262

[198]

32

1.8

1.92

0.18

7

-

3.15

0.681

R e fe re n c e

C lo c k R a te

[199]

32

1.8

2

0.18

150

2.86

3.25

0.731

[201]

70.4

2.5

2.2

0.25

66

2.78

2.56

0.400
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5.10

Conclusions
The desirable and efficient noise-shaping characteristics o f AE ADCs has firmly

entrenched AE modulation in data-converters for wireless battery-powered mobile devices.
In this chapter, the scheme has been used to design modulators for both GSM and WCDMA
radio standards. An overview of both standards was initially carried out. Subsequently, the
determination of required ADC dynamic range for direct-conversion receivers was done.
The issue of sampling switch linearity in switched capacitor AE modulators was then
highlighted and an enhanced circuit proposed that completely addressed the linearity issue.
This circuit was used in the input sampling switches of the two AE modulators.
The two modulators were then designed analytically and implemented as 4th order
single-loop single-bit switched-capacitor discrete-time modulators on silicon using Inverse
Chebyshev NTF. Measured results for both WCDMA and GSM ADCs agree very well with
simulation with the WCDMA ADC failing to reach the designed 153.6 MH 2 clock rate as a
result of process related issues. It was subsequently characterized at up to 100 MHz and
surpassed expectation. Table 5.13 is a summary o f both the GSM and WCDMA ADC
performance. Digital decimation of the modulator outputs to Nyquist was not implemented
on silicon as a result of time constraints and will be considered in the future.

Table 5.13

GSM and WCDMA AE ADC performance summary.

Parameters

Specification

Measured

Specification

Measured

WCDMA ADC

GSM ADC
SNR (dB)

83

83.5

67

72

SFDR (dB)

85

85.8

70

76.9

Sampling Rate (MHz)

26

26

153.6

100

Signal Bandwidth (MHz)

0.135

0.135

1.92

1.25

Power Consumption (mW)

7

7

14

14

Input Amplitude (Vppd)

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

3ct Input Offset (mV)

5

3

7

5

Supply Voltage (V)

2.7

2.7

2.7

2.7

Silicon Area (mm2)

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

Process Technology

0.35 pm IP 4M SiGe BiCMOS with M3M4 MiM capacitors
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Calibration Techniques for H igh
Resolution Multi-Bit Pipeline ADCs
“Iron sharpeneth iron ... ’’Pro. 27:17 K JV

With the high-speed and low silicon estate merits o f the pipeline ADC architecture
elucidated in Chapters 3 and 4, it is apparent that overall »-bit ADC linearity is only
guaranteed if the first few sub-DACs are at least n-bit linear. This is difficult to achieve for
> 10-bit resolution without trimming, device averaging, noise-shaping or some form of
calibration, since capacitors in a switched-capacitor DAC design will only match to about
0.1% at best. Resistor matching in ladder or R-2R DACs is even worse. About 14-bit
performance has been achieved without trimming, averaging, dithering or calibration in
[193], but with large device areas to guarantee matching, which increased power
consumption and slighdy compromised the high-frequency performance of the design as a
result of large device parasitics. Laser trimming the pipeline ADC’s sub-DACs to the
required precision is a very expensive process and is unsuitable for low-cost devices. In
addition, since it is a one-off irreversible procedure, aging effects and temperature will still
affect the performance of the laser-trimmed ADC. Device averaging techniques are ideally
suited to over-sampling designs (OSR > 2) with [39] achieving 100 dB SFDR for a 14-bit
over-sampled pipeline ADC using capacitor averaging techniques. Analog and digital
calibration techniques have also been used in the literature [203]-[211], but tend to consume
higher power and area as a result of significant hardware redundancy. Dithering and
mismatch-shaping [212] have also been used to design over-sampled pipeline ADCs, but
effective bandwidth is reduced as a result o f the over-sampling, and additional logic is usually
required to filter the out-of-band noise.
This chapter examines the various available calibration schemes in the literature and
highlights their limitation from a power consumption perspective. It then describes in detail,
a novel segmented calibration scheme for multi-bit quantizers that has small area overhead,
consumes low power and enables the use o f the ADC over its entire Nyquist bandwidth.
Subsequendy, circuit design and simulated results for a 12-bit, 120 M S/s ADC designed
using the proposed calibration scheme is presented with conclusions following.
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6.1

Correctible P ipeline AD C Errors
The main errors plaguing the pipeline ADC architecture are sub-ADC comparator

offset errors, sub-DAC matching errors, inter-stage gain errors and inter-stage amplifier
offset errors. Since the inter-stage amplifiers drive a succeeding sub-ADC, their offset errors
can usually be lumped together with that of the succeeding ADC comparators and treated as
one entity. This section is based on the above supposition.

6.1.1

Comparator Offset Error
Fig. 6.1 depicts an n-bit pipeline ADC with each stage containing an m-bit sub-ADC

(quantizer) and sub-DAC, a subtractor and a quantization error amplifier.

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage k

re sid u e
input

S/H

ADC

Fig. 6.1

output

DAC

Pipeline ADC block diagram.

The sub-DAC, subtraction and amplification functions are usually combined in a
switched-capacitor circuit called a multiplying DAC (MDAC) and a single-ended version is
shown in Fig. 6.2. Tu T2 ... Td are the thermometer-code output of the sub-ADC and the
subscript d is 2m- 1. Cs0 to Csd are the input sampling capacitors. C{ is the feedback capacitor.
For a 12-bit, 2-bits-per-stage ADC with no redundancy, five 2-bit MDACs and six
comparators are required with the overall ADC output word given by the following generic
equation:
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Dour = P k •

r ^ ' + Dk_, •r*"'” *-2 + •• •+

D,(6.1)

where Dk is the MSB sub-ADC’s digital output (with integer values ranging from 0 to 2m- 1)
and r is the radix of the converter which in the 2-bits-per-stage case is ideally equal to 4. The
actual converter radix is usually slighdy different from the ideal case as a result of capacitor
mismatch and finite opamp gain, hence the need for calibration or mismatch shaping.

out
ref

Cso=Cs1=Cs2=Csd=r.Cr/(d+1)

Fig. 6.2

MDAC simplified block diagram. The symbol “&” is the AND operation.

Equation (6.1) reduces to the following expression for the 12-bit, 2-bits-per-stage case:
D

out

55 As -1024 + D,; •256H

+ D 2 -4 + D,

(6.2)

This converter is very sensitive to comparator systematic offset errors since no redundancy is
built in. If 2m- 1 additional comparators are added to the sub-ADC, whilst keeping the radix
the same and the threshold points changed slighdy to allow some overlapping at its extreme
bounds (Fig. 6.3), the pipeline ADC becomes the well known [73]-[74] w.5-bits-per-stage
ADC with simple digital error correction implemented by overlapping and adding the inter
stage outputs. Thus, no information is lost even when a comparator makes an erroneous
decision because the succeeding stage’s comparators have enough range to digitize the
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residue. This redundancy allows the use of comparators with offsets as high as ± Vref/ (2m+*),
a significant improvement over the required ± Vref/ (2"+ *) comparator accuracy of the m-hitper-stage ADC.

2.5-bit sub-ADC

O.B

2-bit sub-ADC
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CD
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-0.4 :■
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0

0.2

0.4

O.B

D.8

Input

Fig. 6.3

1

Residue versus input for 2-bit and 2.5-bit MDAC.

The final digital output of a 12-bit, 2.5-bits-per-stage ADC is given by the following
expression:
^o u t = D6 -512 + D 5 -128-1

\-D2 -2 + Dj

(6.3)

where the sub-ADCs (except the LSB ADC which is still a 2-bit 3-comparator design) now
have integer values ranging from 0 to 6 (i.e. 2m + 1 - 2). Thus, with the use of slight
redundancy, the issue of comparator and amplifier offset is completely addressed in a
pipeline ADC.
6.1.2

M D A C G ain E rro r
Since each MDAC comprises an amplifier of open loop dc gain A. in addition to

sampling and feedback capacitors as shown in Fig. 6.2, their radices will differ with variance
akin to that of the statistical distribution of the capacitor mismatch. Modifying (6.1) thus
gives:
Dour = Dt
where ru r2,

rk are

■+ Dk_,

+ •• •+

+ D,(6.4)

MDAC radices for stages 1 to k which ideally should equal 4 for a 2.5-

bits-per-stage partitioning. Considering only a single composite input capacitor Q and the
feedback capacitor Cf, the radices can be expressed in the general form below:
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A 'C “

as A —> <x>

(6.5)

In reality, A is not infinite but the criteria for (6.5) to be valid for all rx is that A > 2n+1+m.
Once the requirement for A in (6.5) is met, the ratio between the sampling and feedback
capacitors define the MDAC radix, r which can only be accurate to about 0.1% at best and
will require calibration for > 11-bit resolutions.

6.1.3

DAC Errors
The output of the implicit DAC in the MDAC diagram o f Fig. 6.2 can be generalized

using the expression below
U

S c,
^ D A c M ^ refX

i= \

S Csd„„

(6-6)

with the main source of error being the matching of the unit-sized input sampling capacitors
Cs0 . . . Cxj. The MDAC topology in Fig. 6.2 allows the lumping together of both the sampling
capacitor and the feedback capacitor with DAC errors and MDAC gain (radix) errors
calibrated out simultaneously with the composite MDAC output equation given by:
T /

_ fo o +
M DAC -

+ Q + - + ^sd )• V

m

- (T1 •c sl + T2 • Cs2 + . . .

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

+

Td • Csd).K ref

(6.7)

where ideally, Cs0 = Csl = Cs2 = Cs. .. = Csd = 0.5Cf.

6.2

ADC Calibration Schemes
Since mismatch, dynamic element randomization and spectral error shaping techniques

[177] — [184] are ideally suited to over-sampled architectures; calibration techniques are
mainly used for Nyquist architectures. Calibration o f a pipeline ADC can be done digitally
[204] — [209] (the DAC and radix errors are digitally extracted be means o f statistical
correlation and corrected in the digital domain), in analog [210] (smaller ratios of the
mismatched devices are switched in or out under digital control to correct errors in the
analog domain) and can be carried out in the fore-ground (normal operation of the ADC is
disrupted in order to carry out the calibration procedure), or discretely in the background
without affecting the ADC operation with the latter the most preferred option. An all
analogue capacitor error averaging technique has also been used in the literature [39] with
over 100 dB SFDR obtained for a 14-bit 12 M S/s design, the overhead being a global clock
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rate of twice the ADC sample rate. As explained in Section 6.1, digital error correction
already alleviates comparator and MDAC amplifier offset errors leaving sub-DAC and radix
errors, which can be significantly reduced by calibration. Galton [213] proposed a digitally
intensive algorithm that can cancel DAC mismatch noise in pipeline ADCs with the use of
statistical correlation using a pseudorandom generator but may not be power efficient at high
sampling speeds. Keane et al [207] in addition proposed a similar digitally intensive statisticbased algorithm for background calibration of radix errors.
A number of the calibration research in the literature duplicates the entire ADC
pipeline to allow for the calibration o f the redundant ADC while the main ADC is in use.
The main ADC is then periodically swapped for calibration and vice-versa. Moreover, an
embedded precision signal source is employed for use in the calibration process, which
further adds to the silicon area. The segmented scheme that will be proposed shortly
selectively calibrates only the MDACs and uses V te{ as a precision calibration reference, thus
negating the need for an integrated precision signal source. Error comparison is also done
digitally, dispensing with the requirement for an ultra-low offset analogue comparator and
only a redundant MDAC is needed, with a low-power (n + 2)-bit 2nd-order delta-sigma (AD)
ADC used to digitize the MDAC output for calibration. More than adequate signal-toquantization noise ratio (SQNR) is achievable with a 2nd order single-bit quantizer AD ADC
of high OSR with scaled OTA biasing for reduced power consumption.
Since only the MDAC is calibrated, the dual-port RAM required for the storage of
calibration settings is just a few bytes in size with negligible area overhead and may be
realized using flip-flops and some glue logic for addressing and I/O functions. Segmented
MDAC calibration has been used previously in the literature with [214] employing a
pseudorandom sequence to simultaneously dither the mismatch spectrum of each MDAC.
The radix errors are then extracted by correlation in the digital domain. Power consumption
and area is high as a result of the use o f a calibrator block per MDAC and the extra logic
required for spectral correlation. The continuously calibrated 12-bit ADC in [214] also uses a
redundant 1.5-bit MDAC (a sample-and-hold amplifier and 15 MDACs used in all, adding to
the area and power overhead) for the continuous calibration of only the first two MSBs. In
addition, a variable voltage source is integrated and the calibration algorithm is different from
that used in this work.
References [215]-[218] also employ an auxiliary array of fine capacitors for the tuning
o f the MDAC capacitor mismatch as used in this work; the difference being the fact that an
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ultra-low offset analogue comparator is not required here since the comparison between the
digiti2 ed MDAC output and the expected output is computed to n+2-bit precision digitally.

6.3

Proposed Low-Power Segm ented Calibration Schem e I
Fig. 6.4 is a demonstrative block diagram of the proposed analog calibration

architecture for a 12-bit, 2.5-bits-per-stage pipeline ADC. Each MDAC is swapped out in
sequence and replaced with the pre-calibrated redundant MDAC. Once the first MDAC is
calibrated, it is swapped back in place and the process repeated for the 2nd MDAC, etc. Fig.
6.6 is the flowchart of the pipeline ADC operation under calibration. MDAC ^T/C-based

capacitor scaling [218] can still be used across the pipeline with this scheme to save amplifier
power consumption if calibration is limited to the first two MDACs (of the same physical
dimension), with the redundant MDAC an exact copy of MDACs 1 and 2 to guarantee
thermal noise constraint levels. The calibration concept is described below for the 12-bit
ADC implementation.
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Proposed segmented calibration architecture I.

Consider the case where

is applied to the input and all input sampling capacitors

switched in (i.e. Tx ... Td = 1). Equation (6.7) then reduces to:
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y MDAC =

( C ^0 + -

+ C sd ) • V

( C s1 + - + C sd ) ■K e f _ C sO ’ K e f _ K t f

ref

Cf

2 -C s0

id e a U y

^

2

Since capacitor mismatch will make (6.8) to be in error and since the feedback capacitor is
twice the unit sampling capacitor size, we introduce uncorrelated sampling and feedback
capacitor error terms 8Sand 5^ and include in (6.8) to obtain:

v

ACq+S.YV*
(C{ + S {)

r69)

tPo+S.yV* _ V *
2 •(Cs0 + S {)

2

C s0 + S{

Equation (6.9) shows that it is possible to correct for 8S whilst simultaneously
correcting for 5f (i.e. calibrating such that 8S = 8*). Hence there is no need to physically
calibrate Cf. Under uncorrelated worst-case 8Sand 8f error o f ±1%, the MDAC is in error by
approx. 2% (< 0.01% error is required for 12-bit accuracy). If various combinations of an
array of 64 C/256 capacitors (fine capacitors) are switched across Cs (coarse capacitors), it is
possible to calibrate to a precision of ±0.5 LSB DNL and INL accuracy at 12-bit resolution.
A typical calibration procedure will begin in this fashion. First, the extra MDAC’s

vmi

S

grounded and V Te( applied to the MDAC reference input. Csl is then switched in. For exact
Csl capacitor, the expected residue at the MDAC output as given from equation (6.7) is the
ideal amplified quantization residue, i.e.
F

m dac

= ( C s o + - + ^ s d ) - Q - ( Q ) - I / ref =
f

=
2 ’^ sl

id e a U y .

( 6 .1 0 )

2

A 14-bit AS ADC is then used to digitize the MDAC output, which is then digitally
compared with its ideal 14-bit precision value to determine the mismatch error. The
calibration engine then increments or decrements a counter that controls the combinations
of fine capacitors that are switched in or out depending on the polarity o f the error. Fig. 6.5
depicts a generalized 7t-network implementation of the fine capacitor array [216] around Cs.
The procedure is repeated for each o f the eight Cs capacitors. Once all the MDAC Cs
mismatch error have been calibrated to better than 12-bit accuracy, the digital comparator
stops the engine and the calibration words are written to the MDAC dual-port RAM for all
Cs capacitors. The extra MDAC is then used to replace the MSB MDAC. The MSB MDAC
is then calibrated and replaced. The next MDAC is also swapped out, calibrated and replaced
until all MDACs requiring calibration are calibrated as depicted in the flowchart in Fig. 6.6.
The calibration words in the RAM are subsequently used to permanently switch in fine
capacitors as required for each coarse capacitor. Hence, there is no need to switch fine
capacitors during high-speed normal operation.
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Every coarse capacitor is thus calibrated to better than 12-bit precision and overall
ADC performance should approach the ideal within physical design constraint limits. This
process can continue in the background or can be configured to only happen at ADC powerup. During periods that the calibration engine is not in use, the AS ADC input is connected
to common-mode voltage Kcm in order to digitally extract its input-referred offset voltage.
This is then used to remove ADC offset impairments from the ADC outputs during
calibration. Low-power AS ADC, calibration engine and fine capacitor array overhead is
estimated to be about 0.5 mm2 in area and about 30 mW in power for 120 MHz sampling
clock, using a 0.13 pm CMOS technology.
Since all eight input capacitors in an example 2.5-bits-per-stage MDAC need to be
calibrated with each coarse capacitor probably requiring all 64 fine capacitors; and with four
clock cycles required to switch in the capacitor, wait for the transients to settle, and repeat
the residue digitization, a total of 2048 clock cycles are required for the calibration o f a single
MDAC. In a 12-bit implementation, six MDACs in all (the redundant one included) need to
be calibrated with the total calibration time being 12288 clock cycles. If the calibration engine
is clocked at 2.4 MHz to reduce power consumption, calibration will take a maximum of 5.12
ms. In spite o f the low power and low area overhead o f this calibration scheme, there are
some potential pitfalls namely:
•

The absolute values of the fine capacitors are already comparable to device and track
parasitics and hence precisely implementing the array will be a non-trivial layout
intensive task. For example, with a 4 pF sampling capacitor arranged as eight 500 fF
unit capacitors in a 2.5-bit MDAC, the fine capacitor array would need to be precise
to about 2 fF granularity.

•

Routing all control and addressing lines for this scheme will be complicated and
layout intensive.

•

The numerous series switches in the fine capacitor path may add some inputdependent non-linearity to the otherwise linear sampling capacitors.

•

The scheme is dependent on all coarse capacitor mismatches being within the
capture range of 64 fine capacitors (i.e. 1% in this case).

•

All published work to date involving capacitor trimming [214] — [216],[219] were
designed at 40 M S/s or lower sampling rate. This is probably as a result of the
challenges in implementing the fine capacitor-trimming array under high-speed
operation.
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As a result another scheme that is a direct offshoot from the above was investigated and is
described in the next section.

6.4

Proposed Low-Power Segmented Calibration Scheme II
Fig. 6.7 illustrates the new scheme. In this case, the fine capacitor array and each

localized MDAC RAM are dispensed with and instead, a larger single block of RAM (divided
into addressable <7-word pages, with each word 14-bit wide and one page per MDAC) used in
the logic with the capacitor errors estimated and corrected digitally. Consider again, a
situation where the calibration proceeds as in the previous section for the first MDAC. The
residues (ideally Kref/ 2) for each switched-in unit capacitor are digitized as before using the
low-speed 14-bit AS ADC. These values are then subtracted digitally from the 14-bit digital
equivalent of Kref/ 2 and the mismatch errors stored in RAM for each of the d sampling
capacitors in the MDAC being calibrated. An extra bit is required in the data-path for signed
arithmetic representation of the mismatch error. Thus, all individual unit capacitor mismatch
information is available to ±13-bit precision for each calibrated MDAC and can be used to
regenerate the table of errors for each thermometer code during normal operation.
For example, if Csl’s error was 81} Cs2’s error 82, etc, for the sub-ADC thermometer
code output 0000001 under normal operation, the MDAC’s residue error will be 8r For code
0000011, the error will be 8t + 82. And finally, for thermometer code 1111111, the error will
be 8t + 82 + ...+ 8 d. These regenerated errors can then be added to the sub-ADC’s digital
binary outputs before aggregating with the rest o f the pipeline digital outputs as before.
Thus, this scheme refers the error to the digital domain and corrects it with the use of a
dynamic code-dependent digital offset. The procedure is repeated for each MDAC swapped
out for calibration. The post-sub-ADC/MDAC logic blocks depicted in Fig. 6.7 are wired to
the calibration engine via a 102-bit bus comprising six signed 13-bit error data for each
MDAC in the forward direction plus six 3-bit coarse capacitor address data (equivalent to
mj) from each sub-ADC in the reverse direction. The coarse capacitor address data tells the
calibration engine which coarse capacitors it is currently using and the engine puts the
required 14-bit error word on the relevant MDAC’s data bus. Each logic block will thus
require a 14-bit adder, which may be implemented using a simple lookup table since 3 bit
MSB output data is being added to a 14-bit error with most o f the error being in the LSB
portion of the 14-bit word.
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Equation (6.4) then becomes
UT = («„ + Dk

Do

y ■+ Dk_,).

H

H(s2

+D ,

(6 .H )

where 8 is the regenerated errors in the digital domain truncated to /z-bits. The area and
power overheads are similar to the previous calibration scheme with less complexity in the
analogue implementation. Fig. 6.8 shows the calibration flowchart for a single MDAC.
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6.5

Calibrated ADC Circuit D esign
The second proposed segmented calibration scheme was selected for silicon

qualification as a result of reduced analogue complexity and minimal additional digital
overheads (adders and look-up tables). The process technology used is a 1.2 V 6 -metal 1-poly
0.13 pm CMOS technology. Fig. 6.9 is the simplified block diagram of the 12-bit ADC. Fig.
6.10 is the MDAC calibration data-path. Table 6.1 is the specification of the 12-bit ADC.
From k T / C considerations and with the desired 2 Vppd input amplitude, 3.3 pF total MDAC
input sampling capacitance was found to be adequate. Eight 500 fF unit capacitors were used
for a total sampling capacitance of 4 pF. The feedback capacitor was 1 pF.
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12-bit 2.5-bit-per-stage ADC block diagram.
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12-bit ADC MDAC calibration data-path.

Each fully differential MDAC was implemented in switched-capacitors as shown in
Fig. 6.11 with switched-capacitor CMFB used to regulate the OTA output voltages. The
motivation for using a switched-capacitor MDAC over a resistive one as used in Chapter 4
was that the switched-capacitor MDAC was more amenable to unit device (capacitor)
calibration implementation. In addition, the matching of capacitors is better than that of
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resistors (as shown in Chapter 3) by an order of magnitude. The dynamic comparator
topology used in Chapter 4 was used for the sub-ADCs.

Table 6.1

Calibrated 12-bit pipeline ADC specifications
Parameters

Specification

SNR (dB)
SFDR (dB)
D N L (LSB)

>70
>75

INL (LSB)
Sampling Rate (MHz)
Power Consumption (mW)
Input Amplitude ( V p p d )
Supply Voltage (V)
Silicon Area (mm2)
Process Technology

± 0 .5
± 1
120
< 120
2
1.2
< 1
0.13 pm IP 6M CMOS

,&T,

refP
inP
refN

relP

inN
refN

Fig. 6.11

Calibrated MDAC schematic.
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All MDAC switches were implemented using exotic low-threshold voltage pMOS
and nMOS devices available in the process technology, hence no need for clock boosting or
switch bootstrapping. The optimal four-phase clocking scheme [84], [190] was also used. The
MDAC amplifiers were 2-stage cascode-compensated topology with cascoded gain-boosted
first-stage. This topology was found to be suitable from a dc gain, gain bandwidth and
output swing point of view and from the observation that the amplifier input will never see
the full ADC amplitude (i.e. only the maximum residue, or

4 will ever appear at the

amplifier inputs since it is used in a radix = 4 MDAC). Fig. 6.12 is the MDAC amplifier
schematic. The auxiliary amplifiers A 1 and A2 are implemented using folded cascode OTAs
as in Chapter 4.

VDD

VDD

VDO

BIAS4

VDD

BIAS3

Fig. 6.12

Table 6.2

MDAC amplifier schematic.

Simulated MDAC amplifier performance summary.
Parameter

Value

DC gain

95 dB

GBW

1 GHz

Phase margin (at gain o f 4)

75°

Load Capacitance

5 pF

SR

1000 V /ps

Input-referred noise
4.1 ns settling error (gain o f 4)

10nV/VHz
-83 dB

Supply voltage
Power consumption

1.2 V
15 mW
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Table 6.2 above is the MDAC amplifier performance summary with higher than
90dB dc gain required for the application. A 2nd order switched-capacitor 2.4 MS/s AE ADC
was then designed with OSR = 512, a Butterworth NTF and out-of-band gain of 1.3. Fig.
6.13 is the modulator topology.

x —►(S)—►

Fig. 6.13

2-1

2nd order modulator topology for 14-bit calibration ADC.

A 0.8 pF sampling capacitor was used to exceed k T /C constraints and yield the desired > 84
dB SNR for a 1.5

input range (i.e. 75% of full-scale to prevent modulator instability but

still more than adequate for the application). The transfer function is given below. A scaleddown version of the MDAC amplifier was used for the AZ ADC.
NTF,Butterworth (*) =

a - ? ' 1)2
-1.4844^ + 0.5924

(6 .12)

Comparing (6.12) to the generic equation in (6.13) for a 2nd order single-bit topology yields
the desired and quantized modulator coefficients in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 respectively.
i

N T F (*) =

i + in te )

Table 6.3

_

(? -i)2

(6.13)

(S - 1 ) + a A ( £ - 1)

Modulator loop filter coefficients for 2nd order Butterworth NTF.
I

1

2

ai
b,

0.5156
1

0.2095
1
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Table 6.4

Quantized m odulator loop filter coefficients for 2nd order Butterworth NTF.
I

1

2

bi

1/2
1

1/5
1

Fig. 6.14 is the schematic of the 2nd order calibration AS modulator with approx. 98 dB SNR
achieved when quantization noise and thermal noise is considered. Fig. 6.15 is the spectral
plot of the modulator. Cascaded Integrator Comb (CIC) decimation filter [220] and further
half-band sin(x)/x FIR filtering [122] will be used in the digital domain to decimate the
output to Nyquist and remove any residual out-of-band quantization noise.
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Calibration AS modulator schematic.
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Delta Sigma ADC Spectrum. SNR =113.3578dB, SFDR =106.195dB.
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6.6

Calibration AX modulator power spectrum.

System -Level Sim ulation Results
As it was difficult to completely simulate the actual calibrated 12-bit ADC schematics

within reasonable timescales, a 12-bit, 2.5-bits-per-stage pipeline ADC using both proposed
calibration schemes was instead modeled and simulated in Madab® and found to yield
equivalent results. For 1% capacitor mismatch, calibrated and un-calibrated power spectra
are shown in Fig. 6.16, for 120 MS/s clock rate and an input signal tone of 9.71 MHz. The
SNDR and SFDR improvements after calibration are 19 dB and 24 dB respectively. Fig. 6.17
shows the DNL and INL of the ADC without and with calibration. Calibrated ADC SNR
and SFDR were 72.10 dB and 85.51 dB respectively. Without calibration, the peak DNL is
1.22 LSB and the peak INL is 13.29 LSB. With calibration the peak DNL decreases to 0.17
LSB and the peak INL decreases to 0.71 LSB.
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ADC output spectra (a) without and (b) with calibration.
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Table 6.5 below is the simulated results of the calibrated 12-bit 120MS/s ADC
contrasted with the desired specification. The simulated power consumption was estimated
by summing the consumption of individual simulated blocks with some margin added for
logic overhead since the complete circuits was not simulated.
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Table 6.5

6.6

Calibrated 12-bit pipeline ADC performance summary.
Parameters

Specification

Calibrated

Un-calibrated

SNR (dB)
SFDR (dB)
DNL (LSB)
INL (LSB)
Sampling Rate (MHz)
Power Consumption (mW)
Input Amplitude (Vppd)
Input Capacitance (pF)
Supply Voltage (V)
Silicon Area (mm2)
Process Technology

> 70
>75

72.10
85.51
0.17
0.71
120
100
2
4
1.2
< 2

53.62
60.87
1.22
13.29
120
100
2
4
1.2
<2

± 0.5
±1
120
< 120
2
4
1.2
< 2

0.13 pm IP 6M CMOS

Conclusions
The correctible errors in a high-resolution multi-bit pipeline ADC have been

showcased. A review was then done on current calibration methods in the literature and their
limitations highlighted. A novel segmented analogue background calibration scheme for
multi-bit pipeline ADCs was subsequently described which selectively calibrates the ADC
MDACs in the background without disrupting normal operation. A low-bandwidth highprecision AS modulator is also used to digitize the MDAC residue for onward comparison
with the expected residue in the digital domain thus negating the use o f an ultra-low offset
analogue comparator. The proposed scheme is low-power, does not require a precision onchip signal source and has low silicon area overhead, making it suitable for use in low-cost
mobile battery-powered digital video broadcast receiver subsystems.
Detailed

circuit design of a 12-bit, 1.2 V, 120 M S/s pipeline CMOS ADC in a

0.13pm CMOS process technology using this calibration scheme was then described and
simulation results presented with 19 dB and 24 dB respective SNDR and SFDR
improvement achieved over that of the un-calibrated ADC. The calibration logic will be
implemented on an auxiliary FPGA if time does not permit its inclusion with the ADC
fabrication silicon. Layout design is currently underway and a fabrication run planned for
November 2006.
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Conclusions
“Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter... ” Ecc. 12:13 K JV

With

the

continued

drive

towards

miniaturization

of

consumer

personal

communication devices and with the extreme complexity o f such devices as they handle
increasing levels of voice, video and data whilst being powered by a rechargeable battery,
lower power sub-system design and optimal partitioning between the analogue and digital
parts of the system is a key requirements. This work has focused on the optimization of
power consumption of one of those key sub-systems, namely the analogue to digital
converter with the key contributions to knowledge being:
•

The determination of optimal inter-stage resolution partitioning for lowest power
dissipation in moderate resolution pipeline ADCs. This enabled the design and
fabrication of a video-rate low-power reduced-voltage ADC with the lowest reported
measured energy efficiency to date.

•

The optimal partitioning of wireless communication receiver baseband with most of
the baseband processing pushed into the digital domain to relieve the complexity of
the analogue baseband and eliminate the need for post-production trimming or
calibration. Since the key to the digitally slanted partitioning is the AS ADC which
now needs significandy higher dynamic range, this motivated the development of a
novel switch linearization circuit for the switched capacitor AS ADC sampling
switch. This lineariser circuit allowed for over 12 dB improvement in measured ADC
dynamic range in comparison with ADC sampling switch implementation using prior
art (transmission gates) and was successfully verified in silicon for both a GSM and
WCDMA AS ADC design.

•

The development of novel power efficient calibration schemes for Nyquist-rate
pipeline ADCs since video-rate and higher-bandwidth battery-powered receivers on
the other hand are difficult to implement using the AS ADC architecture even for
very low over-sampling ratios. They are better implemented using the pipeline ADC
architecture with the issue being that some form o f calibration is required for higher
than 10-bit resolution. Two equivalent low-power background calibration schemes
for high-speed high-resolution pipeline ADCs and suitable for implementation in
battery-powered mobile devices were then proposed and verified at the system level
using Matlab®. Circuit and layout design o f a 12-bit ADC was then done to
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demonstrate the second reduced analogue complexity calibration scheme with the
layout design currently underway and silicon fabrication run planned for November
2006.
Future work in the quest for the minimization o f power consumption in highperformance, high-resolution, moderate-to-high-bandwidth ADCs will still continue with the
following areas identified for further research:
•

Power—efficient calibration schemes for pipeline ADCs

•

Ultra-low distortion ADC sampling switch architecture and linearization schemes

•

Power-efficient slewing-invariant high-dynamic range OTA topologies for low-power
switched capacitor ADC design

•

Power-efficient DSP algorithms for correcting impairments erstwhile associated with
zero-IF receivers

•

The design of low-power high dynamic range continuous time AE modulator silicon
for WCDMA frequencies using clock jitter minimization schemes

•

Extension of the pipeline ADC inter-stage resolution optimization routine to cover
all process technologies and any n-bit ADC

•

Development of power-efficient pipeline ADC calibration schemes that will also
address amplifier gain error and thus allow the use of lower-power imprecise
amplifiers in the MDACs

• Development of AE modulator structures that minimize out-of-band tones caused by
the interaction between the sampling clock and static signals

Finally, as research on low-power ADC design techniques intensify and efficient low-power
low-overhead DSP algorithms are developed to help relax analogue sub-system design
complexity and calibrate out analogue component mismatch, it will not be too long before
the low-power; reconfigurable software radio nirvana is ultimately reached.
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Appendix A

AE M odulation Overview

This overview is abstracted from material already in the literature [122], [145]-[188]
and is included as an appendix in the thesis for completeness.

A.1

Continuous-tim e vs. D iscrete-tim e AS Modulators
The pioneering AE ADCs [146] employed only continuous-time loop filters, but with

the development of the switched capacitor design methodology in 1977 [150]-[151], most
published and commercial AE ADC designs have been discrete-time switched capacitor
implementations. The following table compares and contrasts the two implementation
schemes.

Table A.1

Continuous-time vs. Discrete-time AE modulators
M erits

D em erits

Lower bandwidth OTAs required
because there is no settling
constraints

Loop Filter is sensitive to process
variation and tied to a fixed clock
frequency

Loop Filter acts as an implicit anti
alias filter

Calibration may be required for Loop
Filter
Susceptible to clock jitter

A2 M odulator S ch em e

Continuous-time AD
Modulators
(Resistor-Capacitor)

Discrete-time AS Modulators
(Switched Capacitor)

Sampling switch need not be linear as
it is inside the loop
Loop Filter is insensitive to process
variation and scales with clock
frequency
Calibration is not required for Loop
Filter
Less susceptible to clock jitter
Superior accuracy and linearity

Inferior accuracy and linearity
Moderate bandwidth OTAs required
as a result o f settling constraints
Explicit continuous-time anti-alias
filter required
Sampling switch needs to be linear as
it is outside the loop

In spite of the lower linearity and accuracy issues with continuous-time designs, they
are becoming increasingly popular as a result of their lower power consumption at
reasonably high sampling rates in comparison with an equivalent switched-capacitor design
[152]. But for extremely high linearity relatively low bandwidth applications, the switched
capacitor AE ADC is still king [153] - [154].

A.2

First-order AE Modulator
Fig. A.1 is the ^-domain diagram of a l st-order AE modulator with the quantizer (sub-

ADC) represented by an additive noise linear model to simplify the analysis. U(%) is the
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discretized analogue input signal, X ( $ the modulated signal and Y(%) the quantized digital
modulated output.

Integrator

Quantizer

X(z)
H(z) = 1/(z-1)

U (z )— ►

J

<
E (z)

Fig. A.1

>

”► Y(z)

First-order AE modulator.

Simple analysis of the above modulator yields the following equations:
y (? ) = ■ *(*)+ E ta)

(A.i)

* fe ) = - ^ - [ u f e ) - r ( d

(a .2)

Combining (A.1) and (A.2) gives:

(A.3)
Manipulating (A.3) slighdy yields:
Y

(z) •(Z ~ 1) “ E (Z) •(Z ~ *) + Y(z) = U(Z)

(A.4)

and
y (r)-r = u fc )+ ta -i)-E (t)

(A.5)

r ( ? ) = s ' 1 •U fa)+ (1-?"')•■ £(?)

(A.6)

Finally, (A.5) becomes:

It can thus be seen that the modulator output is an addition of a delayed version of
the original input and the first-order high-pass filtered quantization error E(%). Applying the
superposition theorem to (A.6) yields the first-order modulator’s signal transfer function
(STF) and noise transfer function (NTF) viz.
s i r w - i M

. r

(A7 )
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NTFfe) = USJ = ( l - ? -*)

(A.8)

If ^ is replaced by its sampled frequency domain equivalent e , where to (angular frequency)
is 2 -n f/fs>the NTF becomes:
jxL
~j*2.7t

N T F (/) = ( l - «

a

-JnL

J *

/' ) = -------

a

v

-j*L

Js

2j - e

J‘ = sin

2j - e
\fsj

fs

(A.9)

with the magnitude of the NTF being the high-pass function:

|N T F (/)| = 2sin

(A. 10)

v/,y

In Chapter 2, it was established that the quanti2ation noise voltage o f a quantizer or ADC of
finite resolution was exacdy A/Vl2 (noise power of A2/ 12), where A is the step size or LSB.
The power spectral density of the NTF is thus given by:

v

S 2 { f ) = — ■— |NTF(f)|2 = — •— 4 . sin:
4
f . 121
W|
/ , 12
\fsj

(A .ll)

Integrating the quantization noise power over the wanted band (assuming^ > > / o r OSR =
f j Z f >>1 and that sin(l/OSR) = 1/OSR) gives the in-band noise power, i.e.

12

L

a2 2
A
71

1

36

Lotr J

II

2 7jf

(N
J

A2

(A. 12)

It can thus be seen that doubling the OSR of a l st-order modulator will increase the SNR by
10-log1023 or 9 dB. If no noise shaping was used, the SNR increase will have been only
10-log102 or 3 dB.

A.3

Second-order AS Modulator
If an additional integrator is added to the loop filter of Fig. A.1, a 2nd-order AS

modulator is realized (Fig. A.2).
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Integrator 1

Integrator 2

X ^ z)

0

0

U(z) — * 4 - - + —► H(z) = z/(z-1) — * 4 - ■)

Quantizer

X2(z)
H(z) = 1/(z-1)

h >
>
>71
V J
E (z)

-► Y(z)

+J i

DAC

Fig. A.2

Second-order AE modulator.

Analyzing the above modulator yields the following equations:

Y(z) = x 2(z)+ e(z)

(A. 13)

=

(A. 14)

Combining (A.13), (A.14) and (A.15) gives:

rfe ) =

+ B (0

(r-i)

(A. 16)

Rearranging (A. 16) slightly yields:
- ^ t o - f e - 1)2 + Z ' Y (;d + ( z - 1) ' Y (K.) = Z ' u (z)

(A-17)

r ( r ) - r 2 = r - u « + ( t - i ) J -BW

(A. 18)

and

Finally, (A.18) becomes:
-

1\2

r ( 0 = r " - u ( t ) + ( i - ? " ) :,- E ( 0

(A.i9)

It can thus be seen that the modulator output is an addition of a delayed version of
the original input and the second-order high-pass filtered quantization error E(%). Applying
the superposition theorem to (A. 19) yields the second-order modulator’s signal transfer
function (STF) and noise transfer function (NTF) viz.
STF(^) =

U(Z)

(A.20)
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NTF(^) =

= (i —

)2

(A.21)

E (z)

If ^ is again replaced by its sampled frequency domain equivalent e,co, where CO (angular
frequency) is 2*7if / J, the NTF becomes:

-J2n—

N T F (/) = (1 —«

t-f =

jn I
—
-in —
e Is _—ea Is

-j2 n —

f, = -s m
-2
Js

4-e

y

4-e

-]
(A.22)

with the magnitude of the NTF being the high-pass function:
I

r \

|N T F (/)| = 4sin
\ f s

(A.23)

J

The power spectral density of the NTF is thus given by:

W

= J - A |N T F ( / ) f = ± A . i 6 . s m 4
\fsj

Integrating the quantization noise power over the wanted band (assuming^ »

(A.24)
f or OSR =

f / 2 f >>1) gives the in-band noise power, i.e.
A2

Inf

aV

N

12 LJs J

60

1
[oSRj

(A-25)

It can thus be seen that doubling the OSR of a 2nd-order modulator will increase the SNR by
l(Mog1025 or 15 dB, 6 dB more than with the first-order modulator.

A.4

Higher-Order AE Modulators and Stability Issues
Equation (A.25) can be written in its general form for any I^order loop filter viz.
(2-L+l)

h 2t n 2-L
2"
Pe =

1 2 - ( 2 - L + l)

(A.26)

OSR

The desired theoretical in-band SQNR (signal-to-quantization noise ratio) obtainable using
an n-bit quantizer will then be:
2

SQNR = 10-log 10

r \2 n

A •2

8-R

dB

(A.27)
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Stability issues however, prevent the achievement of the theoretical SQNR of (A.27) for
higher-order (L > 2) AS modulators with more than 60 dB SQNR lost for a single-bit 5thorder modulator [155]. This is confirmed (1 < L < 5) from actual time-domain simulations in
Madab® and the results tabled below for a 1-bit quantizer OSR = 12 8 AS modulator model.

Table A.2

Theoretical and simulated AS modulator SQNR for OSR —128.

Modulator Order (L)

1

2

3

4

5

A SQNR (dB) from (A.27)
B. Modulator model SQNR (dB)
Difference between A and B

65.83
61.00
4.83

100.25
82.36
17.89

133.91
98.00
35.91

167.20
107.00
60.20

200.27
115.36
84.91

The primary reason for the theoretical vs. simulation deviation observed in Table A.2
is because the linearized models used to extract the equations only consider the stability of
the modulator from a pole-zero perspective and does not consider the fact that the quantizer
can get over-loaded under dc and sinusoidal excitation thus becoming extremely non-linear
leading to undesirable coloration of the frequency spectrum [155]. An over-loaded quantizer
makes the loop filter output to become non-monotonic and increase without bounds thus
throwing the modulator to the brink of instability. The work-around for modulators of
orders higher than 2 is to constrain the input to bounds within which the modulator is
guaranteed stable, erstwhile called its stable input range.
Under this condition, the full input range of the modulator will be unavailable for
use. This stability issue is more prevalent with single-bit quantizer modulators than with
multi-bit modulators because of the indeterminate nature of the transfer function slope of
the single-bit case (it could easily tend to zero or infinity depending on the input condition).
The type of NTF used will also affect the stability o f a AS modulator with Lee’s very useful
but neither necessary nor sufficient criterion [157] for binary modulators predicting apriori
that to guarantee stability, the NTF must not exceed an absolute gain o f 1.5 (approximately
3.5 dB).
Root locus diagrams are a more reasoned way to ensure the NTF stability with all
zeros and poles ideally located inside the unit circle for stability [158]. Ardalan [159] and
Risbo [160] have also respectively proposed Gaussian and non-Gaussian probability density
techniques for modeling 1-bit modulators which gives theoretical results closely matching
simulation. A sufficient but unnecessary criterion for stability o f multi-bit quantizer
modulators is given in [155] stating that the n-bit quantizer modulator is guaranteed stable if
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the maximum input does not exceed 2” + 2 - \h\ where | h | is the absolute integral to oo of
the N TF inverse ^-transform.
It can thus be seen that to benefit from the full input range and the unconditional
stability of a 2nd-order structure, topological changes will be required. One very popular
topology satisfying this requirement is the cascaded AE modulator.

A.5

Cascaded AE Modulators
To enjoy the robust stability o f 2nd-order modulators at higher orders, a cascade of

2nd-order structures is commonly done with numerous publications on the subject [161][172], the drawback being increased sensitivity to circuit imperfection [171]. This strategy
relies on the cancellation rather than filtering of the quantization noise and some of the
structures are outlined below.

A.5.1 Leslie-Singh Cascade Structure
This structure was proposed by Leslie and Singh [172] and is depicted in Fig. A.3.

E ,(z)

L0(z)
Loop Filter

> Y(z)

ADC

H 2( z )

E2(z)

Fig. A.3

Leslie-Singh cascade structure.

It comprises an L order AE modulator as its first stage and a zero-order ADC as its second
stage. The quantization noise E
Y,0d from

is extracted in discrete-time analogue form by subtracting

and subsequently digitized using a multi-bit ADC, the modulator’s second

stage. This ADC adds a smaller quantization noise, E 2(%) to ^iOd to produce Y2(%) which is
then subtracted from Y x(%) after digital filtering to give the desired output Y(^). Usually,
Hi(^) = £ k (k is a unit integer) and H 2(%) is the digital equivalent o f the NTF o f the first
stage. After some analysis [155], the output Y(^) is given by:
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y (

w

)

=

Z 'STF,(z) . fjo + ? -NTF,(z) _E
l-JV T F .fe)

w

l- N T F .f e )

(A.28)

w

where
STF(z)
U(z)

(A.29)

1+I^W
1

NTF(z) =
JBW

(A. 30)

1+ I ^ W

Up to 25-30 dB SQNR improvement is obtainable using this structure [155].

A.5.2 Multi-Stage Noise Shaping (MASH) Cascade Structure
In this case [173] —[175], the ADC in Fig. A.3 is replaced with another AS modulator
with the two modulator outputs filtered digitally and subtracted to give the desired output
(Fig. A.4).
E^z)
U(z)

i

L0(z)
Loop Filter

Xn(z)

Q(z)

Y^z)

H,(Z )

► 0 ----------- ►Y(z)

C(z)

E,(z)

i
Loop Filter

Fig. A.4

X,(z)

* 0'(z)

Y,(z)
*

H 2( z )

MASH cascade structure.

The digital filters are designed in such a way as to allow the complete cancellation of E j(^) by
subtraction. The output of the first stage is given by
X, (z) = STFj fe) •U(z) + NTF\ (Z) • E t (z )

(A.31)

The discrete-time analogue quantization noise E r( ^ is now extracted and fed as input into
the second modulator with its output given by
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X 2(?) = STF2(?) •E \ (?) +

(?) •E 2(?)

(A.32)

Hence, E x(%) will cancel if and H 2(%) are designed such that
H , ( 0 • NTF, fc) - H 2fc) • 3TF2( 0 = 0

(A.33)

This holds if Hj(^) = STF2(^) and H 2(%) — NTF^^) and yields for cascade 2nd-order
modulators:
-1 \ 4

Y(2) = ^ - 4 . [ 7 ( o - ( i - r r ^ 2(?)

(A.34)

The noise shaping of a 4th order single-loop modulator is thus obtained while the stability is
that of a 2nd-order modulator.

A.6

AS Modulator Loop Filter Architectures
There are a number of commonly used loop filter architectures and the basic ones are

described here.

A.6.1 Loop Filter with Distributed Feed-forward and Feedback Paths
This is depicted in Fig. A.5 and consists o f cascaded integrators with inputs fed
forward and output fed back.

U(z)

1/(Z-1)

1/(Z-1)

1/(z-1)

1/(Z-1)

tc

i k‘

+ Y(z)

Fig. A.5

4th-order loop filter with distributed feed-forward and feedback paths.

The signal filter transfer function L qis given by
,

bi
£ f ( c - i )Ntw

+ ^ f e - 1) + - + V i f e - 1)
fe-i)”

N

(A.35)

And the noise filter transfer function Lj by
N +1

a:

/-i ( ? _1)

N+l-i

ai~^az (?

1) +... -H
(?-l)

N

(?

1)

N -l

(A.36)
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yielding
N

(*-i)

NTFfe) =

(A.37)

N

STFft)

(A.38)

where
D t o

=

+ * 2fa “

1 ) + ." + * N -1

“

V " '1 + a N ( Z ~

(A.39)

!)N

All zeros of this structure’s NTF lie at dc (^ — 1).

A.6.2 Loop Filter with Feed-forward, Feedback and Resonator Paths
This is depicted in Fig. A.6 and consists o f cascaded integrators with inputs fed
forward and output fed back in addition to resonators between every other stage (one of
integrators in each resonator loop must be delay-free for the poles to remain on the unit
circle.

U(z)

Z/(Z-1)

1/(Z-1)

iv

Z/(Z-1)

jc

* Y(z)

Fig. A.6

4th-order loop filter with feed-forward, feedback and resonator paths.

The signal filter transfer function

•L„W =

is given by

(btz+hiz-ty-z+lz2-(z-gtk+V'&z+hiz-ty+h
[^2 - ( 2 - i i k + 1] - k 2 - ( 2 - <g2k + i ]

(A.40)

And the noise filter transfer function 1^ by
L , •>_ {^K + az ( K - 1))-K + lK2 - ( 2 - i i k + l]-(a3^ + a4 ( ^ - 1))
k 2- ( 2 - i ,k + i ] - k 2- ( 2 - ^ k + i ]

(A.41)
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A.6.3 Loop Filter with Weighted Feed-forward Summation
This is shown in Fig. A.7 and consists of cascaded integrators with inputs fed
forward and summed prior to quantization.

U(z)

1/(Z-1)

1/(Z-1)

1/(Z-1)

1/(Z-1)

> Y(z)

Fig. A.7

4th-order loop filter with weighted feed-forward summation.

The noise filter transfer function L, is given by
1
1
1
Lj (z) = —ax -----------<ar,---------- - +... 4- a N ,
(*-i)
* fe-i)2
fe -iy

(A.42)

And the signal filter transfer function L qby

^ 0

1

(Z)

+ -------------- T + . . . +

(^-i)

4- b*

+...+

fc-i)

fe-i)

N-2

N N
fe-1 )

(?-i)

+ ... + £N - l

k -i)

N -l

(A.43)

The zeros at dc can be shifted in order to optimize the NTF by creating resonators using
local feedback as in Fig. A.6. The structure in Fig. A.8 below then results.
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U(z)

1/(z-1)

1/(z-1)

* Y(z)

Fig. A.8

A.7

4th-order loop filter with weighted feed-forward summation and resonators.

AS M odulator N o ise Transfer Functions
There are essentially three high-pass NTFs; the pure differentiation NTF (A.44) with

zeros at dc

= 1) and infinite poles

= 0), the Butterworth NTF (A.45) with zeros at dc

and complex poles and the Inverse Chebyshev NTF (A.46) with complex zeros for
optimizing the NTF with up to 34 dB additional SQNR achievable [155] after optimization.
NTF( z) = ( 1 - ^ ) n

(A.44)

- 1 nN

NTF(z) = ^ —S—2
D(Z)
-1

(A.45)

\N

NTF(z) =
D(X)

(A.46)

The figures below show the pole/zero positions of the above NTFs and their frequency
response. The distributed feed-forward/feedback and weighted feed-forward summation
structures yield a Butterworth NTF. The distributed feed-forward/feedback with resonator
and weighed feed-forward summation with resonator structures yield an Inverse Chebyshev
NTF. Elliptic NTFs have also been used in the literature [157] but are more susceptible to
instability for given coefficient perturbation as a result of device impairments.
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0
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Fig. A.9

Pole-zero plot of a 4th order pure differentiation NTF.

0
Real Part

Fig. A. 10

Pole-zero plot of a 4th order Butterworth NTF.
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Fig. A.ll

Pole-zero plot of a 4th order Inverse Chebyshev NTF.
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Fig. A. 12

A.8

Frequency response plots of all three NTFs.

AX Modulators with Multi-Bit Quantizers
The employment of multi-bit quantization in AD modulators yield a 6 dB increase in

theoretical SQNR per additional bit and improves overall modulator stability but at the
expense of feedback DAC linearity. Overall simulated performance also becomes closer to
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the theoretically predicted value as the quantizer resolution increases. Table A.3 gives the
theoretical SQNR for the modulator of Table A.2 with multi-bit quantizers.

Table A.3

Theoretical multi-bit quantizer AS modulator SQNR at OSR of 128.

Modulator Order

1

2

65.83
71.85
77.87
83.89
89.91

100.25
106.27
112.29
118.31
124.33

Quantizer Resolution
1
2
3
4
5

3

4

5

167.20
173.22
179.24
185.26
191.28

200.27
206.29
212.31
218.34
224.36

SQNR (dB)
133.91
139.93
145.95
151.97
157.99

The 1-bit quantizer modulator’s feedback DAC was inherently linear because it had only two
levels. Multi-level DACs require components (current sources, resistors or capacitors) to
achieve the amplitude stratification but these components suffer from mismatch issues
severely compromising the linearity of the DAC and ultimately the multi-bit modulator.

A.9

Correction o f AE Modulator Feedback DAC Imperfections
The following are some of the dynamic element randomization and error shaping

methods that have been developed to improve the DAC linearity without component
trimming. Calibration and digital error correction [176] is also used but this is further
developed in Chapter 6.

A.9.1 Dynamic Element Matching
Device mismatch in the multi-bit feedback DAC introduces undesirable harmonic distortion
and elevated noise floor at the modulator output. In the case of the former, randomization
of the DAC’s static non-linearity may solve the problem by converting the harmonic energy
into pseudorandom noise [177]. This is especially suited to thermometer-coded DAC
implementation using equal sized elements (capacitors or current sources). Elements required
for a particular conversion output are randomly selected from a finite number o f unit
elements. This way, the DAC output error will be un-correlated with the DAC input and is
replaced by random noise.

A.9.2 Mismatch Error Shaping
In this method, the noise shaping property of the AE modulator is employed in the
randomization of the elements. The noise is thus the element mismatch and is shaped out of
band. Various methods are employed to achieve mismatch shaping and are described below.
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A.9.3 Rotated Data Weighted Averaging
Element rotation [178] or data weighted averaging (DWA) [179] essentially aims to
use each unit elements for roughly the same long-term duration, i.e. in a 4-bit DAC with 15
unit elements, elements 1 to 3 will be used for an input code of 3. If the next input code is 9,
elements 4 to 12 are used. If subsequendy, the input code becomes 5, elements 13, 14, 15, 1
and 2 are then used. All components are thus used sequentially and as frequendy as possible
and the long-term average of the mismatch error or noise is zero with the noise shaping
similar to that of a first-order AE modulator.
Tonal generation is however a problem with DWA which is addressed using the biDWA scheme [180] where the direction of the element rotation is inverted every cycle but
with the penalty being a slighdy elevated noise floor (9 dB). More recendy, an adaptively
randomized DWA was proposed [181] that enabled the reduction of in-band tones by more
than lOdB whilst maintaining the same noise floor.

A.9.4 Individual Level Averaging
This method [182] also introduces first-order high-pass filtering to the mismatch
noise by equalizing the usage of each element for each code over time with the penalty being
zero average error convergence latency and a higher noise floor. It is however less likely to
generate tones in comparison with legacy DWA.

A.9.5 Vector-Based Mismatch Shaping
This method [183] achieves arbitrarily higher-order mismatch shaping by dedicating a
noise shaping loop for each DAC unit element. Significant in-band tonal reduction and
spectrally shaped mismatch noise is simultaneously achieved using this method.

A.9.6 Tree Structure Element Selection
This method [184] uses a tree-structured switching blocks or encoder to randomly
select the required elements to a first or second order AE modulator pattern with the
resulting in-band residual noise and tones at levels comparable to vector-based mismatch
shaping.
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Appendix B

AS Modulator Matlab Scripts

The Madab scripts used for the system-level simulation of the GSM, WCDMA and
calibration AS Modulators are documented in this appendix. The frequencies of input signals
used are 4 kHz, 40 kHz and 503 Hz respectively. OSRs are respectively 96, 40 and 512.

B .l

Matlab script for GSM AS Modulator simulation

% Madab Script to do Systems Simulation of a 4th Order Delta-Sigma ADC
% for GSM Modulator
%Author: Olujide A. Adeniran. 10th July 2006
%

clear all
close all
Order GSM Delta-Sigma
skew = 1;
% Integrator coefficients
intcoeffl = skew*0.5;
intcoeff2 = skew*0.25;
intcoeff3 = skew*0.125;
intcoeff4 = skew*0.0625;
feedbcoeff= 0.00625;
ampl = 0.375;
vcm —1.35;
refp = 1.85;
refn = 0.85;
high = 2.7;
low = 0;
fsample = 26e6; % clock frequency
OSR = 96;
f_signal = 4e3/ (fsample/2); % normalized to bandwidth defined by oversampling rate
x=(l:2^18); % Number of data points
x=vcm+ampl*(sin(2*pi*0.5*f_signal*x));
y = zeros(length(x),l); % output data placeholder
%Set 1-bit DAC's initial value to refn
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vd = refn;
%Initialise Integrators to common mode voltages
vintl = vcm;
vint2 = vcm;
vint3 = vcm;
vint4 = vcm;
% Run modulator for x clock cycles
for i=l:length(x)
%Summing Junction
sum = vcm + (x(i)-vcm) - (vd - vcm) - feedbcoeff*(vint2 - vcm);
%Integrator 1
vintl —vcm + intcoeffl*(sum - vcm) + (vintl - vcm);
%Integrator 2
vint2 = vcm + intcoef£2*(vintl - vcm) + (vint2 - vcm);
%Integrator 3
vint3 = vcm + intcoeff3*(vint2 - vcm) + (vint3 - vcm);
%Integrator 4
vint4 = vcm + intcoeff4*(vint3 - vcm) + (vint4 - vcm);
% Quantizer & D2A
if ((vcm + (vintl - vcm) + (vint2 - vcm) + (vint3 - vcm)+ (vint4 - vcm)) > vcm)
y® - high;
vd = refjp;
else
y® = low;
vd = refn;
end
end
% save results
saveCgsmdsadcoutputdatVy','-ascii');

B.2

Matlab script for WCDMA AS Modulator simulation

% Madab Script to do Systems Simulation of a 4th Order Delta-Sigma ADC
% for WCDMA Modulator
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%Author. Olujide A. Adeniran. 10th July 2006
%

clear all
close all
Order WCDMA Delta-Sigma
skew = 1;
% Integrator coefficients
intcoeffl = skew*0.5;
intcoeff2 = skew*0.25;
intcoefB = skew*0.125;
intcoeff4 = skew*0.0625;
feedbcoeff^ 0.035;
ampl = 0.375;
vcm —1.35;
refjp = 1.85;
refn = 0.85;
high = 2.7;
low = 0;
fsample = 153.6e6; % clock frequency
OSR = 40;
f_signal = 40e3/ (fsample/2); % normalized to bandwidth defined by oversampling rate
x=(l:2A18); % Number of data points
x=vcm+ampl*(sin(2*pi*0.5*f_signal*x));
y = zeros(length(x),l); % output data placeholder
%Set 1-bit DAC's initial value to refn
vd = refn;
%Initialise Integrators to common mode voltages
vintl = vcm;
vint2 = vcm;
vint3 = vcm;
vint4 = vcm;
% Run modulator for x clock cycles
for i—1:length(x)
%Summing Junction
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sum = vcm + (x(i)-vcm) - (vd - vcm) - feedbcoeff*(vint2 - vcm);
%Integrator 1
vintl = vcm + intcoeffl*(sum - vcm) + (vintl - vcm);
%Integrator 2
vint2 = vcm + intcoeff2*(vintl - vcm) + (vint2 - vcm);
%Integrator 3
vint3 = vcm + intcoeff3*(vint2 - vcm) + (vint3 - vcm);
%Integrator 4
vint4 —vcm + intcoeff4*(vint3 - vcm) + (vint4 - vcm);
% Quantizer & D2A
if ((vcm + (vintl - vcm) + (vint2 - vcm) + (vint3 - vcm)+ (vint4 - vcm)) > vcm)
y(i) = high;
vd = refp;
else
y(i) = low;
vd = refn;
end
end
% save results
saveCwcdmadsadcoutput.datVy','-ascii');

B.3

Matlab script for Calibration AL Modulator simulation

% Madab Script to do Systems Simulation of a 2nd Order Delta-Sigma ADC
% for Calibration ADC Modulator
%Author: Olujide A. Adeniran. 10th July 2006
%

clear all
close all
o/0********************2nd Order Calibration Delta-Sigma
skew — 1;
% Integrator coefficients
intcoeffl = skew*0.5;
intcoef£2 = skew*0.2;
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ampl = 0.375;
vcm = 0.6;
refjp = 1.1;
refn = 0.1;
high = 1.2;
low = 0;
fsample = 2.4e6; % clock frequency
OSR = 512;
f_signal = 503/(fsample/2); % signal normalized to bandwidth defined by oversampling rate
x=(l:2A18); % Number of data points
x=vcm+ampl*(sin(2*pi*0.5*f_signal*x));
y = zeros(length(x),l); % output data placeholder
%Set 1-bit DAC's initial value to refn
vd = refn;
%Inidalise Integrators to common mode voltages
vintl = vcm;
vint2 = vcm;
% Run modulator for x clock cycles
for i= 1:length(x)
%Summing Junction
sum = vcm + (x(i)-vcm) - (vd - vcm);
%Integrator 1
vintl = vcm + intcoeffl*(sum - vcm) + (vintl - vcm);
%Integrator 2
vint2 = vcm + intcoeff2*(vintl - vcm) + (vint2 - vcm);
% Quantizer & D2A
if ((vcm + (vintl - vcm) + (vint2 - vcm)) > vcm)
y(i) = high;
vd = refjp;
else
y(i) = low;
vd = refn;
end
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end
% save results
save^caldsadcoutput. datVy','-ascii');
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Appendix C

Madab Processing Scripts

The following script was used to load and process the data generated from the above scripts.
The FFT of the data is done. Subsequendy, SNR, SFDR parameters are extracted from the
simulation.

C .l

Matlab script for AS Modulator FFT Analysis

% Matlab Script to do frequency domain analysis on the data from
% GSM, WCDMA and Calibration DS modulator scripts
%Author: Olujide A. Adeniran. 10th July 2006
%

clear all
close all
fsample = 2.4e6; % Clock frequency. Change accordingly
OSR =512; % Change accordingly
f_signal = 503/(fsample/2); % Change accordingly
my_tide = 'Delta Sigma ADC Spectrum';
beta = 20;
x = loadCcaldsadcoutput.dat'); % Change accordingly
%Normalise input data amplitude
kk = max(x(l:20));
mid = kk/2;
x = x-mid;
x = 4*x;
x = x/max(x);
x = round(x);
N = length(x);
freq= (1 :round(N / 2))/N*fsample;
window = kaiser(N, beta); % kaiser window is used
window = window/sqrt(mean(window.A2)); % normalize power of window
X = zeros(length(x),l);
for i= 1:length(x(l,:))
X = X+(abs(fft(x(:,i).*window))/N).A2; % power spectrum estimation with prior windowing
end
X = X/length(x(l,:));
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X = X(l:(round(N/2))); % consider only one side of the spectrum
subplot(2,l,l);

semilogx(ffeq,10*logl0(X),'Color','blue');

xlabelC frequency

[Hz]')’

ylabelCpower [dB]');
X = X(l:(round(N/OSR/2))); % consider in-band spectrum
freq = freq(l:(round(N/OSR/2)));
subplot(2,l,2); plot(freq,10*logl0(X),'Color','green'); xlabelCFrequency [Hz]'); ylabelCPower
[dB]’);
% Estimate signal and 1st 3 harmonic spectral contents
peak_signal = round(f_signal*N/2);
bins_signal = peak_signal-10 : peak_signal+10;
peak_2ndharmonic = round(2*f_signal*N/2);
bins_2ndharmonic —peak_2ndharmonic-9 : peak_2ndharmonic+9;
peak_3rdharmonic —round(3*f_signal*N/2);
bins_3rdharmonic = peak_3rdharmonic-9 : peak_3rdharmonic+9;
%Integrate Signal
SIGNAL_ENERGY = 0;
for i=bins_signal(l):bins_signal(length(bins_signal))
SIGNAL_ENERGY = SIGNAL_ENERGY + X(i);
end
PEAK_SIG ~ max(X(bins_signal));
if (f_signal ~ = 0.0) % take signal out for noise integration
P = X(peak_signal+ll);
X(bins_signal) = [ P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P ] ;
%Compute SFDR before taking out harmonics
SFDR = 10*logl 0(PEAK_SIG)-10*logl 0(max(X))
% Take out 2nd and 3rd harmonic for SNR calculations
P = X(peak_2ndharmonic+10);
X(bins_2ndharmonic) = [ P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P ] ;
P = X(peak_3rdharmonic+10);
X(bins_3rdharmonic) = [ P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P ] ;
end
hold on;
plot(freq,10*logl0(X),'ColorVblue'); xlabelC frequency [Hz]'); ylabelCpower [dB]');
hold off;
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% Integrate Noise
NOISE = 0;
for i= 1:length(X)
NOISE = NOISE + X(i);
end
%Compute SNR and DR
PEAK_N OISE = max(X);
DR = 10*logl 0(PEAK_SIG)-10*logl 0(PEAK_NOISE)
N = 10*logl 0(NOISE)
SNR = 10*logl 0(SIGNAL_ENERGY/NOISE)
my_title = strcat(my_title,'. SNR = ',num2str(SNR), 'dB, SFDR = ',num2str(SFDR), 'dB.');
subplot(2,l,l);
tide(my_tide);
zoom on;

C.2

Matlab script for Nyquist ADC FFT Analysis

% Matlab Script to do frequency domain analysis on the data from
% measured Nyquist ADCs
%Author: Olujide A. Adeniran. 10th July 2006
%
clear
close all
% Sets Number of samples
N =2A16 % change accordingly
NoBits = 10; % change accordingly
out=loadCtest3_l 01 kHz.csv'); % measured data
out= out(1 :N);% Sets Number of samples irrespective of file data length
out=out-(2ANoBits -l)/2;%Removes DC from Data
samp = 20480000; % sampling frequency
infreq = 101000; % signal frequency
nyquist=samp / 2;
% Calculating the Power Spectral Density
% using a N length Beta beta Kaiser Window
beta=20;
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kaiser_window=kaiser (N,beta);
outl =out.*kaiser_window; % apply Kaiser window
ps=fft(outl,N); % complex fft
ps= abs (ps (1: (1+N /2)));%Amplitude Spectra
ps^ps^ps^/oconvert to Power Spectra
freq= (1: (N /2 )+1) / ((N /2 )+1) *nyquist;
ps=ps/max(ps);
psd= 10*logl 0(ps);
plot(freq,psd,'k');
tideCPower Spectrum')
xlabelCFrequency')
ylabelCPower1)
zoom on;
% Measuring sidebands of fundamental
a=fix(-8+0.5*N*infreq/nyquist);
b=ceil(8+0.5*N*infreq/nyquist);
sig—sum(ps (a:b))
noi=sum(ps(6:a-l))+sum(ps(b+l :N / 2))
snr= 10* (logl 0 (sig/noi))
SFDR=::0-max(max(psd(6:a-l)),max(psd(b+1:N / 2)))
EN OB= (snr-1.76) /6.02
% Analyze input data to find offset and amplitude
N = length (out);
maxin^ (max(out));
minin^ (min(out));
N 1=length (find (out> maxin-1));
N2=length(find(out<minin+1));
Cl=cos((pi/360)*l 80*N1 /N );
C2=cos((pi/360)*180*N2/N);
offset=127*(C2-Cl)/ (C2+C1);
amplitude= (127-offset)/Cl;
c=(l:N oB its)/l;
zoom on
x=(l:N)/sam p;
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% generate pure sine wave at freq fin with same amplitude as fin
puresine=offset+128+amplitude* (sin (2*pi*infreq*x));
for i=l:(NoBits-l)
if(puresine(i) > (max (out)));
puresine(i)= max (out);
else if(puresine(i)<0);
puresine^^O;
end
i= i+ l;
end
end
% Calculate DNL
difference^ hist(out,2 AN oBits)./ his t(puresine,2AN oBits);
dnl^ difference-1;
% Integrate DNL to find ADC characteristics
dnlmean= dnl-mean (dnl);
k—1;
for i= 1: ((2ANoBits) -1)
ramp (k)= sum(difference(l :k));
inl(k)= sum(dnlmean(l :k));
k= k + l;
end
% Generate ideal ADC ramp
idealramp=linspace(ramp (1) ,ramp ((2^NoBits) -1), ((2^N oBits) -1));
figure(2);
plot(dnl,'k');
tide^DNL measurement')
xlabelCOutput Code')
ylabelCDNL')
figure (3);
hold on;
plot(ramp,'k');
plot(idealramp,'k')
titleCADC Linearity')
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xlabelC Output Code’)
ylabelCData Output')
zoom on;
figure (4);
plot(inl,'k');
titleCINL measurement')
xlabelCOutput Code')
ylabelClNL')
zoom on
MaxDNL=max(dnl)
MinDNL=min(dnl)
MaxINL=max(inl)
MinINL=min(inl)
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